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1. Before issuing a transfer, note 
that fhe member wishing to transfer 
musti>e a member not less than G months 
in good standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word "Cancelled," the date and your I 
(Secretary's) signature. •* 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. Ou Accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don'l 
paste the dues stamps into his old cniv 
celled book. 
TRAVELING CARDS IN 
BOOK FORM 
i ... .1 S o w U r l n »r* r»qooo«xl to note 
that 3Irni1>*r*' T n v f l l n i C«riU ran BO 
moro be oht*ln>d In looo© l l W f c T h « * 
• r * now In hook form " ' l°0 Iroirro i>och, 





Named shoes are frequently made In Non-Union 
f Botoripfl 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain I 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN. #V«. CHAS. L. BAINE, S*e>-7W«. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
• • • • • . " • • 
IF NOT—WHY NOT? 
-
Oet one from your Local Secretary and show your employer and your 
shopniates that you are a loyal member of your organization. 
PURE GOLD BUTTONS . 
We have on band a limited number of pure gold buttons, suitable 
for presents by locals to active members for faithful service. These will 
be supplied to Local Secretaries on request. Price per button, $1.00. 
Members must order same through their Local Secretary. , 
• 
1 
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My Tour in lEurope 
A. DYCHE 
Sixth Article. 
AT THE O r r i C l l OK UL I1ATAU.I.K SYNDI-
CALISTS. 
On Tuesday, July 30, I spent tbo day roam-
ing about the museums ID Parla, having noth-
ing in particular to do. At seven in tbo eve-
ning I called at thu Bourne du Travail and 
M I Mr. Davidson, who went with me to the 
office of La Bataiile Syndicalists for an 
interview with the editor, Mr. Monnet. -Mr. 
Davidson explained that this nowspapor rep-
resent* toe revolutionary form of Syndicalism, 
while fab unioa, which in France ia also called 
Ijndicate, represent* the reformed or peaceful 
unionism. The Syndicalists proper, or the 
revolutionary unions in France, have no per-
manent organisation. They are represented 
li/*a group of abh> and noma of them very 
D4feMt and otherwise, journali<U and orators, 
«rbo in time of trouble and controvorsioe, or 
strikes, will jump in and create a movement 
nhieh may continuo for a while until it subsides. 
Ttcir newspapers are read because of the abil-
ity and brilliancy of the contributors, more 
than for any other reason. Mr. Monnet is tbo 
»blpst of them ail, who can always command 
>n audience, "Theao gentlemen hero will talk 
to yon • good deal about Labor and Labor 
I'roUeniB," continued Mr. Davidson, " b u t 
they know no more about the labor question 
than the man In the moon, and, I believe, they 
io not eare to know. They have never been 
imide of a shop, and, in fact, aro not Interested 
i» tW labor problem in ita real form. They 
«• » art of brilliant dilettanti; who have a 
theoretical and an emotional interest in any 
wolutioiiarj movwnent, which they ore plcna-
"1 U eall ta* Labor Movement." 
When I called at the office of La BatailU , 
Syndicalists, I. found a group of journalists 
there, among whom there was the Treasujbr of 
the Confederation Qeneralo du Travail and 
also a gentleman by the name of Cornelias. 
Mr. Cornelius, who is originally a Dutchman, I 
bad met at the "Socialist and Trade Union 
Congress" in London, tn 1896, where we wore 
both delegates. He represented the Dutch 
socialists and I represented the London cloak-
makera, or Mantle Makers* Union. "This Mr. 
Cornelius," Mr. Davidson told me, " l a con-
aldercd an extremist even among the revolu-
tionary hotheads, so you can imagine what 
Ideas he representa." 
The methods and policies of our International 
Union, which I had explained at tho lecture, 
seemed to have pleased them very much. They 
liked the idea of strikes and the fighting spirit 
displayed by our Organization. It was a re-
lief to them to find that American unions are 
oppressed by arbitration courts, the 
as the Gorman trade unions, and are not 
aver-burdened with a multiplicity of various 
Friendly Benefits. They seem to have been 
very pleased with tho militant spirit of our 
Organization. But what pnszled them, was the 
fact that I myself had no program for tho re-
organization of the human race; that I had 
no plana for the "Fu tu re Society." I ex-
plained to them that I look upon my work as a ' 
profession, tho aamo aa the lawyer, doctor or 
the architect. I t Is a form of activity In which 
people have to special! to and I have not the 
timr nor, in fact, the knowledge to be compe-
tent to proYl'le the human race with a. different 
form of industrial or social organization. 
• 
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Thi s appeared very odd to ibem. The idea 
• f a labor man who mi l confine hi* activities 
to t h e wiving of the every <*"7 problems of the 
workers be represent*, witboat having a n ; 
PpeeUl dispensation for the evil* under which g 
the human race U suffering waa quite inrom-
prehnnsible. What about tbe " Domain f" 
(meaning tomorrow a n d also t h e " F u t u r e " of 
society). Especially wa> Mr. Corneiiua sore a t 
sne for, what he coaeidr-red, my narrow views. 
" H o w can yea be satisfied tha t labor should 
lead a hand-to-mouth existence I " I told him 
th»t he and those people whom he represents 
should be the b u t people in the world to talk 
aboot tbe " R u t o r e , " o r of the Society of the 
Future. I said that while I bad no plans for 
the Society of the Fatofe , vet I waa raising a 
family and I shall leave tbe problem of the 
F u t u r e of Humanity to them and their chil-
dren to solve. All my time u) occupied with the 
solving of the problems which confront me in 
•ay work, and they appear to me so difficult 
and complicated tha t I mu>t confess I a m not 
a lways successful In that . -Your people should 
be the last people on ear th to talk about the 
" F u t u r e of Soc ie ty , " since you advocate the 
extinction of the human race- You tell your 
people aot to reproduce, and there can be no 
" S o c i e t y of the F u t u r e " if there are no chil-
dren bonu I can quite understand tha t a set 
of individuals do not wish to reproduce, but to 
mako this a religion or a panacea for human 
evil* in the same na calling in a doctor who 
will adviw his patient to commit suicide. Y O B 
aVnJd be tbe h u t people i n the world to talk 
about the future of society, or of socialism, or 
a i y o ther " i s m , " since af ter you will be gone 
there will be nobody l**t; there will bo no 
society and no future. 
I M X * 1 Kl VI I - U I N AMERICA. 
Find ing themselves beaten on this particular 
argument , they reverted from the subjec t and 
began to ta lk of the Industrialist* in the United 
Sta tes . They asked my cpiuioa of this move-
ment. I told them tha t "wh i l e I believe we 
will always bare the Induatrialista with as, the 
same as we have the Anarchists, there will al-
ways be a number of people who will be dis> 
•aliened with what will seem to them the slow 
progress of the regular, organised t rade un.cir 
anovemest and with the gradual economic im-
provement*; this movement is r f f r r t ing; that 
they will want things done in a hurry. There-
fore I fan qui lAmidcrs tand that there should 
: 
bo industr ial outbreakers here and there. I do 
not, however, look upon this movement as some-
thing which will supplant tbe regular, organ-
ised, constrict ive unionism, which ia represent-
ed by the organisations affiliated with the A. 
F . of Lv, the same ns no one -expects the An-
urchist movement to replace the political and 
reform movement of t h e socia l i s t s ." 
" T b e Industrialist or Syndicalist movement,' ' 
I sa id , " h a v e very much in common with tbe 
Anarchist movement. Both movements use de-
(ctivo rather than constructive method*. 
illy their methods appeal to the-primi-
tive and irresponsible mind—the mind that can 
see t h e evil and wants to abolish it, but h u 
not t h e constructive ab i l i t j to substitute beltn 
forms for those now existing. J u s t as As-
ircliism will never supersede the regular social-
ist movement, but will hang on and keep on 
pointing out faults and errors, Inhorcnt in 
every idea, so will the I . W. W. hang on as a 
fringe to tbe American Trade Union movemest 
which is wholly constructive. Both movement', 
however, mny have their element of utility, 
ac t ing as a corrective to the excesses of tU 
regular orgauir.c<] labor movement. 
" I have no objection if tho Industrialist 
would be open and above board and tell their 
constituents tha t they use their strikes as s 
means of overthrowing the present capitalist 
system in place of the socinl democratic inetbw 
of political action and tho 'bal lot box. ' I 
do, however, strongly object to thoso i - •; '• 
using as tools, the unsophisticntetl workmen. I 
would find no fault with them, if, when they 
swoop down on the Lawrence wearers or th* 
I 'aterson silk workers, they v/ere to bo frani 
with them and inform them tha t under this 
capital ist system they cannct improve their 
position, by raising wages and decreasing th< 
hours ; tha t tbe strike in which they are te 
gaged must be a means of s tort ing right a n * 
the abolition of t b e cap i t a t a t system. Bat 
they do not tell their p e o p b what they an 
a f te r . They simply use the™ as " f o o d tot 
c a n n o n , " as tools with which they are going W 
experiment In beginning their Woeial Resold -
If tbe weavers of Lawrence or the silk workes 
of I'aterson had really known what was up is 
their sleeves, they would have told them U f» 
about their business. The cloth weavers si 
!*awrenee, the Rubber Workers of Akron, the 
Silk Worker* of Petersen a e r t aot *ugH* 
ia their strikes with the object of taking e"* 
the factories of the employers and phfi'J 
, - ^.-r . . . . . , 
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ibcm in the hands of their loaders. If the 
rtriktrt tad known their object, I am convinced 
they would havo kicked them out, but the lu-
dssUislistx assured them that they were going 
lp h*lp them win improvements In those places, 
/hue the factories would Btill remain in the 
hands of the employers. Thin, to my mind, |a 
altogether mi»l««ding. 
Mr, ' Cornelius wan sur«f, however, tliat the I. 
W. W. arc making tremendous progress in this 
wrantry. Ho claimed that only a week ago ho 
had read an article in the ' ' Prankforter 2ei-
tang," one of the most reliable newspapers on 
the European Continent, praising the achieve-
ments of these people and telling them that 
A. Y. of L. is losing ground, and he believed the 
particular journalist rather than my statement*. 
Of tonne, X could not argue against such a 
proposlttoB, 
As to the general labor movement, I told 
ihem that the reason we make more progress in 
America than in Europe Is because we, in the 
Veiled States, combine the revolutionary, the 
radical with the practical, whilo the movement 
ia Germany is altogether too conservative and 
loo theoretical; that in the German union 
movement too much is left to arbitration boards, 
•bile in France It is altogether too revolution-
Witm THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE 
JEWISH TAILOBS. 
1 left the office of this newspaper and ro 
I tawtd to the BouraWw Travail, where I met 
I i»* Executive Board of the Jewish Tailors' I 
| '*i taitwl to them in detail the working of our 
ifganiiation, the work and function of the 
X«w York Joint Board and the system under 
"hick business is transacted in New York, the 
wb-divtsion of their labors, etc. 
One question put to Die was very character-
atx. '•Since you admitted," asked one of 
tfceoi, " tha t there are in your organization, 
PWftls of various political views, such as 
Socialists, Democrats, Anarchists, Industrial-
xts, Republicans, and Pure and Simple trade 
"Bionlils, does not each faction try to sot up 
'ts own eadldate* for the cifforent offie«st 
***» not the Anarchist vote for the Anarchist 
" d the Socialist for the Socialist I " 
* told the questioner that so far we havo not 
"
)me to that yet; that whenever we vote for 
•»* different people to hold offices, we vote for 
**«* not because of their political beliefs, but 
. 
we consider their fitness for the office, tneir 
knowledge of the business thoy have to transact, 
and the Union movement In general. That was 
very strange to them. They believed that if 
they bad an organisation in Paris such as ours, 
there would be constant faction fights, es-
pecially around election time. 
During'the course of my conversation I told 
them, Wot, from time to time We succeed in 
unionix|ag firms without having to resort to 
strikos. Wo do this by explaining to the 
manufacturer that it would pay him better to 
be on friendly terms with tho union than 
otherwise. That while it is true that under 
union conditions and union lawn thoy would 
havo-to pay more money and work their people 
shorter hours, on the other hand, the advantage 
they would gain, would In tho first placo relieve 
them from their anxiety and fear of strikes; 
that under union rulo thoy may be suro their 
ordors would not all of a sudden bo held up 
by their workpeople, with consequent loss. In 
trying to equalize the price and standard of 
labor in the industry, it would ease competition 
and would be of benefit to the legitimate em-
ployer. For so far as tho price of labor is 
concerned, he has an equal chance of competing 
with his fellow manufacturers in the same line. 
I gave as an instance our peaceful settlement 
in tho Waist and Dress Industry and others. 
The people prwent shook tbeir heAds. Noth-
ing like it, they said, could happen in France. 
Here arguments will never persuade an em-
ployer to assume a friendly attitude to the 
unions. It is always war to tho knife. They, 
had witnessed
 a strike of chauffeurs which had 
jnsl ended. Tho demands of the chauffeurs 
had been so
 Bmall that, it was estimated, a 
year's increase in pay would amount to not 
more than one week's loss to tho taxicnb com-
panies. Yet the companies preferred to lose 
rather than to yield to tho union. This atti-
tude, they explained, ia because the employers 
feel or think that tho leaders who conduct the 
strike are not out for the improvement in the 
conditions of labor. They tell the Jeadors: 
' ' We know what you sro out for, I t is not the 
increase you are aiming at, but you are out for 
Revolution, you arc out for Expropriation, and 
you use this strike as a beginning of your 
scheme of overthrowing tho capitalist system, 
and this we will not give you. ' ' Of course tho 
strike was lost, " O a r leaders,11 they told me 
" a r e generally revolutionists or Anarchists, and 
employers give them no quarter." Thoy 
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also gave as an illustration, a strike which re 
oently Hrminatr.1 a t the Gallerie do Lafayette, 
O M of the largest department store* i s Par is . 
This store employs over 12,000 people. The 
cloaks which t h e ; tell a n manufactured inside. 
•'•Wo would never d r e a m , " said one of them, 
" o f asking such big advances ia wages or re-
duction in hoars as you do, ba t the firm gave 
us no quarter, and our people had to return 
to work under worse conditions than when they 
left.** 
Before bidding then good-by* they told mo 
that while they doubted very much whether the 
Busxlan Jews in Paris could accomplish any-
thing like we did in New York, the conditions 
being so different, yet they felt my visit was 
an inspiration U> them and would encourage 
them in proceeding with their work of main-
taining the organisation. " W e are meeting 
with so much opposition and discouragement," 
amid one of them, " n o t only from the employ-
ers, but from oar own people. There are so 
many intellectuals among the tailors in Par is 
who sneer at our work and consider i t a waste 
of t i m e . " 
A t this Executive Board X met a tailor by 
the name of Bernstein who had worked .some 
th i r ty years ago in Leeds, England. He amid 
t o aw: " T o o heard the Frenchman com-
plaining that the Russian Jews are not organ-
ised and do not join the unions. There are 
comparatively n<ore Organized Hussion Jews 
than Frenchmen. T h e Frenchman is about the 
worst uoionitt I know. The slow, methodical, 
grinding work which the union requires doe* 
not appeal to him. This ia the work for the 
Engludinuiu or the German. Bvery French 
workman is more or less a politician, n revolu-
tionary politician, l i o is a n individualist or so 
extremist. I t is either everything; or i. ithi ag. 
lie will think of no compromise. Unloaiun it-
quires compromise. You make merry of our 
talk about fighting on the barricades. I am 
afraid (hat the labor trouble in France will 
have to be fought on the barricade*. French 
history shows tha t progress has been aait 
through spasmodic eruptions and Dot through 
gradual, methodical changes, the samo as in 
Snglnnd and elsewhere. Most o( tho progress 
iba t has been .achieved in France really has 
come through barricade lighting. Until re-
cently the French unions wero demoralised by 
tho constant defalcation of their funds by the 
treasurers or secretaries. As soon as a unioB 
made some headway and had Ecmo money is 
the treasury, the secretary and treasurer would 
with the money. Probity is not a char 
Intic virtue of Frenchmen. Lately, bow-
ever, this evil has been rectified and the gov-
ernment has passed stringent legislation, pre 
tccting the funds of the union, so that this 
constant defalcation of the funds has practi-
cally ceased. Things have since changed some-
what for the b e t t e r . " 
Still, he believed that outside of the small 
industries where employers are poor and haw 
no means of fighting, unionism in i ts pr< - •-' 
form, as practiced and preached In Franc*, 
must make slow progress. I t will have to be-
come more conservative in order to make head-
way. 
' (To be Continued-I 
h 
. Labor Advances in 1913 
B T B K N n i i M i t 
! * • « M*j-r »f m t W . York . h In.) 
m 
I 
I t is customary in business circle- to take 
at the beginning of a sew year. Hos t 
trade unions reckon up the numerical and finan-
cial lost or ga l s . The numerical gains in the 
pent year have been extensive and good. 
" I sagn i f l eeo t ' ' is the proper word to nse. The 
Miners ' Federation is the biggest t rade union 
of all, and has does on 800,000 members, show-
ing a gain of 100,000 during 1918. 
Par t of this increase is due to education, bu t 
another pa r t is due to the new policy of—"** 
—wont—work—with—non-unionists—" sdopt 
ed by miners ' branches all over the Kingdca 
There have bceu strikes to <arry out Ik ' 
policy. Both in Lancashire and Wales the In-
crease has been tremendous. 
In some districts the mineowwrs have a«*f* 
ed the suggestion of the miners' branches, & 
insisted tha t their coal getters should join tk 
anion or leave. They did not want their t-i» 
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U. stop. After all, they think that In many 
ows it is the beat to use pressure that way. 
The movement against non-unionism has not 
.......^sasfinod to miners. The Amalgamated 
r i»n of the co operative employees, haa add-
,..! several thousands to its membership by con-
•
:
 ::tifi'* a campaign amongst cooperative com-
aitteemen, getting the directors of those work-
BMB'S organizations to UM their pressure to get 
tbeir employeca into tho union. 
ID the cotton trade the spinners of Lanca-
•bire sro now so well organised that not more 
than twenty per cent of the total operative 
•picnlro are outside tho union, and these thoy 
n s t have at any price. Ninety-nine per cent, 
of those eligible are in the union. Except tho 
gUst trade, there is no organisation that haa 
the percentage of membership which the spin* 
am have. 
In the card room departments tho anion has 
pern to an extent that Tery few are outside 
is the Lancashire area, and the Yorkshire area 
hu also become better united. I t has 10,000 
-.ore members than in 1912, and la still thrlv-
isg. The biggest increase has, of course taken 
place amongst tho cotton weavers. Thoy have 
»ided st least 40,000 to their strength, and are 
-.* over 310,000 strong. Most of these are 
•oseo. They have a unique system of col-
lating dues—costly but safe. Every Saturday 
iftemooB in all towns and Tillages in Lanca-
ihire whore weavers reside, collctors—mostly 
r.ra—go round from house to house collecting 
•wMy ^ues. They earn about 10/ ($2.00) a 
weekend, and they Jet very few lapse from 
membership. 
The onion has also had special canvassers 
out. going to the homes of the nonunion wear-
j **, sad in that way got big increases. There 
**s opposition from two quarters, namely the 
political and religious trades unions which were 
*uuied a whila ago to counteract labor politics, 
'"t the feuds are now ended and tho Weavers' 
|*"*lg*mated Union is the second biggest boo, 
>! trade unionists in the country. The women 
W from 4d to Is (8 cents to 26 tents) a week 
«•" in work, wages, does and benefits thoy aro 
"•"1 with the men. The wages of the cotton 
"krs, owiDg to their splendid organisation, 
•w the highest of amy women workers in the 
wry. It it strange, howevnr, that despite 
w t than half of the membership being women 
' **•• little part in tho management. They 
l*« 
management largely to the men. Perhaps it is 
because tho women are part of the household 
and they leave tho work of the union to their 
fathers, brothers and sweethearts. 
Tho Yorkshire wooleu workers are uot as well 
organised, Tho General Union of Textile Work-
ore has only 18,000 .members, but this is twice 
tho number it had in December, 1012. Tho 
other big toxtile unions are the dyers, finishers 
and woolcombers. They have together 50,000 
members; each body having grown considerably 
during the twelve months. 
Another union that has grown very much is 
the Amalgamated Union of Clothiers' Opera-
tives, They are twice as strong as they were 
twelve monUrii ago, and throe times as strong 
as two years ago. One helpful feature lias been 
the establishment of wages boards. I knew 
Leeds when it had less than 1,000 members. In 
fact, the whole union hovered around 1,300 for 
many a year. Now three thousand clothing 
trade employees have joined in Leeds alone, and 
it has branches in many parts of England and 
Ireland. Mr. Joe Young is still tho general sec-
retary. / 
Tho Amalgamated Society of Tailors 
has made least progress of all the clothing 
trade unions, but this is mostly due to the decay 
of hand-made tailoring. But it has, neverthe-
less, increased its' rnombcrship. There is also 
a talk of amalgamation of these unions of the 
clothing trndo into one, and it will come in 
time. 
Tho unskilled labor unions are numorous, 
but tho biggest and best is that formed io 1889 
by Will Thorne, M. P., and others, namely, tho 
Gasworkers and General Laborers Union. This 
union has passed the 140,000 stage. r W many 
years they floated "between 30,000 and -40,000, 
but last year saw a big increase, and if the now 
members stick to the union it will be able to 
lift its members to a better level.1 . ' . K, Clynes, 
M. P., is tho general president; Will Thome Is 
still the general secretary, and Walt Wood, of 
Leeds, is at the head of the Yorkshire section. 
There is a talk of amalgamation of tho 
eleven British laborers' unions, and if it comes 
about there will bo a body over a quarter of a 
million strong. -The Parliamentary Committee 
of the Trades Union Congress is doing its best 
to bring amalgamation about, encouraging the 
American ideal of one union for oue trade. 
Another big union is the National Amalga-
mated Labor Union, with headquarters at New-
eqasl voting rights, but they leave the castle. This union stood with 14,000 members 
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f « I fMaa years , bsrt a s * Its asambership k*> 
reached 50,000. T W Labor Uafea Is • oosmo 
politaa b o 4 j , of lfWca Charles Donean, M. P „ 
is MM fWWil secretary. I t came into existence 
IS year* ago, Tom Mann baviug U*en its found-
er. I t did not n u k e much headway until two 
ymn age- I t enrolls workers f n a all trade*. 
Mr, D u a l believe* in Mtrnsiv* advertising 
MUOK BK> TlK>'>;i 
and ha* numerous agents . This energetic policy 
has mail*" the increase possible. T h e n is fric-
tion here and there, owing to the anion going 
into areas which o the r anion* claim a s thetrs , 
and touching trades) where unions already es> 
There h a s been a very extensive addition to 
the membership in the t ransport section. Tht 
two docfcersf unions in two years have in-
creased their membership from 12,0UU and It, 
0 0 0 . t o 30,000 'a**!, 40,000 respectively. Th* 
Sailors and Fi remen 'a Union bad 60,000 mem 
bera twenty years ago, but nearly broko up, It 
revived three year* ago nnd la now G0,0« 
"trong again. The sarao advances are recorded 
for other Boa and riverside unions, and «t« 
would say that the unions covering the docks, 
wharves and ship work are ten times U g p r 
now than two years ago, and 50,000 bigger U 
membership than twelve inontns ngo. 
The biggest growth in the t ransport tra.Jet 
has been amongst railway men. With the r* 
eeat amalgamation of the unions there has re-
sulted unparallelled increase. The total men 
bershlp before waa about 100,000, now it b 
over 2BO,000 strong. 
The unions in the skilled t rades have groit 
very much.' Tho big Amalgamated Society *t 
Engineers has increased 30,000 dur ing 1MJ. 
and is now 160,000 strong. The Amalgamate* 
Carpenters and Joiners had 50.000 meatier* 
twelve months ago—they have 80,000 now. 
The same ra te of progress can bo recorori 
fos shipwrights, boilrrmnkcrs and iroufounden 
The Boot and Shoe Opera t ives ' UjniM has aW 
grown by several thousand membem 
The new unionists a rc not a s discipline! H 
the old timers. They want to forge ahead, aad 
tho stow plodding policy has found amooifi 
them many critics. They will become BUM 
moderate »* they get older, for a f ter all the» 
<'anmS|-.*xpect to put the world straight la -
w e e k ^ r two. Many of the new ones want to 
• se pressure again** the non unionists, for 
ge t t ing that only recontly ta#y war* nonnciov 
is ts themselves. 
The spirit of enthusiasm la right, and to 
three million t r ade anion members will not t* 
as restrained a s the old two million and a half 
had been twelve months ago. 
NEXT MEETING OF THE C. X. B . 
Secretaries shonld boar in mind that the official ballots for th* 
Convention City must reach the General Office not later than March 10.. 
otherwise they will not be included in the count;. 
All official blanks must be carefully filled up, with signatures, 
Local No. and Seal complete, to save the trouble of returning them for 
being rectified. 
• "• 
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Collective Agreements in the Clothing Trades in England 
By Sidney Webb, L. L. B. 
(Author of " I n d u s t r i a l Democracy , " • 'H i s to ry of Trade Un ion i sm," etc.) 
and William Meliov, B. A. 
Copyright by Sidney Webb and William Mellor. 
TV4hird of a *ertca of twelve article* wri t ten specially for the " L a d i e s Garment W o r k e r . " 
Practically the only " g a r m e n t w o r k e r s " i n ' 
•w foiled Kingdom who are organized a r e 
•w Tailor* and Tailorcsses; and there a r e 
>.) j™ ilmn 13 Trade 1 "iiion-', though Uio mova. 
mta\ for 'lower unity is growing. This multi-
c&atioa inevitably complicates all matters re-
lating to agreements with employers. Thus wo 
tod that in addition to agreements affecting 
lie conditions of labor throughout the whole 
\itg-liim ibUjF are local agreements, involving 
•MtMtas o r wages a n d hours. N o r does th i s 
"implete the Ibrt, for there are also agree-
wots binding on masters aud men in London, 
ftrifsst, Ihjblin and Scotland, in which such 
•objects ax the distribution of work in alack 
times, the number of apprentices nnd concilia-
t*a and arbitration are dealt with. I t follow* 
•»t there can be no uniformity of practice 
•.!,r"ogliout this t r ade ; and the chief character-
.'-;: of njrfeements in general, nnd of all that 
tad will/wages and hours in particular is tha t 
j tfcfj spply only, to localities. Piece rates and 
u w rates vary all over the country, hours and 
pacral conditions of employment are not the 
'•me. and, the methods of applying or inter-
twin* agreements are almost as varied. The 
fict remains, however, tha t in this trade the 
mditioM of employment are, to a vory largo 
'itcirt regulated by collective agreements. 
First let us deal with wage and hour ngree-
.wot*. In thpse are upecifiod tho piece rotes 
lot particular classes of work, payment being 
BHHh not upon a calculation of " t h e actual 
•» aecapled, hut upon the time allowed for 
*rt operation." Such a n agreement Is called 
i " log ." A " l o g " of this character was 
•pwd'.to in 1801, by the t e n d o n , .City and 
«rtt Bud Tailors ' Association (employers) 
sad the Amalgamated Society of Tailors. l a 
I'M an appeal was made to a n umpire as to 
:*** Interpretation of eertain points, and hi* 
**-uion vat accepted as final. This " l o g " 
• at* become the basin tor the wages both 
*"» and women in the London tailoring 
trade, and is front t ime to time amended and 
altered. 
Eighty-fire similar agreements are operative 
in different parts of Oroat Britain, and thcuo, 
though differing in the actual s tandard 
wage, all result from some form of collective 
bargaining. What percentage of the workers, 
engaged in this branch of the clothing t rade , 
is organized cannot be stated. At the end of 
1010 the total number was only 21,898, but 
recently i t hns considerably increasod. What- . 
ever be tho percentage of t rade unionista ihc*e 
" l o g s " ore accepted as-binding by all the or-
ganized masters, nnd liuiy have become the 
s tandard rates for the districts in which they ' 
a r e applicable. 
There is, however, another type of agreement. 
which deals not with actual wages, b u t with 
tho distribution of work in slack seasons. The 
following ngrcoment, for instance, was made oii^-
March 2, 1892, affecting about 15,000 work 
people, betweon/commit toes representing re-
spectively tho Master Ta i lo r s ' Association .of 
Qreat Bri tain aud Ireland (now called " T h e 
Ntitionnl Federation of Merchant T a i l o r s " ) 
and the Amalgamated Operative Tai lors ' A * 
soclation; 
Resolved, Tha t tho proposals of tho Amal-
gamated Society of Tailors for an atpii table 
distribution of work during the slack scasos 
is not to bo taken as a request for tho dis-
tr ibution of work in turns nor are the em-
ployers called upon to surrender the discre-
tion thoy hare always exercised in the se-
lection of workmen for the different clnsset 
of work. 
We fully recognire t h a t tho work ought 
to bo fairly shared dnrhig the slack season! 
in harmony with the above, and we urge opoa 
our members throughout the country to carry 
tho«o principles Into offoet. 
Wo further urge tha t where workmen fed 
tha t they have any grievance in tho matter 
of their share of work, employers will give 
•s 
v 
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every facility for the bringing of such com-
plaints directly before them, without the in-
**r-r*mti*n of others, if soeh he de*i»<aa. 
The foregoing definition of the workmen > 
demands, end the recommendations of the 
••aflat* n are hereby accepted by tb* joint 
ronimKtee of the Master Tailors' Association 
of Great Britain and Ireland, and the Amal-
gamated Operative Tailors' Association, as 
a setteroent of the question* raised in_'J>ub-
lio A r.I elsewhere, by the endeavour (to carry 
out the new*.rule of the Amalgamate! So-
ciety of Operative TaUort, «Uek Is as fol-
lews; m 
"BULK 84, SECTION 1-I>urlag slaek 
—asen a fair aad equitable division of trade 
ebeuld be eompuhwry In all shops. 
k" U ease of any differeoee of opinion aris-
ing as to the carrying out of the foregoing 
to neks ion*, neither strikes nor lockout* «hall 
take pb>ee until the matter has been dealt 
with by the local arbitration committees. 
I t will be swa that thin agreement was the 
direct result of a rule of the trade union con-
cerned, and that provision is made thereby 
amy disputed point has to bo submitted to a 
local arbitration committee. In Scotland 
there exists a similar agreement dated Septem-
ber ITU. 1903, which affects about 3.000 work-
ers, while the Belfast arbitration committee ha** 
drawn ap an elaborate statement " • • a guide 
for the fair distribution of work In alack mm- "*" « 
, , for uBsappointment of a person to aft a-- < 
cilintor The decision of such neutral chsi 
Besidss these agreements relating to wagcf, 
he allowed, without stoppage of work, withU 
which to eadtarf i to come to a direct seUlemtr.' 
of the diffarenea." If within that time no M 
tlement be arrived at, then the association w 
society that has lodged the complaint «htll 
give notice to the other side, and the subjtct 
matter of disputes »»»H thereupon be referred 
to the joint conciliation beard, who shall bt 
summoned to meet within six working dim 
from date of summons. This conciliation board 
consists of three members nominated by each 
association and society presided oxer by • 
chairman and vice-chairman, th«j one being it 
employer and the other a representative of 
the men. No easting vote is allowed to the 
occupant of the ehalr. 
When a question is submitted to the board 
a written statement bna (o be draw** up, but 
this may be supported by verbal or other en-
deuce ori explanation, while all voting is ' • 
show of hands. Only an equal nnmber of rep-
resentatives of each party being allowed to 
vote, 
Ono clause reads: " N o master or workman 
directly concerned in the dispute shall be a 
titled to serve upon the conciliation?board, bet 
may be heard aa a witness." i F l h e joist 
board cannot "arrive nt a definite decision 
by a majority of its members, the board sbs-
agreo to refer undecided point* to m 'neutra. 
chairman, or application may 1*> made to the 
of trade under the Conciliation Act ISM, 
> 
bears and distribution of work, there al*o exist, 
in the tailoring trade, conciliation and arbitra-
Ust boards for the avoidance of disputes and 
strikes. In England there are three Gf theso 
board*. e%e formed for the representatives "of 
the London Master Tailors and the Amalgamated 
ftHiety of Tailors, another comprising the 
London Master Tailors and the London Society 
of Tailors; while the third arret* Leeds and 
was the direct outcome of a strike in 19U. In 
Scottani one board of arbitration exists, and 
la Ireland one covering the Belfast trade. The 
rules of the conciliation board of the Associa-
tion of London Master Tailors and the Amalga-
mated Society of Tailors and Tailorwes state 
that the object* of the board are to adjust all 
differ****, aad to avoid stoppage of work. For 
tkis pa'pose they agree that "upon a differeoee 
arising between an employer and any workman, 
from 
man or conciliator shall be final." Iu esse 
where the board does bring about a settlement 
then the decision shall be binding on each side, 
and no suspension of work is allowed under aa; 
circumstances either pending or in eensequence 
of such decisions. 
In the case of the Scotland and Belfast arbi-
tration boards all matters in dispute are re 
ferred, first to a joint committee, and then to 
an arbitrator, whose decision U final; a pro-
cedure that is also followed In Lends. . 
P r e * this brirf aurvsy ef the relations of 
employers and employees in the tailoring trade 
it will be seen that the principles of concills-
lion and arbitration have been adoptsd in then 
entirety. Nor does there seem to be much sc 
tire opposition to them amongst the member* 
of the trade unions concerned. Appeal to 
" f o r c e " is pot as fur back as possible, nod not 
every effort has been made to settle di» 
" W 
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euted po^ts amicably d o w* flnt* ^ rtriko 
,»i [o*k-out countenanced by the trade union or 
!be employ"*' association. 
(I) KIMVII- from the London Time X-o»! 
In regard to the piece-rates payable under 
liis log it abeuld be borne in mind, that, while 
U* nnmberV hours allowed for a given opera 
Wa or series of operations is tho samo in all 
rases, the ratt per log boor Yaries according to 
the class of customer catered for and the higher 
or Io«or quality of workmanship which is ex-
ited by difhrent employers. 
SBS/ IONDON TIME LOG. 
DBES8 AND FROCK COATS. 
Hours 
rutting in thread marka and fitting u p . . % 
.Vaming tide body % 
Wtitfji - % 
* jvpcl" - ™ 
Satining Bide scams % 
Hiking up plaita without, pockets and 
::r.-..,-J in both back skirts, including 
(no hip stays nnd top of back 1 
F.rrt press % 
Plait packets'...' 1 
Biuting in canvas and button stay . . . . % 
Pudding lapel", including bridle to be 
padded in 1W 
siting on slay tape % 
Naming In pel facings n 
"">D3 press \ 
"i-Lug over facings, linings (including 
haggie) . ; . . . 1H 
Felling in linings without back skirt 
linings 2% 
Naming and pressing shoulder-Beams . . . . % 
'. ,*r* Ftitehed raw, or felled bluff, includ-
ing one back skirt 2 
Hdas'ln forepart, each >i hour (10 
aole* 2W 
vamlng ami pressing sleeves and sloovo 
lining 1% 
Potting in alcove lining and prewing of 
•lesres ." 1 
Patting in ttecves 2 
Prosing off foreparts - 154 
Bartons % hour per ^ dosen or any part 
thereof (8 buttons) 1 
Joining coat % 
Catting collar and putting -tin crease 
Padding collar stand and fall .". l'.i 
Padding collar if atltchod four rows 
(«trm) % ' 
l'ressiug and covering collar 1$4 
Putting on collar . . IK 
Pressing off 1 
Total 32fc» 
Single-breasted frock, 2 hours less. 
Similar particular* aro given in tho Log for' 
making the following classes of garments: 
(1) Morning or shooting coats. 
(8) Lounge jackets. 
(3) Chesterfield or ulster. 
(4) Chesterfield, new shape. 
(5) Covert coats. 
(6) Norfolk shirt, 
(7) Hunt coats. 
(8) Eton jacket* 
(9) Inverness capesJJt 
(10) Youths* coats o? all descriptions. 
(11) Miscellaneous. 
AI.TKRAT10N8. 
Alterations in ordinary materials to be paid 
at tho roto per hour of now wsrk. . 
All work made of material la extra class( If 
let out) to bo psi'd timo and n quarter; this is 
to include rippmg. 
Alterations an scarlet and other delicate 
colored cloths to bo paid timo and a quarter. 
Extras not specified in nbova list to be paid 
according to time. 
< i \ ISI i j ( \ i i n ' , . 
NOTE:—This is a Time L)g for garments 
of ordinary materials. 
Ordinary materials are understood to In-
clude worsted coatings, diagonals, milled mel-
tons, vicunas, olyslans, nap beaver cashmeros, 
witoeys, best tweeds, wrges, angolas, oovort 
coalings (unfaced), elastics,, friezes, Shetland*, 
homespuns, whipcords, &c. 
KM'KA CLA88 AND - H ' T . I I M 
Materials requiring superior excellence of 
workmanship are classed as follows, to wit:— 
Treble milled melton, superfine*, Venetians, 
oltonas, faced beaver, box cloths, treble super-
fines, bedford cords, kerseymeres, doeskins, 
silks, satins, Ac. / 
(") The operations coverol by these 32% 
hours are termed the " s t a r t ; " additional work, 
such as basting, wadding, stitched* or bound 
edges, Ac, are called " extras,'*-(ind are paid 
for separately. 
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Dating the recent tnr-
H U H ' ^ L " . > 
nam mo>1* a b o v e lhv n o u e of 
TATtw thU complicated contro-
versy, there were heard 
the steady and constant declarations ou 
the pari of the Hourwieb followers, tfcat 
if the International Union had more radi-
cal leaders, the union wonld have made 
progress, and the workpeople 
would have gaiued more concessions; 
that it is the conservatism of the officers 
of the-International which keeps the or-
ganization backward and makes the Pro-
tocol useless for the union. 
We want to point out that not only 
have the so-called ''conservative" lead-
ers made it possible for those people to 
have something to kick about; not only 
were they instrumental in building up 





of critics into the union, but the far: 
that the organization has lasted in ib 
present form as long as it has done, B 
only because the leaders of the Interna-
tional Union are "conservative." Thr 
moment the conservative element is put 
aside, that moment it will be the begin-
ning of the end of our organizatioii h 
its present form. The Union may exb* 
without them, but must become snis! 
and insignificant, on a par with the r<« 
of thc.syndicalists and the I. W. W. or-
ganizations that still exist here ao4 
there. Union leaders in order to be UK-
ful must be "conservative," that i 
practical aud cautious in their met hoik 
and tactics, otherwise there is no plw 
for them in a trade union under th' 
present industrial system. The fact of 
the matter is that there are no "r*di-
— 
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cal" trade union leaders on this'North 
American Continent. The same is true 
of all other civilized countries. Even 
the so-called radical leaders must pro-
ceed cm* conservative lines. 
If the reader will refer to the notes 
by our General Secretary on his tour in 
Europe, he will sec that in Germany 
wlirro the methods of labor leaders are 
ran conservative, unionism is strong and 
gaining ground. On the other hand, in 
France, where the methods are radical 
and/violent, the trade unions are no-
where. There are few trades in France 
where unionism has gained a footing, 
namely, in tho building and some of the 
printing trades, but in these trades the 
men and the lenders are conservative in 
their methods. The same thing applies 




When we speak of 
or " conservative 
leaders, of course we do not nllude to 
political beliefs. As a matter of fact, 
the political belief of a union leader is 
of no concern to the employer. I t is the 
method the leaders pursue which is of 
vital interest to the manufacturers. It 
is true that the United Brewery Workers 
of America is an out and out ultra-
socialist organization, btit in dealing 
with their employers their methods are 
very conservative. Some four years ago, 
when the Central labtfeUnion of Phila-
delphia declared a general sympathetic 
strike, iu which almost all of the organ-
wed and gome of the unorganized trades 
participated, the members of the United 
Brewery Workers did not respond to 
that call and remained working, because, 
*s they explained, they were working un-
der an agreement with their employers 
"id would not break it. The United 
Mine Workers of America, if not a so-
cialistic, still a radical organization, have 
not changed their methods in dealing 
with their employers after tho retire-
ment of Mr. John Mitchell. Tho methods 
of Walker, White and others do not differ 
in the leant compared to those pursued 
by the ''Conservative'' Mitchell. 
Our readers will remember that prior 
to the General Strike of 1910, when the 
members of our organization were scat-
tered throughout the city working in 
various shops, a good many of them had 
to hide their identity in order'to obtain 
employment? In many factories, as soon 
as the employer learnt that a member of 
our unioi was working in their Bhop, 
he or she was immediately discharged. 
And yet, as a matter of fact, those em-
ployers did not object to the very pro-
nounced radicals and socialists in their 
employ. The political beliefs of their 
employees were of no concern to lhera> 
"radical" leaders But if an employer found any of them, 
however conservative their views might 
be, cherishing trade union heresies, they 
wore immediately fired. 
In their struggle with our organiza-
tion, the Cleveland manufacturers em-
ployed as their agents a cloak operator 
•y the name of Sim It/, who was at one 
time running on the Socialist ticket as 
councilman, and a cloak presser by the 
name of Perl man. an active mera(bcr of 
the Socialint Labor Party. Yet those 
very sama manufacturers were moving 
heaven and earth to get up a case against 
our very "conservative'-* General Secre-
tary-Treasurer and put him into jail. 
• • . 
IMI-OMIBILITV OF ^toro an employer 
BK VOLUTION AH Y of nnv respousibil-
UNIONISM
 H y > o p o r a t J n g a 
plant involving any investments, will 
consent to recognize and deal with a un-
ion, ho wants to,bc sure of the men he is 
to deal with- He must be sure that they 
' 
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will not demand the impossible. He 
must be sure before the Union gainsrec-
oginibn in hie establishment, that it does 
not mean the ruin of his business; that 
under union regulations he will be able 
to continue to operate his plant at a 
profit; that the organization which he is 
* going to recognize and enter into nego-
tiations with, vrillrfiot one fine morning, 
while his operations are going on, involve 
him in a strike winch may mean the loss 
of his business, his investment and his 
fortune. None of the "radical" leaders 
have as yet been able to devise means by 
which they can compel a manufacturer 
to operate his plant and deal with the 
union when the employer knows or be-
lieves that it will mean a dead loss to 
him. 
Therein consist the limitations, the 
weakness, if yon please, of trade union-
ism. To overestimate the power of un-
ionism by ignoring its limitations is to 
court 
Birr SANR ment with an association 
METHOD*
 0 f manufacturers or indi-
vidual manufacturers can only work as 
long as the employers operating under 
such arrangements are aware that the 
* leadership of the union is in the hands 
of sane and conservative men, who will 
not demand the impossible and will not 
ask something from the employers which 
may lead to the disruption of their busi-
ness, or make it unprofitable. The mo-
ment a union leader, for good or bad 
reasons, gains the reputation among 
manufacturers of being a ' ' radical' ' and 
"revolutionary" unionist, his useful-
ness to the union ceases, although in 
reality he may be a very conservative 
person, indeed. 
Take the case of Mr. Bisno. It is well 
known among the "deputy clerks" that 
no representative of the union in ha 
dealing with the manufacturers had b»a 
so easy with the employers by "giving 
away" first class cases, as Mr. Bisuo. 
Yet the moment he began to threaten, 
at the Board of Grievances, to break 
the Protocol; the moment he began to 
talk of a general str ike; as soon as he 
began to abuse the Association in Uie 
official organ of the Joint Board, he be-
came worse than useless to the organiza-
tion. Whatever he proposed to the As 
sociation was met with a flat refusal. 
The same is true of Dr. Hourwich. N'o 
one of our union leaders went so far, 
trying to please the employewon the 
question of "Discharge"—the great 
question which caused so much misun-
derstanding, BO much friction, so much 
bitterness on both sides—as Dr. Hour-
u'ich, . As a matter or fact the union bad 
little "difference with the manufacturers 
except on this very question. Hourwich 
gave them a free hand. He told them that 
the employer may discharge an employee 
for no reason whatever. Yet this declar-
ation did not soften the attitude of the 
employers towards him in the least Th* 
moment an employer loses confidence in 
the sanity and conservatism of the lead-
ers, there is "nothing doing." Such a 
leader may oontrol an organization of 
men engaged in some small insignificant 
establishments: barber shops, waiters ic 
small restaurants or even small clothing 
contractors on the Bast Side, but h? 
could not get along with nponsible 
business men. 
• * • 
Had the hothead* 
NOT A QUESTION „ , „ __ . , 
OF jumcALisM. during the Hourwich 
BUT TRAINING hysteria gained their 
AND AB1LITT , . , , 
point; had they sne-
ceeded in eliminating from the organ-
ization the so-called "conservative" 
leaders, it would have been the end of 
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the Protocol. No amount of Arbitration 
and impartial chairmanship could have 
stved it In such a case the union would 
have had to revert to the old methods of 
getting a few people together at the 
height of the season, gain certain conces-
sions ««4 lose them at the end of the 
season. Undor the present capitalist 
system, while industry is carried on 
through the medium of Voluntary En-
terprise, union men must make it possi-
ble and convenient for the employer to 
employ them. The moment this condi-
tion ceases, the union begins to lose 
ground. 
-We'lost in Cleveland, Philadelphia 
.ind elsewhere, because the manufactur-
ers in those cities believed thut it paid 
'.nin better to fight the union than to 
work with it. Their minds were preju-
diced against us and they thought that 
we were too radical for them; they 
thought that the union was a ruinous 
proposition; they Iwlicved that in the 
loog run it would pay them better 
'.$ fight the union than to recognize i t 
\Vi> have won in New York, Boston and 
olhcr places because we succeeded in 
convincing these manufacturers that it 
pays better to deal with the union and 
to recognize us than to fight us; because 
they believed that the leadership of the 
union is in the hands of sane and con-
servative business men. Should this con-
dition change, the union will go out of 
eiistencc. No amount of hysterical cries 
and appeals to the emotions of the "gal-
lery" will help us. The. union in order 
to be able to exist must; obtain in some 
measure the support of the employers. 
Under the present capitalistic system 
there is no other alternative. 
After the Social Revolution things 
may change. I t is the reputation of the 
leaders of the International Union for 
king sober and conservative men that 
made it possible for our organization to 
achieve its present dimensions and 
strength. The intrusion of so-called 
"Radicalism" or irresponsibility has al-
ways been a source of weakness. 
The larger the boat, the bigger the en-
gines, and the more passengers it car-
ries, the more experienced and skillful 
must be the captains and the officers 
navigating it; the^Jreator must be the 
consequences of their mistakes. There 
can be no talk of radicalism or conserva-
tism about their personnel. The ship-
ping company responsible for the man-
ning of such a vessel is not concerned 
with the political beliefs of its command-
ers. I t is/tneir training, their ability 
that interests them. 
' • • • 
A coMKi.ii. As an illustration let us 
KXAMPLK
 takPi for instance, a con 
cern where the workpeople strike for a 
ten per cent increase. Let us assume 
that this concern yields, on an average, 
$10,000 a year profit, and that an in-
crease of ten per cent, in pay would re-
duce the profit to about half. By con-
ceding the demand of tlu* union, the con-
cern will realize a profit of $5,000 in-
stead of $10,000 a year. Such an em-
ployer would concede the demands of 
his workpeople, only on becoming con-
vinced that a settlement with the union 
pays better than to continue the strike. 
In other words, that the loss involved 
in the continuance of the strike would 
be greater than the loss of profit which 
the concession to the union involves. But 
let us say that the employees demand an 
increase of twenty per cent, and that 
the concession of this demand on the 
part of the employer means the annihila-
tion of nil his profit, then it stands to 
reason that the union is going to lose 
the strike, for there is no power on earth 
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run his concern, if it is not going to 
yield hiin any profit Just as it is in-
credible to find anyone working for an 
employer and giving his services gratis 
•o it is absurd to expect au employer to 
run his business when he knows tjiat 
there is no profit in it Therefor£it is 
absolutely necessary that the officers of 
a union when advising their members, 
as to the nature of the demands from the 
employer, should be conservative, in-
, deed, and should not advise their con-
stiroenU to make any move likely to 
render the continuance of business on 
the part of the employer unprofitable. 
Before a person will invest any capi-
tal in an industrial undertaking he must 
be pretty certain that the-raw material 
which he is going to use for manufactur-
ing purposes wit! be available to him on 
profitable conditions and the supply 
regular and certain. He will not under-
take it if he is up against a proposition, 
where the supply of raw material may 
be suddenly out off and bis plant re-
maining idle and going to waste. The 
same holds good if he should find that 
the prices of his material will be so high 
as to make it impossible for him to sell 
his finished product at a profit A per-
son undertaking to run a business under 
such conditions cannot be considered a 
business man. The same holds equally 
true if a manufacturer is up against u 
condition, where the Supply of hia Inbor 
» it uncertain, where the union may at any 
time withdraw its workpeople, or charge 
him such prices as to make it impossible 
for him to sell bis goods at a profit 
Under Capitalism; under the present 
Industrial system','hi which production 
is carried on for profit or gain, the wage 
earner cannot earn a Uviihood unless 
some party can make a profit out of his 
tabor. Socialism may change this sys-
s tem, but this is not the aim of trade un-
ionism, any more than it is in its .power. 
You cannot move a solid mass of rock 
with a hand shovel. You can sooner 
break the shovel than move the rock. 
You will certainly break your union in 
attempting to impose on the employer 
conditions that will make it unprofitable 




The relations of the 
seller and the buyer 
are both antagonistic 
and identical at the same time It is to 
the interest of' the seller to get for his 
article the highest possible price. It is 
the interest of the buyer to get it for the 
lowest possible price, yet the buyer as 
well as the seller must effect a sale ID 
order to get along. When they come 
to«ho ngrcement, they have both failed 
to achieve their object It is 'w the in-
terest of the wage-earner to sell his labor 
for the highest price, and it is for the 
interest of the manufacturer to get it a! 
the lowest possible price. Therein lies 
the inevitable antagonism between capi-
tal and labor. Their interest also is at 
the same time identical, for the wage-
earner must effect a sale of his labor in 
order to live. The employer must effect 
a purchase in order to exist The very 
act of bargaining implies a conflict as 
well as an identity of interest In the 
dealings between labor organizations 
and employers this proposition of the 
inevitable antagonism, as well as iden-
tity of interest of both parties, must be 
kept in view.. 
All the high-sounding phrases and 
emotional fireworks will not change the 
above-stated fundamental proposition 
Unionism which is not a business proposi-
tion is a curse to the worker rather than 
a blessing. 
Therein lies also the fundamental 







uniouisbi. The one tries to abolish the 
Age system? entirely, while the other 
tries to obtain for the worker •more 
wages. It therefore follows that you 
cannot apply to both movements the 
same methods. 
• • • 
DO SOT AC* AS No business concern 
A HTARKCBOW would think for a 
moment of placing its merchandise on 
the market through the agency of people 
who Mpjhtwi the customers away instead 
of attracting them; who by their be-
havior will act as scarecrows and thus 
depreciate the value of the product they 
have to sell. 
The primary function of a trade un-
ion leader is to place the merchandise of 
hiB members, i. a, their labor power, on 
the mhrkct to their best advantage. If 
a leafier acts as a senrecrow; if he gives 
the impression of being a "radical," 
which in this case can mean nothing else 
than an irresponsible hothead, it is quite 
natural that he should not make any 
headway. 
Of course, all these arguments do not 
apply to the Industrialists or the Syndi-
calists, who look upon the "economic 
struggle" as a means of overthrowing 
the capitalist system and substituting 
the strike for the "ballot box" of the 
Social Democrats. Hut for an organiza-
tion like ours, the members of which 
would not for a moment think of allow-
ing the union to be used as an experi-
ment for social revolutionary tactics— 
for such an organization to apply the 
Bisno-Uourwieh method of constantly 
holding the "big stick" of the general 
strike over the heads of the manufac-
turers while adjusting grievances—is, of 
course, ridiculous. 
Some of our peoplc'--*ao not seem to 
realize that "tall talk" is a sign of 
weakness rather than of strength. It is 
13 
perfectly true that » union which has 
not the power of withholding the labor 
of its members until the manufacturers 
are forced to pay a higher price for it, 
is useless. But, shouting from the 
housetops and proclaiming your strength 
to the employers, will not increase their 
estimato of the powers of the union. I t 
nil! have the opposite effect. Constant 
threats show weakness. They give the 
impression that you are weaker than you 
really are. 
* * * 
BKVOLUTIONARV W ' Haywood, Qur-
IKAI>K UNIONISM ^ley Flynn and G. 
AN ANOHAW •
 T r e a k l l | who conduct-
ed that wonderful strike in Patorson for 
very nearly six months, practically with-
out any money, were much abler leaders 
than Prof. Hourwich. But they failed 
ignominiously for the simple reason that 
the silk .manufacturers of Patersou 
made up their minds, rightly or wrongly, 
that the leaders of the silk workers, rep-
resented irresponsible, revolutionary 
trade unionism. It is no concern of ours, 
whether their estimate of tho character 
of the leaders of the silk strikers was 
right or wrong- But the employers. 
thought so. The result was the collapse' 
of one of the-, most wonderful strikes 
that has ever been witnessed in this 
country. When tho manufacturers in 
Paterson made up their minds that they 
would rather be ruined than run their 
factories on what they considered, right-
ly or wrongly, impossible conditions, 
then the struggle in that city became 
useless. Should the leadership of this 
International Union fall into tho hands 
of men, whom the manufacturers rightly 
or wrongly believe to bo impossible peo-
ple, then the union will be making rapid 
progress backwards. Haywoodism un-
der the Protocol or out of it has proved 
ruinous to the workers.. 
16 THE LADIES' GARMENT WOKKKR 
RADICAI AND We have all along used 
COMSKKVATIVK the words "radical" or 
uADKiKHir ..conservative" in the 
ordinary, trite sense of the word, As a 
matter of fact in deciding the infernal 
nfTairs of a union there is no place for 
either "radicalism'* or "conservatism." 
It is a question of sane, practical, com-
mon-eense, business-like methods, or of 
impractical, insane and hothead methods,* 
All ithxa talk of radical loaderuhip in n 
union is absolutely senseless. Trade un-
ion leaders may differ as to their politics, 
their ideals of society of the future, or 
the general progress of mankind, but 
when it is a question of how to obtain 
the most for the workpeople; what 
methods to adopt io order to gain the 
greatest advantages at the least expendi-
ture of energy, then all this talk of 
"radicalism" becomes absolutely mean-
ingless. 
Of course, to our socialist friendB, at 
least that portion of the socialists who 
are interested chiefly in the political side 
of the labor movement; who are outside 
of the trade unions and mere observers 
—to them, the political belief and 
opinions entertained by the trade union 
leaders of this country are of vital, we 
should say, the only eoncern. Looked 
at from this point cf view, there are, of 
course, conservative and radical labor 
leaders in this country. But for those 
of us who are confronted with the daily 
task of adjusting disputes between em-
ployees and employers and of managing 
and directing the business of the 
union, all this talk of radicalism and 
conservatism is absurd. Inside of any 
business affair radicalism and con-
servatism has no place. It is always a 
question of ability or inability, practica-
bility or impracticability. In one word, 
the union representative must be above 
all s ".Business Agent," that is a person 
trained in the business of unionism. 
This alone explains the reason of the 
failure of Messrs. Bisno and Hourwicli, 
who are otherwise very able and estim-
able gentlemen. 
"CONKEKVATIVES" 
A N D -RADICALS" 
issiDK T H I maoM 
D u r i n g the 
strike of 1910, 
we had among 
the forty-five men who composed the gen-
eral striko oommittoe members of the 
executive committee of Tammany Hail 
and some staunch Republicans, On the 
other hand wo had ultra-socialists and 
anarohitfts, and we had people of no 
political beliefs at all. During our daily 
discussion there had never been shown 
fof one moment any difference £u method 
among those leaders buause of their vari-
ous political beliefs. Of course, there 
were differences of opinion. The writer 
of these lines was very much interested 
in this phase of it, and was often struck 
by tfil fact that the Tammany Hall 
members and the industrialists found 
themselves very often in one boat, argu-
ing together against some proposition 
of the other members of the general 
strike committee. This was so because 
we were then dealing not with theo-
retical problems; we were not trying to 
solve problems affecting the nation, nor 
problems concerning the future, but we 
were engaged in solving problems mo-
mentarily affecting our own trade. Un-
der such conditions we were not radical 
socialists, or conservatives, or Tammany 
leaders. 
Among the leaders and officials of the 
United Mine Workers, one can find such 
men as Fahey, an active Republican-
party man; Green, the Democratic chair-
man of the state senate of Ohio, and such 
ultra-socialists as Duncan MacDonald. 
This talk of radical and conservative 
leadership is highly misleading, and 
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therefor© very dangerous for our or-
ganization. In our situation it is both 
meaningless and useless. It is, however, 
very "catchy" with our people, and 
gives any demagogue a loophole whereby 
to gain adhorents in the organization 
and cause strife. Our members must 
be made to realize that in order that 
,,.,r quantization shall bo sure of its ex-
istence; that in order lo live mid make 
progress, it is immaterial who is at the 
bad—whether Jim, Jack, Jones or 
Smith—but it is of vital concern to them 
that whatever the personnel of their 
leadership they most be conservative, 
cautious business men, imbued with a 
s^ nse of responsibility—men who realize 
that Aey are at the head of a big busi-
ness concern, that every move is fraught 
with serious consequence—qualities es-
sential to good union leadership. 
The introduction of the idea of "class 
struggle" and "class war" into the in-
ternal affairs of the organization, and 
the talk of "conservatism" nnd "radi-
calism" of the leadership is not of good 
omen. It shows that there is something 
very faulty with the trade union educa-
tion which our members have received. 
Yet we see nothing else before us, no 
other method of making our organiza-
tion workable, except the education of 
'he members in the methods and policies 
of the business of trade unionism. It is 
a complicated business—this trade union 
proposition. But our members must be 
educated up u> it. Nothing elso will 
*rve the purpose. No change in the 
firing of the Protocol or in tho inde-
pendent agreement with the manufac-
turers can take its place. The recent 
'irmoil shows how alien to the mem-
bers are the ideas of common -sense-
ptatical uuiocism. This trouble was no 
mere accident It was a result of "mia-
slacation," as we already said on sev-
eral occasions. So long as this form of 
"education" continues, we are opt to 
get a recurrence of hysteria at any time. 
It requires only a shrewd demagogue 
or an incapable chief clerk to put a 
match to the inflamnblo material to start 
a con3agration. How often can our or-
ganization be attacked by periodical con-
flagrations of this kind and survivet 
• • • 
i-AWYKjfs When the lawyors raised 
CONFUSE the- question at lhe con-
THB ISSUE ference of the Joint 
Board and the Association as to "Who 
is Who," whether it is the International 
Union or the Joint Board which is deal-
ing with the Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, they w*ere simply befogging the 
issue. AcHng as representatives or 
trustees of (business concerns, the manu-
facturers are not interested in the Inter-
national any more than the Joint Board 
They did not object to the Joint Board 
as such, but to the methods and tactics 
riursued by the representatives of the 
Joint Board. They were under the.im- i 
pression that tho officers of the Joint 
Board represent irresponsible trade 
unionism, j and that they cannot deal 
with them. Whether they were right or 
wrong in their estimation, is immaterial 
—but that is their impression. When 
tho Board of Arbitration decided thai 
the International Union should guaran-
tee the conduct of tho Joint Board they 
have practically accepted the views of 
the manufacturers—namely, that (the 
Joint Board represents a form of union-
ism with which the manufacturers can-
not deal, and that they needed the guar-
antee of th^ e International Vnion for 
the conduct'.of the Joint lioard. It was 
a question of responsible versns irre-
sponsible unionism. 
The stand taken by the lawyer of the 
Association at tho hearing of the Indus-
T H B L A M B S ' G A R M B N T W O R K E R 
• 
t r i a l Comuusaion, in emphas iz ing the dif-
ference between the J o i n t Board nn# t h e 
In t e rna t iona l Union has s imply be-
fogged t h e lfesue. T h e M a n u f a c t u r e r s ' 
Association a r e not in teres ted in t h e in-
t e rna l differences of the o rgan iza t ion ; 
t h e y h a v e n o more reason t o p r e f e r t h e 
persona r ep rc sn t ing the In t e rna t iona l 
t h a n the persons r ep re sen t i ng the J o i n t 
Hoard. R i g h t l y l o r wrong ly they have 
come to - the conclusion t ha t the " r a d i c -
a l " o r * * r e v o l u t i o n a r y " methods of the 
J o i n t B o a r d a r e something they believe 
they cannot s tand for. I f a t a n y t ime 
t h e In te rna t iona l officers, whoever they 
m a y be, will second the methods a n d 
a d o p t the tactics of the J o i n t Board as 
d isp layed b y Dr . H o u r w i c h o r M r . ttiano, 
t h e n the m a n u f a c t u r e r s will equal ly ob-
j e c t to the In t e rna t iona l officers as they 
have been object ing t o the J o i n t Board 
representa t ives refer red to. 
Evo lu t iona ry methods will not be more 
welcome b y a p a r t y of responsible em-
ployer*, whe the r they come from the 
J o i n t B o a r d o r the In t e rna t iona l U n i o n ; 
whether they a r e r ep resen ted by the-per-
i of Dr . H o u r w i c h o r A b r a h a m 
"The Executive Council of the American 
Federation of Labor Finds such, change of 
nam* and extension of jurisdiction to be a 
violation of the law of the Federation, Section 
11 of Article IX., as follows: 
' " N o affiliated International, National or 
Local Union shall be, permitted to change. i|i 
title or name, if any trespass is made thereby 
on the jurisdiction of an affiliated organization, 
withoot having first obtained the consent and 
approval of a Convention of tho American 
Federation of Labor. 
" T h a ' representative of the Journeymen 
Tailors' Union or America and the United 
Garment Worker* of America appearing before 
the Executive Council a t the hearing, all con-
tended that the desire of both was for amalgn-
mat ion of the two unions into one, ftnd the 
Executive Council, therefore, remwwts the m, 
ions at interest to hold a conference of reprt 
tentative* of the two unionB within sixty days, 
with the object in view of effecting, 1/ po«i-
ble, the consolidation of the two unions ioW 
one, and the Executive Council tenders it* go*! 
office* to be helpful in every way possible w 
such consolidation." 
Itoaeflberg, A. Bisno o r J o h n A. Dyche. 
A LAMM GARMENT VOBHKMH' UNION I* 
OMAHA, m m . 
According to information received by Fran* 
Morrison, Secretary of the American Feilcra 
lion of Labor, from the Central Labor Union 
of Omaha, a local of ladles' garment worker* 
has been formed is that city. Tho Central 
Labor Union did! a great deal of work to brio* 
T W O T I I M H V the new local into existence, and advised it* 
members to affiliate with our International 
»\ o r L4JSOB 
cMaova TO AKALOAUATK. 
In toe minute* of the Oeaeral Exaewtlra Union. The general office is now In com 
lard meetiag WW o* feeastber » , 1»W, to •pondenee with the Omaha local on tfai. *b Ba N 
Jaanary 1, 1*1*, reported la the Tebruary » 
saw of this Jaanaai, saraiion is made of a com-
sauniration from President Oompers, relative 
to the proposed change of name of the .ioitrney-
OMB-Tailor*' Unlosi, lafsaViac an extension of 
its jurisdiction. AMftMal affSeial informa-
ject. 
COPIES Or WAIST AND DKKSH mOTOfOLs 
IK DKHASO. 
K. Commons, of the I'ot 
Wisconsin, has addressed a coat 
to our secretary Dyche," reouertiB/ 
A hearing was given by the Executive Cava- to be furninhed with a hundred copies of tk 
ril at the American Federation of Labor to "Protocol of Peace in tho Drean and WW 
N*ff*ttatativ» of the Journeymen Tailor.' t V laanat ry" with a preface by himself (8cc« 
l m and tha United Garment Workers on Tues- tnry Dyche) fox use of the class of onu hnn 
day, Janiiary 13, oa ss* aafcjtet of this oppli- dred students in labor problem*. Profeswf 
the entire matter was gone into by Commons considers this pamphlet a clear eg 
statement and thinks it wouKl l«e hflj'ful W 
-
••i:i»e Council on January 1" 21. 
rs«es*d was as follow-: 
4$%?. the student*. 
"X 
• - ^ 
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Our Women WbrKers 
v TRAITS «OHK OF OUR 
1'ARTMF.M. 
Tomluctwl by PAULINE M. NEWMAN 
WOMEN'S UK-
M 
Jnrt one year ngo wo started our women's 
apartment in this Journal . The purpose of it 
n * to agitate and educate our now women 
k«mU>» along the Hoes of t rade unionism. 
WVflid our best. Wo think t h a t tho depart-
sent has fulfilled i ts mission M far n» possi-
ble. Month after month for ono whole year 
no have not missed the opportunity to' point 
K\ lbs great minion of tho Labor Movement, 
is'! what i t means to the working women. We 
have never failed to point out tho value of a 
•'.•:•£ and powerful organization, which should 
i* in a position to combat the power* tha t be 
—shea necessary. 
We tare tried to show the beauty of Solidar-
ay, and the need for Unity. We have pointed 
cit the evils of our present day system, and 
v e applied the remedy, namely—organiza-
Again, we have not forgotten to urge our 
ambers to take pa r t in every detail of their 
"*a organization, «o as to perfect i t . Not to 
»«e it to (he few, but get busy, everv ono of 
t a n , . 
We know that many of our members took 
•to good advice of our depar tment and bavo 
'tefitted by i t . Most of them read this col-
•nn with interest, and we hope tha t they will 
'ontimip lo do so in tho future. 
If taose of you who havo read this depart-
wot have any suggestions to mako for the 
* * year, Ke ihall be voty glml, indeed to 
Wr from yon. i f y 0 U have anything at oil 
te
 "ft please do so. And let a s bear from 
pendent ihops, aud organising non-union fac-
tories. In th is work they have succeeded to n 
very great e x t e n t In most shops where agree-
ments xrctp renewed, the people got their wages 
raised one dollar to two dollars without 
much str i fe . In somo factories tboy had. to 
take the J*oplo down for a few days, bu t 
tha t did n o r amount to mnch. This year the 
Independent employers knew only too well, tha t 
they c a n ' t afford to come up agains t the union, 
so tlio best they could do was to sign up with 
its representatives. 
I D organizing the unorganized t he union has 
/ 
Jw a* noon as possible. 
MRS- M, HART. t'halrU«l> usas r t en nt«nri» 
W W AND DRESSMAKERS' UNION, 1.UCAI. 
N O . as, 
TW" t'nion^has been busy for the laBt few 
renewing agreements wi th the inde-• h 
been quite successful. One of t he factories, 
for exnmple, which could not bo touched in the 
previous years—a factory where about three 
hundred men and women aro employed has been 
thoroughly organized within the las t few week*. 





THB LADMS' GARMENT WORKER* 
the orgABlantiM W* bee* perfected—OD the 
whol^^ood u d satisfactory result*. 
O f ' W w , the remits eo«M have been betier, 
wen it not to slow In the trade. According to 
Manager Polakoff, there are at least about tea 
thousand girls out of work, and the rest are 
working on part tine only. Needless-ti smy, 
tery little ean, be (tone in UM way of'organi*a-
lion if the member* nre oot of work. 
. Mr. Polakoff himself « » busy all the time 
fighting to enforce the preference clause of tho 
Protocol, namely, that » • • • hiring and dis-
charging the emplayer ahsll prefer union mem-
bers. 
iThe rfport of the Wage Scale Board will 
soon be out The report will contain facta and 
figure. Yitally afrccting the interest* of t ie 
rank*an* AW of the members. Let every mem 
ber fctody it carefully, ami try to fully under-
stand the situation. 
• 
HfcSXSiA KKtt n#e> AwrtlniB Branch 
The monthly danca bald aa February 14, was 
the lart daoce of the winter season given by 
this branch. AU thoae who attended enjoyed 
tiMtaatlve* immensely. They kept up the social 
spirit among the members of the branch and at 
traded non-members who joined the Union in 
doe course. 
The branch meet* at the headquarters of 
the Women's Trade Union League, and every 
member Is urged to attend the meetings, which 
are held every first and third Tuesday of each 
month. 
Will -t <.""•.- WOHKKK8, LOCAL NO. a 
In this Undo it is still slow, and most of 
the members are out of work- - Naturally not 
much can be dona In the way of organizing the 
rest of the girls. 
The active members were busy during hut 
3 
. • 
AMEMCAN HUNCH OP LOCAL NO. 25. 
At tha MMMting held February 3, the follow-
ing branch officers for tbe ensuing term were 
elected: Mise M. Hart, President; Mtsfl Ida 
Pacta*, Vice President; Miss W. E. Brb, Sec-
retary, and Mm. Pierce, Ineida Guardian. 
The branch has also et«*et*d an organisation 
esaunittee. This commituw haa Tery important 
duties. We hope the committee will 
s campaign, and will g*t the rest of 
bats to work with taeea. Oat bony. It 
wwsafl 
3UM ID* r n u t a , V.-Ct-irlWr AsMries* Br ' 
' 
month with soiling ticket* for their annual ball 
held on February 20, at Tammany Hall. 
Thia local, too, has settled up with the inde-
pendent shops without any trouble. In some 
cases they did not g-t the desired raiss !• 
wage*. This could hardly bo expected, to 
when there is no work there is no chance of 
getting what is due to the workers. 
Them is, however, every reason to beUcw 
the slow season will soon be over and thr 
1 will renew its activities in the directiei 
<t organising the trade, both within and arosai 
of New York. 
J 
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VMri 'EB **!> KIMONA WOHKKM* UNION. 
LOOM. NO. «L 
According to official information it is Mill 
rtrT alow It the t rade. Moat of the members 
mrk on part time, and some of them aro on-
urtlr out of work. Naturally the work planned 
b» the unioa cannot go forward as rapidly as 
cipccted. 
The irnios is now conferring with the em-
aloyers aboat the out-of-town shops, and in 
rfgird to the controlling of the Association 
Ao(*. The question of the out-of-town shops 
•%s%ettk>d once for all, and the best way 
• last both side* should get together and sot* 
W it withott s tr ikes. 
Ttw «mp)cyera know very well t h a t the union 
»U1 not rest until the entire t rade is organised, 
ud they will be woll advised to coopera te 
nitti the union in trying to find a solution to 
this pressing problem. 
• in yy. tart DRRSSMAKKKW 
NO. SO. 
VNION, I.OCAL 
The agitation for a strike in this trado still 
•vrtiauen. 8everal mawi-mooting* and regular 
c a b e r s ' rreetings wore held during tho past 
it* weeks. The members are being aroused 
Is so nnderstandlng of their interests and how 
*• prefect them through the efforts of a strong-
.< oiganUed union. 
As a result of tho meetings tho membership 
4> considerably increased. Being within the 
raion they will soon learn tha t It is in their 
urn power to force the employers to l ire up to 
tseir word. When every worker in the trado 
s tems a aember ot tho Union they will get 
i t e r control ovor their work in the trade, 
u? il*re ttiU bo no need for constant strife. 
The employers will then know only- too well 
list Iters ii no chance for thorn to rulo i.t over 
•-V workers. Tha t is about the only solution 
io tat present problem of the Children's 
-•"•ttuiflkimt Union. 
The present officers aro doing the best they 
aa to nukf the member* understand this idea 
" 3 to show them tho way out of their present 
fifieorty. 
— _ 
WHAT 18 T1IK BBASON? 
Ths manners and organisers of all our 
~*b are complaining and deploring the fRci 
" « the girls do not at tend the meeting* of 
o«r onion. Thoy wwm to bo of tho opinion 
*« the reason the girls a r e indifferent toward 
their organuat ion is because they are, after 
all, " m e r e girls. '* 
While there may be a great deal of t ruth in 
that statement, yet i t is ra ther curious to note 
tha t whenever the girls a r e called upon to fight 
for better conditions they aro ready and willing 
to do i t They do it remarkably well, too. Thoy 
are willing ts be arrested, clubbed, jailed, t o b e 
sent to the workhouse; in short, thoy ore will-
ing to go through nil kinds of suffering in 
order to establish a n organisation which will 
make their lives more worth while living. And 
yet, theso very girls, as soon as the tight; la 
over, remain absolutely indlfforent to the organ-
isation they BO much fought for. Girls will go 
tho limit to obtain -..-HIT conditions, but thoy 
are hardly determined' to maintain the power 
by which Uwy can go on improving their lot 
all the time. 
I s U really because they are " m e r e g l r i a " f 
I f so, whore are those who consider themselves 
more than avorago girls T Tliero . nro many 
girls In our locals above the average—girls 
with iutcHipence aud education, girls who 
understand Abo present stato of affairs; who 
are ready • } help change every day affairs for 
tho better. Where aro thoyf Why Is i t that 
they don ' t come to their union** Surely there 
must be some reason. Why is it T 
Don ' t they know that without their attend-
ing tho meetings the union cannot grow and 
expand 1 Dan ' t thoy know t h a t if the union 
is to become the force capable of effectually^ 
looking after their conditions T H K T THEM-
S E L V E S MUST MAKE T H A T FORCE-f 
If they know it not, this is the t ime to learn. 
This is tho timo to net. If there nro any girls 
who would Eke to discuss this vital question, 
wo would bo very glad to give space to i t . 
And now, lot me ask our brothers, especially 
those wbo come in contact with the girls, to 
bring this matter before them. Tell them 
about this department. Urgo them to read i t 
and, above all, ask them t o become par t of 
their prganiintion. This is not much. Every 
organiser can do that much, at least, tdr the 
" L a d i e s ' Garment W o r k e r . " • 
AMF.H1CAN FKOKRATIOK OF I.AflOK TO UR. 
GAMZK WOMBN WORKERS 
* 
At the recent convention o t - the A. P . of L,, 
held a t Seattle, Wnnbington, November, 1913, 
the following repolution urging the Federation 
to organize women more cxtensirely than here-







TUB LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
• < 
Cniacidoot with tbe u n p n w . 
development of industry^, with its 
a*w problems and perplexities, counties* 
thousands of women and girls bare been 
drawn Into industry as wage earners, re-
oeiving lo r their labor wage? wholly inade-
quate to support themselves properly; and 
Where**, Tbe American Federation of 
Labor and i ts affiliated national and inter* 
tional onions have always felt and expressed 
keen solicitude for the welfare of women 
workers, and to tho oxtent of their resources 
hare sought to br ing about the organization 
of women, to the end that theao workers 
might enjoy a greater measure of protec-
tion as wage-earners; and 
Whereas, Tho time seems propitious for 
inaugurating an aggressiTO movement which*. 
a « W accomplish our nlm if we a re to W v ? ib, 
women workers in ignorance of their power, 
sad want this power means for them and for 
their class. 
Let us hope that this resolution will be a good 
heginning, and that the men in tho labor move-
siput will do their utmost to raise their work 
jng sisters, trying to walk aido by side, in*l« 
ef leaving them behind. 
iM ' i - r i ; i vi i . h i n n i i v . 
"Because we understand tbe school to be 
mi Institution established by society to exercise 
t certain specific function in maintaiag the lift 
tod advancing the welfare of society, and be-
muse the ethical responsibility of tho school on 
(he social side must bo interpreted in tat 
promises to result in the organization of tho R u d e s t and freest spirit, sudfiUw training of 
• 
great army of women and girls now a par t 
of our Industrial l ife; therefore, be it 
Reserved. That this, tbe thirty third an-
nual convention of the American Federation 
of Labor, authorixe and direct tho Execu-
tive- Council of the A. F . of L. to leTy—at 
whatever time it mar see fit during tbe year 
of 1914—an assessment of one cent upon tho 
membership of all affiliated unions, the 
money derived therefrom to bo expended by 
direction of the Executive Council in what-
ever manner i t may deem best and to the 
greatest advantage in the organisation of 
the wage-earning women of our country. 
The A. P . of I* has about sevBOty-slx organ-
iter1- on the road, j e t not one of these seventy-
six >s * woman. I t seems to as Uiat when the 
A. F . of I* is in a position to employ a staff 
of taswaty-air organizers, a few of them ought 
to b* wo—en nomas who could reach the thou-
sands and thousands of unorganised working 
girls. There Is room for women organizers in 
the field of labor. And there are women who 
could take hold of this Important piece of work 
were they given a chance. 
The A. F . of I* will, ire hope, in tho very 
near future, see the vital necessity of organis-
ing tbe women workers in all trades, and in all 
parts of the country. We trust that every or-
ganization will come to realize that the labor 
movement win never be completely organized 
-so long as our women folk will be left Itehind. 
We will not soeeeed without them, and we will 
the child be such as will give "it possession of 
itself, so that it may later as man or worau 
lake charge of itself and may not only adapt 
itself to the change* that are going on fast 
bare the power to shape and direct them, the 
ixed women workers have given tbe mat 
of the establishment of industrial trainisf 
fonsideration and study. 
" W e ask that those industrial schools he a 
part of the public schools system and not !••• 
separated, and tho course in such include, be-
sides the subject* necessary to trade training, 
the history of the trades taught, the hU'.:r» 
of the evolution of industry, a sound eoarsr 
of economics, Including and emphasizing Iks 





WAGE r-AKVKRV MUSICAL HOCIETV. 
Many who read thin .Journal nre aware of 
"he faet that there had been organised t 
"Clonk Makers ' Symphony Socie ty ." Ttsi 
organisation lias been reorganized and is BO» 
known as the " W a g e E a r n e r s ' Musical So-
c i e ty . " The society meets every Saturday 
night nt the University Settlement. And aa» 
one who can play an instrument or sing is re-
juf-ntod to join. The initiation fee is only M 
•ents, and dues S cents a week. For any far 
Ihcr information apply to Mr. Alterman. who it 
managing director. 
Communication* for this deportment aAWU 
be tent to 3$ Onion Square, Jtoom IMS 
: • 
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TMB T»M tnjruB .P'DPBD PM i inipepo mp 
,PM BP8B V I .EPDD'D lya^ DlPM cpi lift) 
•unri'B fl|hav "P^BP'TM-I,, p»p iP3"i DP *B 
D*3 ^>ix pM ,8PSTPDB r:»J I'M (#00 "i«: 
n i^w .TBT;P5 PDYPJMI** mjn:« 
i n ™ Brno iBin'n pftpvnti PDSB3 
.IP1BDP3 P1VD8nTPD3BP O'tf 
JV^P'DIK ' i w&vs sap TPIP* Tin a*iM 
I"T TP:*M ijniirTjno-jrojnpjrD TjruiK po 
TT2 D3PPP3 TB D».T
 (*|lim"H I'M PP'T. 
"1**31* n 1K11 ,T3*5tfO"T I'M TM .IPPTpa 
*v n i rum ,Hns«*.n?DJKp i w t T*/WB 
I'M .OTTIPPTMB .TPPTMDC* PM TPPTBOP DMpJ 
-pr r * P>MP\TMT swnwa IPs a m ,T'TP3MTB 
33ip3V n tP3»n .lB*!Mnojra BTPWvtfB'i 
**M DT"TD P3*>BP ptt P P 3 .D383 |"P 
*nB.pttumw DPafW TBT m p V*"IW*TD 
i " i D a r o t a TPT PM : V * B W .jjnwa B y r 
* n pK TP3B .JP3BB "IBPITT P33MD p * pM 
-MIITBD3*P i« TJTVPE H IBTani DT"TD »i 
pM VIM PK va'P* SMI PM .ipTBnops VXPO 
.MP'TPSB 
•in. iPspii iJnjn 1*B rmi 
"3IP. TBTM T1H.TB "P^Mpn 
tP3"D .TPTH'B " w o w m r o 
Pt»D'5*8 m»«J 0'3 TO 
m ,PM OpMB I in .IP33U"D 
-'>«• cpr TMB O'; Bin cnjniptspytiiMo H 
omi r** .TPTTE ppa* n PE ips'tfs I P C D 
.J P T VD P O »TP'»> ,PM BTDjnPD3*M »n 




,^PD1D IPDSP^ DJH 
VH njnv>$ TPT nppa 
n !P3«n ,iPDD3pn CM JBP 
""3TJRM»K n 3*1M W .DTilp^PTp TW 
TYB PTP^ BpHMT D8HP3 D^Bll JK'31* >p:»T 
pM DnwnifD inpo D3»op3 n D^BH ,ir. 
"3np3 P1PDP3 IP01PP3 IPD^Mll W 3 1 K '•! 
PD PDDKP3 H D#H DPT 3P»^ 1S T« ; \V)i". 
.M'DSinPDSKP JP3"I ?P3Mi?,,31pD3*M Vt 
TfDMTB Tin pM 3^PDBnPD3*n I«'31* n PH 
. 1 ^ 1 3 J»: 
1P3"( -1M3 D'3 18 ,IP3"V3« I'D iP^ll ,13 
n tmn>B "mvD»n"ipD3«pw PD;B:PJ«I •: 
•M31M n DM3P3B»W |P3«n P3^ P11 ,p3«ar-
pM "IPP'D'IP y3'»iri »1 D3HT3P3 4V*X(tt,3 
)X D'WJJPD »T'"t JP3P3P3 PM ,I«»3V IT 
IM ,DPMB Iin ,1*3 rlPTP'O'TP « D«11 !P3»n 
PD1MB 1B3'0¥'M "H'M PM I«'V«P383n« 1 
/lMDim DP T*M ,3385 ".18 IPD58HP338 B*"' 
l a v ^psB^oiPDi'M npn pD ninn'D n wpi 
D13'D »-l .11 » D 8 1 V\ P D 3 tf P JP3"t IK 
*"IP3 DP11 D3PDP?P TjnVOMHTPD3lp TPTIP" 
"38 1PT I"T DP11 DU'D h D8 .IlTiPtl D)'D 
PM |l|»V8t»;*3TR i m pfi »11D DPT I1C 3V" 
D3"5»B Dpll I8'3P *1 -PD1BB P3'DX*M V* 
Mt« 1PTP« DPI! 'I TP3* ,»l in« pn'DDMW 
•*DD^«PH3'D *T ' " T3PD"TP331K pM p*5p 
.Dp'VMt^ MaiM pB?n3D^MnDDn3'M pM pr 
.IPDT«T pM »1 IPTOD'IPV CS" 
IPiio , i r ^ * TMB v * r a p*i W o^M 
:DD"n DBT ,1VD8inyD3BP |"» TPTfl'B |KW 
•"I PM 3*Q3*n»B PM B^DPBIB l«I IPTW "' 
N, 
* 
TODRWH ar^a n p o DTIPD IK pwp 
= = ^ = .1913 5nDB ovt'3B3"iN > 
l DiyaoyD p s yD"?-iycD fi«ty y^« is 
.iB'av nvuiR TD aavtfo B wove IV yaBaoMK D^B oHtspya yi D$n tf3tyu 
*jionynyD3iN prow* IVWH DBT [nyt D^ BT W*B IB , V B IV T I uyisyn 
55X3 P T O UK TKTSplWD TJJ1 
»nj'CDBDtr oyu nya5w 
1914 , D B I K O IPB-21 o jn IJJ?3K natr 
,DnoDpo67Dyw2g3ynn ( t l p M ^ K I E S J y p J ^ 
pyopiD iyoi$BD2B P*$» ("I B^* 
OVPUBIK pn Dyn oy^ B ya3yD"xyaD»iB \*fi- PK W$a 1'IKD DDaytaptaBtB *i 
.DJpDSD JBD53 i n "1KB TKSn 1 5 0 H WW TSF» fflSP 
D?yc»nya |»>yn . 5 ^ 300 pc ncwi lyn pn jy^p't^B y^Bcnony» yayny»tnyd TIK 
pypmwn p*t iv I^BIP B pawn Dim -lynjywwB "iyny .iMiTys y*8 W "io prim 
.HtfD'DiB ytp>i pD Dya»K jyamya w*b"nayar>M B iya*n ojm |IK 
.oayo 25 !"IB .oyo'DB y^ B p« [ysnp w ooyp'o 
.IV3310»V VT^iHO H PB pM "ODBB V«3« H pB DDjyO!'*DnymB ^ DPDBI1 
I'DDB unfv n lie yonsip aayoyunaBiB n ,Vt)BDijt3=« 
. " W W 0 , 1 ' P P P B . D .iwrnyps . I K O ' J ' D 
PK ,D'-IDD y»23 DD'B 40 t*« yo'CBP D:yoyci:B*iK ijn no D'DB DB'in Tyi 
.O'DB o'tfiim nycnwyo 
DjytyiB B lyanp own .ooyp'o 50 tyc'ipiyo oyn DBU "«/3"N -unw .a ,3 
-I y DB a ! B '31 > n y a y i ^ w a B 
i C B t p T y U D ^ i H - D n j i B V i p y o ^ 8 p 8 ^ 
•"r cyvi cpjyba yty^D8 D7«pstf> pa CDB ttftjmy CD« ^tnyjytrp njn 
-Bntnymw n .toptf pfi nyou nyT DD» t^-ys oy .o^eyjDMK jfosn D ^ JJ» 
-3"« y ^ c c n yiynaw "ijn« "?y*D„ ^tjpttf njn nyojnpyo pM coy-iny-is po ]yo 
. -yipyo -lyp^pmx opjy^o n CADB ^myjyirn "»jn TIC ^BD «m pw -lyc^nbyx 
* Ty'11^ lyo^ii v t jyn .^yayio PK yrve- yiyi;u p» T T »"i«fi»y«"K jyo^wn yiyo 
•a«3i« nyrpa^] "lytyn F^H PDBByas^ H nycy^ JIB rpa^rUff nnyo 
r a T... 6MI4«H or«wd ^ " " I C D n3j ; i3 437 
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D I P ny .nwn y n o K iyapa. 
I» lyp'pwpyitK espn K iP3»n « | TR. 
1P3K Dip Dip JfSKHlK DIP K [PlK 1»D 
o-.m;pp3 pjj C.TK iv Jitfvep PE^DP n y u 
-PPEUKS R *a ,T3 MIK 5«H .-iK«r, K «PIK 
• » r » njn pK (PaWfc b*» OTP^TPB imipo 
-mo i**j>' « PE D»PD3'BPOP3 pR D^PP-D 
.paro e n w -wye DRW O*D IPD IPP ,"ip*i 
-in pc iK'3i* K jyvJinoiKP jyp T P W B BIK 
,TPBPP snayo'npas'R ,y3"?p PR n y c a 
y:"*p pK BTSO"ii ,»B«tp npa^Ka : ft*n*| 
•3*fr im«3f tfjwfc iK3Ki -.JHK .iyanKoojn 
mbi|i iy? ny .*i"D OD<R im n*w O^KCPKIQ 
yypoTRiiDMnyB jwvw D*D ipoipo'wt D*a 
.D"?-DcEypya 
+ * * 
«p-ro»n n tyii 
T» *>TR oapevy* igm iya 
DW"i jyo>K« jefoaa 
c f c Dp pffl ; 0",n'Ey3D'iK 
1 iP3*D"Tp3 IV 1P33^P3 "V 
B&Rti ,inn*E "yiV0K^iyC3Kp; P03K3yjKT 
NT) pRpKORTfl PC PT» IK D3KDP3 Dip 
-*ny.KB31K TT1K |KP""10'3TK !"P jyoJlftt 
TO. f'KPKCKIl DPI D3PPP3 PD"£npPD PP'K 
TJPPDIR BttBW t«'3v n e^sii t*n ;iimpo 
: BOWl Dip .iP^ KHOPC PD^ K H *V *tf 1JH 
ima j * * IPD"3IK 5mw W«>P R tyvwiuiif 
pK IP33r.P*lKD PDM1P3 jy3Miy3 .JKVD PD 
.JKI'D yi3P iv D3'iiP3 a n i i n y ^ m 
PCCD^RB'BKP PS'DV'R H *« 32R5 'UK 
-;*K n *n 33K^  'UK jeveonpy opeo*D 
-31K PDK1VTB T^l DT '^EPl 0TP11 nDBn 
-ya PR pKsqra D"^ » i*'3v omo .TpsnynyD 
- * IP3PP D'3 "t I^Pll PTIH3K IK ,03*riD 
lP3*tf JV3.T*P3 Djn emi DP pn«B .rpo^a 
-iv 1P3K Htfyop "»imi -iy3'DEppy3 iv " i 
-;*K -'3iin IK^T n ns ^yawsnpa PTpnc 
-KVB ,I3KMV^P i»K iPiK^yc iy3«n va 
i3Ks n ?"i> ,-iytny inr>3K PK pK »oa^pn 
tB3*0m ttf3*n DIPOP y:y* PB D^J^lpt^pyc 
,W31' i ipcisppys iv IPDP3 "i D3*tf oy »R 
_PP^ P3K n pK *^ K53K !"K pK iny3,.V3"K Ml 
jyjffa >"nD"iwnKE K euros iP3*n Hi .IPJ 




Q3ponaK TyaJyn ijyaTK 
IKP^ K'DKDDK |K D»Q 
•»?y3 P3^ PV3"K TJHK 
-,
^P3 n »1t ^3K^ 'UK |V0"31K JPP ,C*IU 
*!' 1PT pD DBKCnmn'O «1 IK .IP^ITD CT3 
P03'DyDy3,pp*Dp»nB pD ^3pn n p * PK |«» 
D»Tl IplplKD 0*3 !P?P» P3?P11 ,lP3KnifB 
-^ PIK Ipr»POP D'3 IP^P» P3^P11 ; P 3 ^ 3 J ^ « B 
-PT3 DDPPP3 1P»T JP3PP Dtttt ,1P33^18C R 
^'3 *1IK .D'DKnB nP'nV:-^D3*31PD "ipllj ,pT3 
"PyDWHD *1 " 3 D3Hp "IpTtTD JK^V K '" 
K ipnK ^p^KpnK^ K -.KD IVDK3 K Dny-^rc 
-m PPKHIK n DK» .nyin'D iiny3K'vi5i*iir 
•IKE m?vi3 n>K3 "iy enyn ;j"i D'3 ^KI pc 
-3'?pvu npn ]»K PK iy lyn I>»DK
 #JKUI' Tin 
.IVOKinyDJHP 1K3 D«? 
DP JtJt'a Tjnna ,?yBEm3 DIV ,DDnpj 
'D\'BPT H IPP^V |^KT PDD1K11P3 K I'll 
M"t PK lyemoiyD ]«*3V p'p »K .Dpvib 
!'K
 fDTmirepycwR3 n »»o iy33i^ 3Krnjc 
.DijniPOPPDUHa H iv ^»m 'ltK ]yup3 D-; 
DPD"P PDK^P yocny ^p'D ".IK 3H3P3P::K 
\vx\ pwo *»yi i'K .lyap^ecyT PD .K3>*3 -
T1KK3 H "3 IPPmOD fP3Mny33K D«" -; 
-KDKnB Din IP31H33K D'D ,DyD3ynn3 PK 
IP3»inp3)K Dun iy IP» m;'o ipi PK ; r»-
VJ'MT* ;p"neo 5KIP3PPH K |^E |pir 
"'DKDK n 1P3*T'^P3 IP3'inP3;K Dsn IP *" 
npi PD IK31K JP^P'V'EK DPT ]'K JKt'^ K 
1K^ V13 IP1K11P3 1^K3 HP VK .T1KK3 DJ'KP" 
Dip IP DK11 tf* PK ,JK'VKI»3K31K 1PT "!« 
V! *l OIP IP3K^Py31KE 1K"PK'DKDDK V 
.jyenp3iV3K asKiejy imyra;; 
1«1 .YT jy3ini neK l^H t'K P3$PI DK-
T'K Tinn'o W'3v jnpisiK PB Ty3'*P .PD'" 
« 0"P3'3*33K3 !'K ,D»" MJK ]y33K3P3 Vi 
npn i»K ,pennm .IT m ,Dnp*iiPDPPDi3K!: i 
"jppmKPDDn^ iv esm iy»n pD y3«ic 
esKnwTyD eip omi .ysenc K — ,TVD"3IH 
PK e"p3»0DMiv ^unsyDpnyDD'e Jyo *w 
-ya ei3 PK oy .DHTV yi^a *PIK c p i p o ^ 
T 'T DK11 D'31D3D yDDTHPS H IK ,DD1K« 
-"t 1KP"K'DKDDK TPT D'D DKHP3 DHH !«'' 
•Dn„ pD P3K1D n n TPS'K imip3 IPJ . 
•ya D'na 'Jys *i Dip r o ^ i n . " w i w 
flm iFDMipa K lyaays* m»»n D*K M'DBJW - 0 ^ * * 0 r>n |w v^ K PK KP^VCK »K 
*pB***5» PK •yoJjm ,"m»"iBK PIK^P K -»ya jrflw PK I M K . ppwoKn* yc»D 
*W«P 1KB Byp'B iyB"BD^K'yi*B eyi HMR TJKa H JPV13V3 DVO»3 n B'D iy331^3Kfl 
p*C» K ,J R D > T * • IVDMUO « 1 « , 1 W J»nW V»K» 1»«D O'D .[y^D ytt>DK»Ty D3KP 
»* iFaeya nyiVDPR JR PK "iya$)m .ivojna -5rntf»B pB wov i*a"* ^maayB H jyn 
^ p ".'B"lKB •Hp"? DB<fr<C*KO„ "1*1 'nDKBO'D^KI^Vt'n K Din^PIV D f^l ,K'B 
•#tfu* DinwDpyBOKa ys5yi *i iya*n WPIOKJIK y*K ayoa jyaSjm PK .P^IDD 
;p»3 "D"P„ R lirvvnaKE w ty5a>a ovi -sn B V I O w m o w n w m V33KB VW PK 
^myswrn "|yiPDKinya3KP„ mm "iyo>K Diyaoys «i y j iya$n ,e3^"noya HM 1P3 
> w n PK KPK iypKB3'HK PK lyainpya pK'iycny33R DO IKOP ny»ia nyo nyi pB 
* * * "W ivavn "T .iyo"3"iK i»ay^aw w t 
f^OiKHD3KTVB K 1K0M , D3ya,13K IK VW IBD"31K "I IK ,OViy?P 
aw /lrwopycuKD nya .jyasru BO Dwonw am jy>>n p« 
fi&M a^ru K onn>o
 D | lw,31l , „ •"P^TOK »K Diypi«n p»a iya>op n 
nyas n PK .yi-'oo^K'VtjD K 0*3 ft n 3MK 
TF 5?H ,1*OP K o'o |y5i3KmyB PR -yj BO own ,v»wttowi» y^KPHKi K DIKE 
pjyn a*a /VHTPB n pram -oon p't ->D IKPH m oyna»3 .[y-iBaya in.TR iyo»a 
i"i 5*n iy ,|yVH«m» prron oyii ny ~iyB n aivya PK .I,TK PB PWW MM 5ysra 
:BT lyajK i^yB o»3 !v^»i^  "i w ;iy3M p»p KO>3 PK Q n^a »5»a n D^D iy33i^ i3Kn 
itrvM 03HP IK*3V n iyv»K .ya*hy»3iK >T po pfiiinDVo *i ]w>m ly^cnywiK a w 
:».K ,ufD;)i iy 5^i ,n»DpyB pn pK 33« ;w ,ynyi3«^K b«m> ,nyp^n :i»5Hpnin 
: '« ;«Bjga i"» imo'im : e»3 i»»n cy ->a jyivoniv^WKP oyn pc isnipow n 
•^ KnjK lvlS|jj^DPr( ?Kia3Kp i«*ai» iyu3iK P ,$ypo 
H iy .O'EKSB lJaKo PK uByi?y3 pn jyo
 w fIy;nKai»n T> iv^» IP»V^ yiytiiK 
-viK aw ny Mm i * w n m ,nyau l»t
 n , p n | 1 9 l 0 p D p » - , ^ ^ii*3yt?n ajn IKB 
.OT ay» A ^ K B'o/|Vi>Hwn»D PK »/3yp -w-lyiwa tva«t ]«ov IV»IK PB onysoyo 
-iK i n lyt^o PK j|rw3Ti*TB aysnyt? p*K
 r : K a ^ 3 . ^ iyB v i r y:my*-nyB PK O'HBB* 
C«II ,P»IOO K PK cn^ K »nn>B3*nK ,t>"a -y3 cBnKiy3 *n PB y^y'B jya^n ,PI«> V3 
:IK ^KD'BKP i»i .DByew |»»l Wnu*Ki7 c w -Bn inynsK ,iyp:Kiy3 | » W y iyn paton 
V W B "Ty5KPHK% p*P .lysyoiya raw |«t
 K pK .a^snK p*p ww taw* 00 ^t jya 
iv m > o K lyawe^K 0*3 ^K3 o«n
 n y i r K D8a iyi '» no MTK .jyp^aKB ^a 
•n-r-opyBOKD iya>>aiKiiD3Kiyfi K prarra a^aiK i ^ n "iy»3*.K PB lys^ya K IK .jyaass 
O'a |y^3KmyB pK c a i n « |ya»iow iv ^ « ^ mfM IPIK CH>K iy a»n ,BKi? |"i PK 
sa-1^ 3 ^y l^t?DpyEl3Ka nyn ;yu ,\w* iyi ayat(3 WMMI n ]yavn ^ B I .apwyapyr.K 
•« ; liny^iyB iv »3iyT anyas? cn'K TK - ' ^ I K jny«M tvajva lyvynvoMK ennyj DO 
.iipsr iyn PB lysanyiKB n iyay33i#3 I'D»O -m yaysKnatrysa^K jynya jya^i BKII ,iya 
0'; |ya>cKna y;»*p otf3i»3 p«i po iy ayn a'-.ya^aiK jny*'» .lyaa^K'i'KB pK jy^Kpn 
•lyaKa jyayp -JKWHK ao i«3 " : PK IWJU»*D yca^i ja 
i"TD PB a»P3Kiw n anyopya a n PK -KiBcyaD'iK a*n nya^aiK IK iyiv*waK .jva 
B»« niM lnW lyp DtOKOT THD .B»*3KOV "3KP Ml ,|y3313"D JW'DOOKOl' 1»1B jya 
-"•KJTpa'K iyaif jya aanya ,-iya'Mi DO PK DH'K a^n
 #i"t jyiynya DO 5K: iy l^BKinya 
**9t I»a pK .BIOKOV T n D pB B3KD H IV3 -"iny3. |yB"ny3 T ^ J BK3 1JH 
r» BV D33'ns / r ow K DKH v^ K tK ,DDy3 ,jya«n anviwapyDOKD nynay^i^p n 
.w*Kn -ya ,|»ov iyoiK a»a »IBBKP iy*n i;jnny» 
o, 
• 
n I ? lyp 0'2K"! ,!«na OW*aV*lDTy3*K 
^ i n-.inc *i m ,;yaKo PK jya^iDTyE D'aip 
H .Ofi'lplpB 0'3 |»3»fe 
••OIK can .D"3"IR jyajni PK v&m OKI 
-a-'K "\jn ra D» -nv.no p»t PK EWW Ciyo 
.IPD'iPij'c ix e*~. ty ami 5yp*o*m •w),)t 
•an .naip I"i PK iriirapjfDUWD i n PK 
u
 iPC'ipiyc iv^'nyi v*ve«3 <n*"! W 3 1 K 
T * , W it*** IP2DP- am IKO irnno pn 
TP .JPP «»apitf*P T* IW3H PK J**wn»U 
nyaa jyp ->y .ty33i3anya jmo« *1 ?yoipy3 
[ fctt DK11 ,!»<*» HOMO K!K ipiiK^PD tJ*3 
a*1K .-.MB'IPiyBalK 1KB *y3KO D'^m 
D"3IKW tnrr. CUDD'D tpJPOJwfi i » 
-3KB 0*3 0*3 i n 1KT DPII ,D'Ein» 1KB 
H I OS ]1K .D'BlpB IP3KT IPP IP IJTP'D ,iin»vn 
pH&ti* ]»ijni pn D>J i » i i»p KT $KI ftp 
.DK3 D'IK n*B iy3KO EVK jp;yp DKII ,jya 
lin^y&K pK jywu inawa^p'VMi p*p 
*flD*w n iinyiay o*a ipayp *y*rpEM n iv 
-co n w e n pn nm .lycwc resworn 
-yu ojm oy r a . i w ^ a i oyii m* pK ayo 
cpa*w .DVUO'D y a K trwmu"*" pn 
-jiK-CDcycy: K tan tPO'iun K pn *t>K PK 
D*; HSran BPSB K iini pK ^isnyaiyta 
eyi -.KB nSfe K oy PK rwobowwri 
Jia-ia K o«ur;« w a m 
^_^JF * 
»a ami POTD p*p 
.lyoayaK iv mino W I I 
-am pK 3K iypjnp DKII 
"1 jyS»T »| PK11 DKOtfJK C>31p H ty3"'"ia 
TOTnoo Ml JT5T3W1 DKII jytaaVaK .*yn*viv 
p& no-am cart 'pn»a^ru» nw l»ayp ,oy5 
"ma v i jyc ^P lyoayw ps^yiK jnwrn i n 
.ptfyomKB O'a 
•arm* !K'a '^ o n pc yaiocnK eai»m n 
mjno »i n*ip*yfc DIV jy^msr vt KI5K T»K 
DCK-.P"0B"3TK ny«? — Droops W«i pfi 
;|Wnp jyp "* 0*1*, ,iyvn» yoey3 m w -
iP©o K *A D*n»n Tjnn'B i r a r K ^K3*H 
;TC pvnr»K can »3>» iy ^ w n ;y$vp 
O'a ny jyp > « can pw DKII ."Jupnm,, v 
-OJK-iyEaiK JK 'ii onjnjK OKiioy }V0"n 
i"P co c^ yow 
.CffVT'fflCrBP 
ny ^^KnaK cir pw .crtyocyaix a^ oys^ pi 
iy 3'iK ,|WKiya"iyiHiK D»J ocycya DKT Djni 
-K3 »i oyn jya m .lypayn iv ysunm D^I 
aa^Ki^ a PK oy \vn P'laKc |" i IKB ?K'*arti 
pnsKB l»t ipaa"T3 O'DKT pK ^nSwm 
ijnK ; ooi^yB "tfya PK IJKDB^'DB' K IV 
vmrm w "IKB PHB -an m ,OPJ«T ny un-
-'13KB Jitayp D'3 oyn iy OKI ,vvi *I;K PK 
-am taenya nyyo»K jyn ;D*fiKna D'D pn»i 
"iy PK ,iy3«i y^ K H I*KID tscycya N TK* 
T1K PK V^W DKT .iK0_B0ByK»y3 p'p D»J 
D>a I*K iy IK .opajn ijniiwpyDiaKo K ;r-
*yp i**av *i tK ;nyo»'3nK PJ«t O*D npa-j 
im iyo"3"iK >T lycnyaiycuvw Q"x my « 
.lyaantnKD «»m ya^yiK I'pAoc TynK ,BKr 
?B iv en»K "IKB i^aytsaiK pn »yn oy m 
.D'BKIB D>D mino p«t jyc'if 
iye?'0D>5KD*»Kp IWOS'K om lyoaiK 
-KD oi'Xn*rn pnyii nnwo imi ,cyoc: 
3V'TiyB tJ'3 "tfO^aiH-pl? iyi Iy? ,D>EtpB 
T*IB iy3Ko [yp lyvD'K jyT'o ,jy3y5 civ 
03inap QP^K*VKD i r r .o^ai* pM pc D't 
*.jn O'a ny3K PK DKI .jjnynav iv r>« DS" 
"«r"t !-K o^ a iMK pK oaK'av v n c po »?«* 
yooKs K OIK pB prwn e^ a lyp jyo .t>3B= 
cjn lyp iyn ,5ywB» K .D^D iP^yB yoiK:*: 
lytJyB D»T ny^'K jyajnaiv nya^ a Jycic 
ya^yiK DVD»3 H D ^ D V IPO jyn .jinn--
-jnir "1 "i«D iy?KC DKII .jyaaiaanys jr.yvr 
•yp .D'DITB D-D mino n y t lye^siKivo'iK 
«i jyamya «an«n l**av n iV3jn3 nys-a IJ» 
|yaanjn«2 
Bl'3(JU1inn---p K pB pysivroB'in iyi 
•oyo ]nn«K ryaya iv PK i«^ a 
-iyB iv O'wyajtfya « OT»3 
C3BKTp-DO"3-»K ly^t jyDMp 
ryobya can IKB mnnropyDiaKo DIX 
•"3iK H jytiKi ^BB can p* .pns 
fiy3ya-Dt)"3"iK n iv lycs^ KmyB v* " ^ 
tanytjenPB oy .naip DIV nmo iyn ni taoaia 
•»TP iv Drawa'K D'nmo o n PK DP »K , T : 
-ya* ;rm»n i"i *IKO t»"ii lyooayn o n w 
•3K pK ,1B36'imyB IHHKll H jy3K0 IV E* 




iC -ijjp-iyn ojyenHa D*-V^ i jn 
•*t "1 IK .PR DTJT1KD *l DRII PR .JPT1JB© 
J^KI "i m jimnRDTP IIB :<npp t*n titf 
.B*»aiB iy«» jnposnpp 
• * * 
•TD K ,5ro^ .IPOPPJ VDB> 
;Sj^DD W 3 1 B *1 1BH
 (VD 
KOTD PTPH 1R .IP^ PDETlBB VI YOB> .Qjyy 
,0'CRIB VIB* K IH^Rt 13PT*10 l^ PV DDKS 
eyn Q3yv«nfi invv pp asnpapn n IK pR 
•BE p-ipo^aiB *i IP3PJ3B3 Dpn PDVD *T 
istno 13m ivatf-s iv:yp "IBS n B W ,Mnin 
I -»i5»i wn'D wis ivn .D'Dips ina* 8 .^sn 
/wipn I « J pn DJJ opn ,i.p33i*iynBB H jpava 
TOT.TH tM*ti Dp IB ,t>3"V"lP3'R PR 't DSH 
tUf lyvn* ,19*31* "iin o»o IP^DPD iv *iyo 
-;« Tin »R,OB"n OBT ;P»HDD CVT IJTD^BJI 
•*H iv TTPR envDt? ,P"IOD DVT JPOSWI 
Dim ptf PR JJTUDW1 n 5ypni ,inpo »pv£ 
.lyppiops 
-R n IB .ptfPoinRfi npaR VT TCB5 
,s»wn» 20 [ID MnpaPn B lynynRp iyo"3 
n* pp»n MninKD yipn |pap3ivaR3 TB PH 
I'D -an pp ta'PBiB jyvjB3 am iyoa*3iyc 
smi |B*3P fl IK ,BI*K f l onposnyo .ye 
i-K D3MQ p'p $«1| .|PIP*^IPB P«*IBD jyjyn 
t3 iv POTB n fonaniv too IPP oSpu iyi 
?p IK ,oo»n n tim .DBPtrp: W K jP2"-u) 
,pn o»j D»DKIB p'p lurort opn 
jn:yivitmj DI5*D3R onm Ml DP 
in w5pii ,iM»3i* K pc OIPO'EB n IB 
-jnriKB n twmi DiyaDyo JTW»*T iynt> 
>5p3 n ipJyoe' |P*m »n PBII jpJ 
•reps IJHB womnyDW pn jy^Bt ,D^n3 
Dijfsoyo jny**» IPtB^ ta»; ly^ Bt pB ,D3»D 
»3 pyi IHD i»p DBU ,onc K1B |y3B0 
•m B j yanp ivo^ *pfcyojiK iy3Bo n»an 
* .tjpyrya pjn n»p D R^ 
•;,'*SK Dim DJBpnaRp K , TTI»»K 
•^ KJJIK yJyioonjiR IB pB $*&*#& IBHD 
• iy IK
 fiypn »*JB3 pM ny 5*n ,33icny3 
•naBB pn IBP Junyewo ynm n I»DIPW 
EH'B ]y$m DKII fjpuwriva t^*i« V>WP 
iw ,Q*DKIB 8 lypBo iv o«n»»5w B lys 
T» !wnp iyf-BnyoBt3 ym W«t oyii iy TB 
"'RH " : oyn i«»3v n IR ,t>j"aw ivawn *n 
-DB3 ,p1B' VJ PR IJUIRWJ iy3«n T O .»n»3 
-yj UIK PR oy ?"ii ,nyony inyijB pB JBD 
,D"iynic,t3pypi-'Ro >T |yj"viy3<R iv jyiJi^ 
-ijRmyp pB [y:ypijUB iv typys oan5 oy IB 
fyayj lyppayp iv m j»oi» iyT o*o ty? 
•yi (yawn Diyrte^spypwHo »1 >*m pn'B 
w** IB'31* iyT pp osBPiynn'c H >B ,03M?3 
•y; yD3y^ y^ y3 p* »K"DpRnp pp najm n pB 
JD"VP00yB' 
•Bin VD OITBH v i DVU»5eni» D'2-iyi DB 
iya'3«n 03« iR ^B2 osvnv^ P*IB* VJ pR iP3 
TO PR DnmiS?0PyDl3RD y3»T O'D p'HDD 
-*D p« »!BeRP twpjfii 26 K iJnR5iyp |y3Bn 
yiyjy^p y^^ p D»O P'RI^-.BD PR Kv^yiK^ 
/ .DiyiiB-DpypURo jnyonR IIR 
i'R py rfni T I 5RI 13BOI?IV nyiyn 3*IB 
•PP injp |y:yp o»3 i«oi> n ov» .iviyijy 
nyn pn ii/'nrw yp^nyoo'n v$x .jyToon 
iyT pp ly^Tppj *i iv tnp*$yBK pB o^yn 
•yp iv oiB .iyB5yn o^ 3 i3iR iy5yn "ni^Rj. 
yomyj R pn IB'JV H no .ty-poo'ipy }s) 
.c*na-»?pa *i pc ilnyn Dv^Dcyj DRBD 
•0>D iyB"OD B^D*BKp lyS'OV'B Dpn nyo3iB 
.D*3 nvM iyn3R p'p >o tysyn oyo 
"3R oyn i^vi5Riijn nv^ R'VRD ^ T W 
oo iy;"P"|yp nPaw 5>nnm .ijnpH enjn 
-iyi.Tp n DRii y'VKomyT n tR ,iy3yp"^2R 
_PR*1B P5R ,IP3«n 5R3B,B"'3"1PD3,R 1V\ pfi 
*ya DB"! ORn .yo'*? yD3yaynyaDMR pR PE"O 
IV 0"H3P3P5p4 H IK'VX!*:!;:-:; 1PI31R IP3P3 
nyi lyii .03RD TiTK pR o»n; I.TR [poippa 
T33B1PP31B 1P1B "Dt^BpHBn„ W3R3y3-Bt 
.D33RB ,lP33m3"1K |R D3*m B"p3>5OTKH 
•pn iPVDPiaBiB iv m Mp*swt*3«n» *n 
f .ponyn 
; |y3,B'RD y\frK pK *ptr n" iyoy*i3 DRII 
inyo J*^ R .oin'D *i lyvciRpRB inyo DRII 
IBD'BBP IPT pn ipno o^yi PR jmnRBtp 
•Rii pnnR inn* jmn«p PRII .imyvPR !IB 
pp IP3^BP n pn l»no iypjn3 r^B pB ,npo 
,p3Bnp p*p oonRS P B DP -iynp?nyp pip"i 
H .5BPHB1 lyiB lVDBinyD3BP \V)"1 "I IV 
T>D*lRllD3Biyp PM DBM .y'SKBDBP'DP'f 
Vl D W P .n'B- t'«i*iR yo^yofP33R n IRP 
•RP n pE IP3313"0 PC'U^RB H jyipll D*3 
' 
H0IHPWBHBP"9REBBB 
7 m .1914 ,r n y n ' 
•KID VK — IV3K1D yU"U'MJS pK IPD"n;r 
"\yt« .DEK^prpa -lyrccjipin nyi 'yayi: ;pj 
-tt>33 Djn:mB iPS'Scapo ;y«m IVJKID p* 
i8c ;panp IY m : WKTD K TWK i'R Dp ym 
^nn ; jyaausnya vaov3 n iyo"nR >T 
• 
FCD'^KB pm jprara ipw p« ,IPCO'31«;H 
•J'-K pK IP3lp V^3 car: ;*.*c -iPHia'mM'K 
oj"Xpa5»riK ipawcipD1"! y£*?»apa y*iyT 
|P3**t ,I>D"n;y-iyr-;pE-c32U"c yr^-wy 
"PD p« tyaawyjijnwjKD e*a "iy3K *n T O 
•"o yp-o^w y:jnyr~pt H SP^'Y ,:£"••«£ pn ,iy:3R?im IVTPT jyp lira unsays y j^pv 
V* t>»n m w pnm pD ly s ' nc ipi .tywn pit yaiysy nya'ayu DKH "yoDKp $KT cp 
->*B-ty ipsnitn -an
 0 » 3 tn^Djnp33'« viys T O . ipayu i»*i y5* n iP3«- pa — IPESK 
v * » rpiyi ix an-s'i'.p-ipo tp^ya P K DP .aow ntnyp pip "DPDKinyD3KP„ pK " o p r w n 
lPt3D^KntDD*-l|'K pK DIVI'IP? ~ - » - s3P2pD )^»3 
jtf* pK ' • P C . p'K D%TDP3 jp^wr.v t w * n 
- m ' i j r o y j tm D » T .5p»v P*K t*o D « n * y a 
e*o 'ycinKE c*3 ^ ! jpasn v o !h*n ,on 
TfaK-tB yfK3«'VH3 era .jyaKic yr-crwra 
,)P2»0» O'D MW ,|y381D-CDD3)PlV -JT* ,)ys 
•via iyr;;H w ni3"c K axnys 'psan Dwft 
- rV^Kl lP" ! iinipS »'3 IKT T 3 tP3>M IKDiy i 
-ViV\i ,P*»3'nD ycao^K-WD yipuiR 
"V^PIDB'Vl t*H DKP " I pE 5"nD "1PT D3PC3 
pD B"T TPC'D'^KB "I1H pH C1,DP"iyD3'K^V: 
jpj'M ytfim "t -.yuyuya w a i n i r , 
iP3»M pp?yp'; DaB':!' vnts n '2f>Kmpc"n 
-y03'K IK v*.*2 ;p3«r. "i - - -ly-'.nv ptf: 
PCU^KB prfjm pK :p3Kia nyT pK om 
• nmn iPn*0KirpD3ip ,jyaD'?K'VK0 jny; pc njnn'c IK»:V i»'no n ly3n>a iy33i:"a 
prai' yc tms i«3 ,D:yr*o^KE ?^»n >JVotro iptyn pc ^KT n u3Kioy3 |yo iyii ?n3^ 
n» t l pe pa^Kp3 pK ~vwz *n lycnv 
p3^ mK nn iy3'EP3 .DnppvKii p83 ^PD'•; 
-3iBin ip3*eyno K — < n < y D *n iprayo 
-tyro npr*a»n^K!:r! ivt ~ p i ; ; -V3KP'? 
PK DK3PD D"ac cyn ;ic \#? 
.T'K'ifnjps 1PP:*I »*,•. ;ycc^ f<K*v 
tp-^ K-i jyami jyeap^uiK P^K *T 
•'UKinyojKp EKiKC jyi"! t»n ,op3*.B"i:i<sr 
HKD ny:K .lynri'D i«'3p J^KPHKT p» pi! 
oa'Dcycys pn IP3*M psSyii ,i3iK i'.c 
"CM jyD3^S? pD y3K3D'lK np3^ 3PU-3KD ")P1 
.ipsyrDD'^iK pK npo'O'iK (yciiv DS-H 
D"21K-D3310fiKinyD l y W K iy*l D'O I'K 
T ' i y*H »i ivayn taw IKB Itt'ar "ipi ;'r 
-P3 P*P QmVOK1ViPD3KP pK DI^KPHKI ['I 
-
-"3iK *-. nnr.'E-!pc Tin»B y',voKivyD;<p ssicnyaiyDiiK-DQEyrya K I'K .D': 33in"* 
lyiaiKiKE iriKEya K "t [y;"T CHKT :IK iyo I*H oy .KD'3 TK^B p»p T ' i ys^ytK IKE :'K 
*~" ps> WK iKD ip:»n ••: .iB'XKi'3Kn« •31K -,P-;K C'PS'nPE 11C y3K"TE K I'tf3 IPS'K 
1>C 1P3K jpipr, c'-.p^^v: y-.ptaiK .o'J 13** -p'DPKiBaiK iint* D^P'^'DPSIB ; B"p3*npB 
jp-iy-. e«3 d p p.R .enyac-ap: 3;^ a "t pc ipay-.DiyD "ijn : aiKii p*K D*O . C P 
PT!;K iprv.pa » D'TO^aj^ W K 3S383 -oyars, K p*r r^ K PD nyrr*ffi no I8»3P ipi 
ronaw 4P3:^KBr ;y3«r pn IB'JV tyi pw iya'nnp onini DKH IKI*^B K — "D3Pt-i-,"n 
ipTiiK C^ K m ,JPD*V. ip3K 'PEIKI Diyaoyo onKiv.oiny^piy p'^ K DK'I .syaps IK^V l'« 
;*rayoDMpy iyt;iK o*c -IJ?3*T p»! K^T fipjv
 f?KD3in K {ynya jya'u sro'in^n ijnK K;:U 
«— prnpE r:K3 *>t iP3»n !P3Kt y^y ;^K PK en 
.jycsyD ycyosKy: :%x .D'W D'3 1*3 BSK'i ,Dyi3Klfl }V0X? IV CI 






pamnKE-jr aa,*^ip3*K PK P3'03*IIKE j?e ,1910 IID P".IDD DPI pK 
0*3 ,tyr3j« I P ; - : »j *3* ; yD"^DMyB'P3 ipn pK DKnys 1**3 iP3*n 
'3PQ VC*,P3*',0nK^D»iyD pD .^VEP3 K "Oyc yO'SKP P'HDD 1JT45 
w a r ipS IK ;ynyot* »«t TK .jy^n-c o»n Wip 'aysyo im pn DIPS 
TK pit sai^ nyanytar'.K-coEyrya ycr,: K pc -jn yDa^nys'K-eDyD ^*IK »« ,PIVDIPP''> 
-D*IIK tp:yp 1P3K0 vi c»^ e n p iny1 iw i*o iysan o"t ipiynaK ijn po .•»»#?:« 
SnysM-v^ KMjn tJKr;; 
. 
m 
"»yp"w; Diyeiw on«V i j n 
OI.VBW IWijn V3*yn .**? , ,D ' r ' B T " 3 * 
^ ******* « " ^ * * I * • » * « » S W * * * l onyocnyc Dy 
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paipi oviicopyaiaKO TP;KDTPO 
-,iPpn oi»i>itn iy3'3 iy?Mi •>»
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*n ,iypn3HD y)>"! p« tyin'cis;"K lyT'K 
,iwr.33ny3 ys^ayoaiH .os^oys jysijn »T 
;ni .iyoBoyp w owi ^^yo jynya o*j T*K I»T 
M«»,^,*3^ yD3•t< nyiiiK pc OBK^ynn^B H 
,i;jHi*w» PD i*yn H 1'H |y?ND3'»iK ovu 
u:in o^a ,jy?yii DiyniropyDiiNo n y3?yn 
;IK yyopKiBiiK n«c ;yo?Kn oayijiK y^^ *J 
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,03K0 JIB 00 PR D'*P3K11C pS lO'D K lyj'M. 
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iinpijR ipn oa»'o .pnKos* pn I^'BK in»M 
•IKiit? oa«r in>K m iv 
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•53 ,iP3^anpv,pa 
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~iy »»n <i . p w > BKD B 1KB misa—in'K 
-hinBMK a y t o D*ijn*rDpyEi;»3 *i 0an5 
jyvepn «t ^KP»p*pB " i n y r w , c m jvo 
•jwt |y^T irooKpa yin*n iyn ,I«»JV -an 
U D31H p-*Kl«2 P'P PPBD. Dk>1 pp31* KTK 
-yfcvr . u n ;*K T'K ftpw 'NIB jirroDnpy 
•an* i»p D'3 0"P 
.ftp* 
y: c*j ^ : n* i»'3v "tf»«i* 
w * CKV. ,n=K umw O^BII oy jyii m ,iyan 
c rBcn i m r-o iimwj^jn J£K tv ,t)w 
ova t» .asWna nin D'c imiy: u r n Tmip 
« jycuy; f i oyoip n iya«n t y i a OPT 
-y- inn'K um IB'3T u n j inw»i nt oayi 
-,jn jySya &w\ wri um ,pn X&W *DOK 
TWUP t»«Brn n r» ,TIOM VR pa ,5w 
D*3 ]BIK nira i«r"iJ*nn oy'Winvt ttfijii 
c 'c D3«Pif3 ^5amy» pa V* .iJrauyu* 
•nwp D3»ip?n u n ms !yDwy?m mrviy-s 
lyorwrYMf con»»y3 ma»>*i "1 r« D"M HK 
,iy3*ocn»B tyaifn «i 5"n ,]i(P"3a»iin |»t 
t? r « P,BDBP njn »« ,opjjrt p » jy". 
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."]» e ^ ^^p C .TS 
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-3iK lyjya jpf&xt TJH I*R B3yny5y oyjjrviBD 
|1K ,0"p3*501KllD3«iyB31K ,D"n31TinWD"iy 
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$P'"i«»»iv om iyiyi» iv d«ipnycD>iK jyn 
iyo30 om JKO'nD pn "DDSB i y ' % njn pK 
.D3"D o m c«*.i javio iny5p K pit ,IKI;K* 
: D"l*T D3«» I**3* D»ll D1J 
*',p?318B B'3 TlBBa BS'Bfn Dpi I'M t'H Dp 
-:»ap7ti3BO n 3*i" ,t3pi IP3P" O'IIBB" p*p ]pa 
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v 2 5yaTK *) jwiww •°" l3,ni DV - N " * 5 3 " 1 ^ wnrn«nm»o 
X l * -DtnM-iwB. n !Po$nS-a« ^ ^ W °»" 0 , ^ I K Tin tfi> T* 
* TKC r u w w*«n K) svi? JPW3J«* w no tyje-3 « t* es jronac TPD 
1 , . . . . iiv;p D3« (nya^mi Tin* Dpyt n« "BBWP Dim * c TKB o"Y nm»fbm 
*f , pm cjn "iy:'Rrn. ye*»y» Jv:"t Tytnim n) ."DQIRP PKTB; 
lvnewip jw DBto cm jpr^riK j'K oaKfiya linyn DBU iyoTini"iin«:p 
% "•.Hvcy'TP,, *i * .(Tyfit? Ty3»T3S^  n 
pit "na«B T*^«P„ cm iimya .traw* 
1% "W*a « -*B- IIK 'onito-ttTttfc ivn»3»"m 
-ya* n« *TWDD-W55MP,, i n a»» % '!? "SK 33>D 
, K . . WB0H> IffW W l "DPD^DD M "nwa TKD„ 'T iprpa I|«UW 
1H "WtfKP mn nrpm»2 pK ]VOVM •.%; (>wr»w "DOD'"V 
IK 1V3?»P Din prajrH'n* H OVXK )^ "D?ys»\ 
• I — f!K DDVPBB |n« -DD'U^ B„ H IU3KO 
:L!,f* TK^  ;VV:KJ Z>~ ^KE ^r- -r "DDTIPD pya. yi»2 jyD^Kc:"K 
—^m "iva,-DDnD-?2«-i„ et -,wc I'K DKI *T»*W JW "D'1*OD s«n„ "MS D»= 
«n» D*IK DQV "tswema ^yaro,, » ~«: 1 "PW* IID 5«no w r 
.iW3n> jrtWM? *^ iyomB*3« yor-j 
i3i3y3m-D»x -imu "3B>„ ip3v:ny -JH 1 -Doyp«B D»y?a^  
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."DJJO'^. PK "D33^ D"DM «1 tPOD"=DvB 
171 !»p M n T™I=P 32% pidtp p (* 
»« ,B"5T« r7ia> (n fw en rn /=^=:. .to'V-trnt r i*fcU)»*»B v* *&m 9 (• 
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W^WB itfntfwix p i* ivnu» ov nyaR .v> .lyasyosyo p« |inK«w BMDN OUKCIH 
-ynv oiv» o» ,iyj)viny>pTy nyi» ypniya ~IR H .lyo^s-iR 3,000 oinnya pR ,1903 
* T*2 ,T»n fi o'o jy;y3"*ya |gri b o w -aio a*p uDRE*y: po ya^KP tRc-no^a 
OTITO -sv^y-iy (to nyayna-iyE *n«x JQ»5J a-aiK yi gift MI .oyxR^m yv:y2 UCKD 
.|yDi0c;.v aan$-,y .DJRI-D py5opK jjrom ttf'vioix V^ny ?RT 
:•••„: Btfip m o t # o*n n pR OPSD R * ttfcW .OKH ,cojyon!R yiyn nn 
ewnn PK OBN .-ye^a-iR ly-is tyoD^o I* tt^wb IIK truiat? .nr^ae--w ma"i? 
•J$P pR I W iVP .oiBon s PR o^vp'inyD W«JB> nyi PK IR-MB ^ I K JM»l ,a"aiK 
JK p»i "iy2« aye iy .T1KR3 JRC'R^'D [Rf^a'aiR pR JRC'R '^DORP . -rno 
•ja s ix jyoiP D*2 iyp TiRsa n jyn .nny iyi"3WOMK py\n cyi o>a ,DTIR«3 
.tnyaeya ynrrR pa ayanR'Ro 8 v m otfe* "W |M«» isflftup pH .DP»IOD |W D'SIDDD 
•aw i*t w lyaya-iya'K jyaK-m ya?ytR n w> m BiiW}W3W»n ,ormRa ya^yiR *m IKI 
•am T* aVo *1 nyis ^jfjtfWD ]yc"R"aiRB lyoD^a ty;Kn2K5 v% po -lyaynoiyD n 
«*¥«tfyuBn) "vm u« VIRR3,, iyi ix \v\ iyu"oy3?R2R n pa lyeyiaiyB TIN i j m w 
rpwa iKLM"K,?,D;sp cm a'tf ,(mnyoo'»a '1 *>KB ya»niv R ; mijtf»**o IIK *DV"DBO 
W J ' S Dtfi m ,;y32K^yB PR 1896 JIB !KI3R^ n PK l y v o c nyaD"D lyjRiaR* 
-;IK !« pB 2:n'^L"2y n .iyD"^ 2*iyB DHIV oroD'ipy ybW» K p« (WOT D:K'VT»SK 
/ 
-ijanajnyyjn nyit* jKonye'D ivr^K^DiKB 
H / iKii y^yB PK ."j^'JTjy t*p ny^u's 
i«a Dy pM ,0'TW yn'*3 IKB Di?cy3 -ty3'T 
cyi ny^ix C.KPK^ lyis p«ioo l"P I'M u*3 
oJ»n ^soaif iyi m J38* m* iyiK ,m?wa 
*TJ- Diyii ucKB^ya PK PN I JK^KPD PK 
a:Ki3yjiKE DBnyix owon pc yjKio yT 
i'« ,amv yi"n lit W O V P u jncn « -INB 
•" crwj ^ya^^K 0*3 i n jyp yo'D^P '1 VIM 
*C2y P'T PK "IKCID'3-IK IK is lya^K ^Kt 
^E -iyi inn >^ K niB .2*o '^2i2y I^ K sunns' 
.»iy»5 PH 
,lhyi « nn P^aiya-K iyx^lp pmrn IIB 
""IK PK IRB»»»R,5*D:RP PE lyB'xsna H IR 
•y) iyoi3y22» sniya^RD jyj"! |w^D*3 
-,J;UD"*D n jycny iy22in'xya H PR tyit*" 
py PK .i"*i» nyT*2i? I>R nyo^aiK pK 
"'• yoJKDiyT *i pK IR ,DMR 0'31»3 onyt 
yivupB PR oy ya^yn tycnyn ?«t D3R*: 
a»T .jyB'y:>nB y*n tyjya IR'SMMEER 
n pK ^y^":t^' ye»vR n |yc"iiv) n y ^ pR,; 
ov, po lyoipyaD'nK PK DR" ( D W D ^ D 
•S3 K RT PR -UR^ OKPD PR .1911 PR P»1t3D 
R1K IP t'R njR^VK pR pK ,TIK«3 ynynjii 
.tJDKB^ R^B 1-1KK3 
TlKKS^fKf'K^'DJKP iyn pB D5n 'T 
tyn p iyDD»o Tyi«2t? iy3KijRf« H po-
ny 0"IR5"D IW WORD iyD»'Dy2^ R»3R 
iv T'K iiK»3 iy i IIB pynx iyT IK ,iyiny5p 
jyT'onyB IV P R DOPBDH y^ R ijft!&& 
-"Ky; i»i jyo tj«n DIIKT ."oy^nyBRDD,, 
K |ynytM?ttjy ami sy jyn DRT .fi'iiKT oa*: 
'1R IR 1Jyn>K SIR lyDD^D R IV^Wt 11D3D 
?R> "ipoao nyi po y^RniK <i RR» ,iyb^3 
K IHR ayo opyi iyo*iRM3R iyo f<RT ,pn D»J 
IV ^n iysi'nucjR ?"inyT pR "cnyBKDB,, 
iyn nya^ R asn jyo 3»IR .iiDao oyn tytoyo 
DRV iv lyn ^RI ,;y?QyD o;ypy3 D'3 0"X 
-JK B'.v D^OR; IV2VJ yaK p^ »1 D3Rn3yj URD 
jysyayanys'R ^R» -ID3D lyi \w ix [yiyi 
,TIR83 |K^"K^'Da8P Dj'Rcn "tin ix pnyn 
n .ayu Dpyt n pK jyoip jyoRiix ?io DRII 
' m JIB onyas'ya -nR»a I«B»"R^»D;«P 
I'K T^aw »»n >« !yo c ^ n 5ya»o-p»nofr
 K __ jKaiy^a R ,IV tyny PB njnrJab'o 
iv Tt tyo tsn^pya ac-.y^v .ijnanycj'n -^2nK }M _ IKOIVWD^II K/ PK TVOD^O 
;j3^i3»nD « HMR jyc"p3>a"iDK' utea>5» yo'Cff p'p e>3 o«n ny^yviiKD ">m .' 
lyto'D ya»?iy.ng ?5K ijni iRi pR ,IDIK .yaRio K iy-i'*ca2y iyp DI 








•CP:V= PK Bprn«n ,D»3IK I'K -ip; na TPD»TIK Tjny* ?K ,[3M njn p« o*n n 
TPO"3-W toua j r r a n po DPFIVMI 4HQV nin iv ivaatip: 
w f l r m r t r p B m w ys=apn n j*3 PB TOW n iw»t * • fewo PK 
sjr^rs r^ H D«-! pK . T » ^ twjiof'pK TPO inyo DO w ,DiM':HnH oia Mm 1»PKP3$ 
en*K-io ;jP3B .irvmoitnB VDDPD -ip»i n» i n tfwnpoMK ipnpo:? DSPVK-IB 20 m 
-»i craclope n iio ofiftpn K m inyo DKH DKU «io5pm ojpDoinpo iya"t *i pK ;$» 
P» t r r » n t**w . w w j r r a t*J . p w w w 0*3 -tfpa I»P TKB *n R W n 
-v ijn ps ar-DfcnviPB njn pK DO 5'vraw n no DayvKna 99 iVJ"i .onmya a'Dan 
vjpno "i $m >"wmjn oy PK iron. .1*0 "$?a PB I«OP im nn JrmtjwnM lyaa-ar 
': * -v_-r; .-.* ,T»ana n w&BBfww pn*t ppwnjwi*. ^ ^ - r * pv Mpi .npci'-r* 
v c n r» T ' "t iPm^Tyn .npjye H IIB ntfa "n*M*ra*/i PK ojyva-iD IPD'VU KIK D*; 
3flp vpmm vw* jn»"T «pw 011 . ,|W"i ps 
MWT»* PD w r w ?*ii n Diyii cnm> ijn inn tfui>'*nban n |*K 
18 P # 3 c*n rnyp-iKii :»>DDppa UK » W PK PK DIP .DVirwrw taoyu .ivtanwo^t 
%IK* ytpn ifcW ip3* .DTya^ yo T3BTOO, -«aiK n IKII . v ^ W P* VW .Wpatf 
-jrawpn'tDimorihcVmtn DSvam r * Dip /pfemw IPIIPJ TSHK M mc i«nrKn 
*»ru runs* ,-i .1912 nyaoyxyn pK o^ nyvj JID DJMIW K Days^viyc 1913 p* w»av ••; 
*1 iy:»T Dflpn' '^DDpyo PD DI^ T .1912 pn «W nn'Q Dnpaoyo laymo 10 
>"3-w jnjnan pn o-iyr': 
sysn. 




ar.nana *T &Wp •*» IKC *n p-
• nyn pK "I own (*"-nn»j3 oypnvn. H pc 
."IP3PH n "3 jynya r « oa»iyja yooy-u 
?n*v i»"t DiyojnanyD ipsip 
DVR T'K i«»av n ?IK .DTyaoyo nayi 
«n H .jyiVlD 3lT D8T .P1KDS? (UPt^ S 
>y^ KP p.B MDD'D tayapof'yt K DBH ppjv 
oy -ip3K ,ip"fagDcw3 cy ,non .ovn n im 
jpnpsn tut |pj»dan B IMK isnoya DTJT 
Diwapy^Kp jynya ako^ DSKa n3P jyny -low 
.Din n I»K lyanip lut t>in iv pin pD or* 
p« oayvBiB lyDMipa « nKDiyT jyanp "i 
-v m m Dm cpajnya vw .tMJwaa 5y t Tantu DO cya"p *n wm> icu* KIK »;'« 
njj'> PK DKnya DKT. VP2 .waRBnjnp^jD'o pc IP^ KE 
- n o*n Bnriip pf»'D IKD .oiynoyo ijpt -yuapp p5y^ysD I*IK D^K.1 IBOV H 
hn 13 iut layr'io K. (p»nw jya^Kiipa -ta^ a n iv pya w PK 0"3iK w r .DIPD 
•qwnyW i»pua 3 ty3»n DIPK Jnjoopc -syo TKD >M IPSKO PK D"nK D"? ppsv 
D»n n pK .p*>K n y ? PK lyDK^ryajs ^ t PP^BDI? K DKnpa n D«n inK^ DPDVP^ .DIP: 
PK njK^ajp im !P5'*no p^P'c pn oyrtaayis 
iiri r>K ^K: t*K 33K' iijrn .TJKSTW 
* .-jmjn 
IIK 'OP'-DKO iyD"oya?KDK n 
MI Dinamfi iya'V3'ii oansyj aan 
.iKcin T'K DKi iy3K .DiK':;' ",.yD"3*.K Tin 
TKP H .nyoip jnptauiD »«v tic IK'VI»E» 
-ana ocnsya |pavn IP^DTKB yF*DO^Ho*3 
yiy-a^jn — mvp n |IK IW»»>>KB in 
Dyn IP3K13*iyD31K IV OIK .03MOP T'"» 
yr'DD'^ K'VKD pK y^Kpnm n po DI^C3"K 
03"ia"iyi DO iy2K iP3»n »n .Tpe^a-Jt 
n pK ips'jrwB PK MBDKP njn .^JPV ip*n 
I«»31* yDDpTJ PD"1W n D»'K ty3KH TP3PH 
i»3 osyo 8 PD ptfmre IPMTB n .n3K^ pn 
• 
»t |*jt oaafwrtnyD mn-tyi3»« iyJ"i »T Jftyi -yc *•)
 D.D T|»^3 i D m pK 1«ll K D3PD 15 
.Tpaw ijn>^p -ys n D»O v^a anayop^KD lya^* iut ,TPJ 
I 
I m • % 
1 
24 
i*j IKD .tnye trwow "nv DMK ODIP yi 
•JWT»I .ayaRD Tyayrn w jtDova n 
•a** »m D'IK aaip ,.n .t .K nyaiD ,»**• 
DDIfP DBN *)RBe> 8 |R"IRD PR iRI -inBD [VI 
IHD — ,BIRI "va f^tMvnvsa IVT 'ii whMa 
n iKD .nya'ayu irui»B» "li t PR W ^ nyi 
m m ivo PR *IRB2> 3:ii3K3 ynyoys 8 PR oy 
"~JPD 8 PR DJ"K otaitwa B*iyn "jyiH^cnit. 
•sips? njn lyn .ya^yr cap .B»Y IRD 5ya 
-BP iny^a ynyijs iyiB B'Vi osiKDya PR 
po asyayiys linyn owoopy i run» .|jrv5 
JttMtWf 
|fs yafcm jycKDB' n m a<3 "as*, njn 
JP:IDB» » I T ipa aaysm jycijB;? yow'#*3 ^EROC n PR ,*y3^3nypy3„ IRD esysyi 
.-WWA -yaya »i IRD .ynyaya IRD asyayi iya DKP 
• 
ranayo PR DiMiyj DRT PR D ^ M I IIR 
,o»ru nyiWHi* tyny: 
i n ;y=Rn iruyaya y33Ra p* 
n nc 33R^iyc cyn lyaysy33R3 iya»na3ya 
•tftyp H ty3y3ya PR "iyB"3"iR ya-m^wiK 
•W lyi pR iny3iV3"iR : m n a n nysyia 
!»*a j n y i m .itfmiya B'3 lvsgn DVU 
iJ3»t nyo"D-iR n .tyiyp a5yBry;3R lySai 
J;KIIV BIRT nytyn m .otfp ow iyaipya 
•ODDyfw PR ipSjnyiw y i BVPD oy 
TiR .™* oyiy1 sjisysyn iyanya IY jypnp 
33i3Dyi' jyony3 D3H»3P r n o yooinya H 
lyeo^iyo PK fywMiys iny«t IPDMI IV DIR 
PR D3*ny3 iyn .tyyjKj<o pR oiynaya pR 
,i»P'ru R iyiiya PR onynaya pD ftwv nyi 
•IWRI iya |yp , T » J » D T « D M * I J R — 
lis yoDyia n PR iRC'iynyB Dty3"a *i 
xvv\o 800 pD a3ynR3 aijn n -.D3^3P y^ R 
yv3R3 1913 PR lyjwiya u»n *i .oiyaayo 
.Dnyaaya naypia 
lyaipya PR aa'pya jytyn \\t 5»no R 
-
.sj'Dsinya y3R3 »»H ,jRa-i»'3P a o oyi «PIK 
.^yo'o nyaoys nm ^na ypRa T*R pR 
:-K B ' ^ | r W n 1VSW PYMD^K H Tn3W"W3 R T»3» .33nny^PDMR 3yf>lY 
,oiV3»a n »a 1R3 wa t W ) t3nn'Dy3 n J , » n , , « i n » ' , » r-K3 " »® DD,;) *""» 
.p*apRB y»3 R ]yei3y33R jyasn oiy3»a 
iyDR?i?D3y aoyo iy3"TDyca3yn3 y!>R aya3 
j3»*5 Hj»:v^3'3 B'a jyaRpy tya"3iR « 
•D3 !U3"T P'apRB yttfn iynn-c*Y5""T 
^iiyi i n pR DP"IBD ys^ay usnyy jyn 
C R P 3 R ^ PR IK .timW PR BRB 
-"•3y3f»RaR n .O I» IB jnjnsR pR VIK i«a 
•paR«p H I^R iya»3iR n pD IB*3P nya 
T:ya Tjnayi'io jyaiRpys aijn yivBRi 
oin»Dyj3R o^n M .^yo^o BIR Yin ~i\i D-IVD 
n PD D"5 ya'aRp n lyfpiv p»Boyp 8 
"i PR ,iy3"RiyD ivopnma yiraRiyaRSp 
m pD lyiRBPinn n ' »3 a'^yia'ya iy3«n 
i n PR lya^aiR ^lyp'E* iv iy3"RiyD yi 
iP3» .p»aipy33W BD'^ B>3 PR oy ,nOK.W3P 
:D'>3 y^8 »pw B"3isya !y3«n nynn»B n 
ami oiysaya pc iyBcncnya3iR a^yaRiy3 
iic iy33i5aRtiyD y^yvyeo aiinRoya j y s ^ 
Diiruyya ODR inyi o«n jya PR ,iyny^3B'a 
jnrttop n pD =BjyVpT itfriMBfliu 
' .1911 PH ,c 
' 
« o r 
.1914 , n y D 
33K1W lPa*n3P3 KPV! 'UK B*3 TP3K JP3"! JPBD^lpV p"J v 
.jVDWipc » t -IPC <*t .pn ;p3p*D VD5K n n> O I U ^ B ' V B - I 
ipaK I * DB»<3 np^DWOllJTOjP T3H PS8U3*tf P* M W n * B WH H «n«f 
DWMPJV Tna hpS' t f^n n i * I S M " t \&jn\ o"v i m tt'o ip3s JXDPVO 
[pa5itnyip^iT im I«J o»3 njrrt »t fp;pp IVQ3$g»U 5*ni ,iP03*DPcy3 pum 
a Bhiw »3«T nr*e wafcfrir? nra«p^B ttfpn H ipara i* iPoiBmp m; 
*«T»»wO»p nfrni p»3 n nc io * .[P3«n »m ,»iiv ;>K 
8 
3PT OMWH *)\ DV13tJJ IPD13V3 »»3'E—-
^PP'DIK TTPH DP*fpj:»1K ttlfft 
tp jinpa-K D-wsPinjn pK ,P»Tea 
jgnr I*K IPMWIWV I . T K IS ?V33«irp'r TTT 
IP-3,|KD3PTDDV3-
IF3»,"lP3S'lK f J 0**1 IKD3PT 'aPtm 
: v - r r t &t31* " P D " , ' "* K * : : " * i"« »*° B*"1 .»"•* "«* 
i ipn TK ,co-o ,'PD-V, ptyari 
*M IJtfP"' T « ;w *KT y ; : -
D*n »».&•« -p-p^ npa» ; j p v a r n p a ; ^ * " * * » | , K W » » * * ™ ™ ™ 
T P T H o»n IP p * — HOW n r w papf. !»r> ' ^ * 3 , ™ T * " f " ' 
Ainpouw fin H*w "iwfc I'D^D jpr'v.p3 
crps DmuW9 WW ^PT'D Dip 
•tfto Dip i w f r n ,5pj;'x 
r ' . -npaamaipc c»n t | .jpiyn j r 
.Bip $ p 
lie I»D v« ,3njp3Kt now wh 
1">3 T'K v ip;if .pa'oe* POP-otnpD-ston t* 
taftTOps a-; a«r, •*'" — *f • w [ps'PPa 
trm DPI a»n TK Bm .taipwa 
jr3R v«'o ,nKn K pK.«ti .'pap'"-
1P33'D P"P*K 
pp3H?r Jft»m « IP1W3 >•*« *r 
p3HPr -,K«a K D'2 ,3'V3K»V ]\K 13'D THK' 
IPDK;K2 " n v p«? PM DP .\9Vm P n k v r 
'K — "iPipec,-n3paKK p * D-*aiK n c."' 
** -OaK^P3 B13 V3K3 U«r! 'I |W 
.Dpj'aKp pH nnaPKipT aw i"-* 
-••13 C o IK3 TKPffl K , I K D P K I P I ^p^ 
t v i a w w ,iP*inK' p^po'o nc ,ovsr"?t >™ 
DPI VW IPt*np33H D»H ,1PIP?3-|P3,,,K "« 
•
vai»« P^papa jipie »nm V* m ,D»MI 
H 'X ,SD'M1 U»3 rV' "= MHB T * "W3« ' ^ ^ "'V2'K3P3P3 |P»DW3 V* Dim 
o n r e ^ i f D3paa'"3 ,v5n»»i3 w h * pan 
, 
«> j m * i 
^ - ; , 
mn»D ,DPP 
nypnxii DijraiMj on«^ ijn 26 
•»> «IK oo»j„ yoay^yaaK n pc IEIK DVi "Wl tsyas iJio"2nK Diystyo y-in'K DRII 
vyr PK \V?2Ki .(KpnysK pK KT "-I«3 "TV"i";c yunyjyj-iJKn pK ,13W1 "2 on* 
•• --iyinK pk b3>i& pK i«2 W3ny;y 18 "Ko Tyi pn D'IIK inyo pK nnjra r?K uny: 
Sp iP RM asDvcso I»D»I"U K <PIK w aiVDinaiHD v w •J s«n pwmuoyi pD j n 
paipi irwnoyo y:*'» -lyojyjw ?IPD "iron «"wos? r»u BX>R tnyt jys .pnwi m m 
m ' i .O:MIIH jyoma oyn U3Kiay3 DPITIH ^KB Unnftj pit D W W y5« H IK .psnjn 
D'MOM yscit nyaK osn |ipxw»iRrw yj-i .jip3i* vena p'K p« iyx^yainyc $w jy?8i 
Vi cyDyotnyB n ?*»n ,D3*p3v ynyi3K »»D -inyc-yj yw ypKO oy no D'>v Tjfi O*Q 
•: PK iffvo&»tpjj D3H,JV IKP o v n a O'o IKU ovno ) DVTO "I??»PD3B„ 1 P« 
- ^ . I D I K jyD*?vyty3:iK i» IMH «I?« D " 3 1 * i?j'*r( 0^3 DDKtrtpays |"P tyDtKn nyo^a-iw 
i» n l»rn lyo^aiR OIKBDJKTO n "3 ! n p* poDyns H nyaa ,D3B»3P ^o.ft IK-IKD 
D3RUP "iw n .jyopKiw PIKDS* V'K D3B*: -yj ojnjnsyj PK DKII ppiv »*i PR yooya 
Diyoynnyc ins* »nx pK iya»n onvpRi pa ox'K) [ns^!b 5>n po 1889 pK imRn 
"io 13 PR liypia 12 pe .B'cnyaoyo TP«I ytyn .jnyxR'pK (o:yr:«?-)HB PD "lyssyo « 
n /cyme 40 JIK w w 30 pa ,yiy* njyr ?my3yt?n PK C W I R I I ty3„ :oD"n ppjp 
GQcnnyj o*n ppip Djyony^c pg D-IK?'*D DX*R I*R mov pr im *i *WP3V D-im«a"$ 
j»"iW •lnB, 3<v3Kiiif D't: Diyaoyo ISVPID -oyo Tjyt'io 140 pc f»n»*v *i nyann pic 
/•m nKD .iy;:K3y;-iyD:iK W iyan i*« n D n^yxya M oijn JJK? jyinn' y^y^p
 )D^ya 
' jyay^ OMH njnyu lyannyj^ K »i oipi iyvi$* ,D*W323Jp ^^ VI,^Q 40 JIK i&WB 30 iymix 
*» ^itSOP W I B CO liny^l yv'K t*W JW -yj oyra 8 »8ny? »l otjn ins* oyovy? ^y2lJ 
;yj"t Diyaoya j n y i otfii .D^ ' JV yw nw v i iy?yji oiyasyc y«a n SMM .oa^i 
•DD«oy3 i«w jyaijn
 fiyowi ivayj oa'Doyu-ya 
pK TK ,lWKt i»o IPP Waa .oynsKis tyaia 
?HKO inyx D38*3v ' i ]»3'M lyawD yiyn 
50 jpawn PK |jnn*' "Wl "WD *M *iyp-.8or 
.IinnB' 8 -we »M Diyaoyo nnvo i3yt,it3 
an Dtcnyj Jyayn nyo"anK jnK23yi"W *i 
yiyn lie D;H'3V H DJM -D3'iiy3 iyDcyna 
- ' p'K pK iysf>KotriyD *^i iya«n nyo^anK 
•"n y\H *v\ lyopKiw owe «i lya^t pj'3 
1'?K "i lyaijn 33T3*3"^ yD nyt inoya .iyii 
DVN .oiyataya njyno 100 ownya ;y*3Ktiv 
.ony3'2y»3 IMV\Q 220 1V3*K "l lyaijn 
— nyo^aiK yo*»i pfl D3»*3i» »T 
*P8»y3 l*t« |M"» — "DTno nW'po„ 
mrruw *,«* *Q>*PKP nyD"3y3^ Ki2K H .jyo 
DTyaoyo naypita 30 U>3i»«ya o»n D W 
.PIKtSB* 13ytVD 160 OX»K t'K pK ,1913 I^ K 
.-'K^n pit Diyo3yBinp iyt3"OK35Koit n 
tiyi'iD 50 t38nya »nn«^ 8 IKD o$n onys 
v» n tiJVciD SOj.M e«n D3"n
 teninipya 
!W:8p I V D * W K ' ' ( w iinyst? 5yoyp .ivna 
nis* pK Dia H .DjnjKiB iya^;ny »282ya 
DiyDyuiyo yvn o»n tB'31* Divo'nyBK 
t y c "wymo ya^oy yjnyc 0*0 ^n«x in-8 
.o-iya 
n;8Dt»a'« pv n i:yii ,i«^v nyn p« iy»?Kn 
»i»ri .n3«Dir iy-woya K W »*I iia>vn» iv 
iyT I»K .osyaK^nUB !'« lyaoya K ,D3"^P .T 
*n I*K p«nt3 SWa P« ,D3yriyiB f'K-iyaycn 
.nybinpyo ^KTyayt'in "iyn »"x yv:n: 
'1 i>K D3»'3V n^ y *i IK ,T I Dpyn oy 
iyD Jlf"lB n^ (V^ B« DT'IO "1^PD3H„ 
i8 [yawn pM jy^yn 5KD nyn pn -ivxf'yoi:' 
-Diya^ya j s^ ' s ^yonyo K PD is,VKi*383*i« 
i"To D'PD yo,r:itpv yu,>nKD3yoKf,iKB »i 
nye t in "IKD pi8uc D"3*IK oyiasKp |ipM» 
DIV DaynDc n .JK^B lyiyn |ia asia^PiMi 
•I^av p'K ,i«nd P'K : IK^B ny3Kpnyo« 
~«Cy3 *T — I8U1' )JDM"U K 183 JK1KD 
PK PK D'DDK QB^ in "!H'K -IS^V 1K3"5 ?K3 
V t3«n H3K3K3K3 "VHP jnyXDlD .^ yOKP1»3 
'i DKH DVK .onyaoyo n3yi»iDil4 oSiyvya 
I8'3P *iKa«5 n n»p«s 50 t*i »a*n3iyT 
•*B n^aKiflDKp K (p't ix Dayiot? nyn«) PK 
iy3'ip ^»n 't ,tJD"n CKT ,T8^K!*;K)-.8 yc 
Dvmyo .07tfii nyv383*iyT «I'IK D^ ya•2y'D 
".• »i .nyompyD 5 w c n ijn VK pP3Ki 
SJma QKt3 pc imsuya oyi3n3y3 T»K 1W3 
PD Diyaoyo pn« Donys p.K ^P^IIV *inK» 18 
ei'i8 oin'jwanK c'3Bn PK M) ,n*no yny» 








fn JJ2JJPD H TRB / ' ! IKE PR 0*T — 
tuvrau *T iv pwm ipivn p» «i ryowa 
lP3ip RTIS nm ,03H3 ran D » T " D D JTOD 
^ s s*n — !nra DD"n r^« .UIR nun "t 
•'J Jjro*3K inw VOB)S — .03K*M iiny^Div 
-TRJ TRE iirvBDjnK i»3 UIN typ tya -iya 
»*vi ya'WT +t .ovcnya ?'oc* pR yo*T3n 
•WW WW nm pR 331DCSE »DT»3K5M *1 PR 
jr3»*^ v» mH PR VPK OVPROR pK BTJQtttya 
tsRn , IPP J W T E M K [w coaiy RIR jKj*"an 
Vv* w w trow PK n .tomoya V*>;JJ 1 
v p* tnyor n pp m«n pR .3313'iDe-iy PE 
,IRD5VT C0<3 ,'» |y;RH pB ,13*533? PJ 
.Tyoojmr V:"5P RIR ppaia i tj«n ,oaip 
jyoesya en- ?mpo*,*n j w n a ey\i ys^mi 
umi ,"U'p s^'.rjiK enpayaatt ;R ,jj*>n»Tc 
?yp'cr R IRD DP"TBD p'p pB D'a DD»YI 
-iPERpe* DW as2 R pR t»rfl 
:t3ijnyj r*R CRH >3pa P3"?P »i .** 
unR TP0D3JTB DRT :N . b w VPR — 
R TOT
 riPD3:yE |«o PR PROP ;PO:R cm 
-y3 DRT .IPDTRT • % ovn QV*R .OTR in>3»5 
o*3 PR M PR AVM jycaiREy: ftws rrtfttw 
.TRR>E hmn p*; oay^E n .-IRD'-TBR P ' P 
OTRH .pras j " c *piR -VPR «i lynyf* OV*R • 
tM«n lycipryoaiTR ujm *i ixm .BCHPR 
WM >*n «p» i iyp*n -VPR VR *im ,T3WR 
"tysyii pjyn v * o»*n ,P*TR D*3B PR JVSRT 
! IRTID cy pjm T R /wan ,*vo B3'i5a ,*tn*R 
— 3ffB ,!*"» 0*3 e m DTBD *)n« — 
lyainRti "VPR ocnsya iRo;yn DE»D aijn 
jy3Rn ^R3 t)3yp nrpR .fRD p7»W R »"3 
Tyow .oy tivsyin-RE ryty: DRT .^y3»io 
wx iv iinpi ODV* 
^E3r '3pc e*n — inn*R *.v \mm 
•an DO»O pc lyoiD eVi Dy5;y3 IIR osR^ys 
man yejitps ysnRi *T jyp — .^ysiR c'i»o 
-y^ya R ^D R RTJ -.rpR DRH ,*awi lyjiytji? 
jyTR^ys DR.1 Sn i lyohtp ,ntn3yo"3 R 
.lyaynya iy?y;r Dttean V ' iw»n "t pR 
R J\D lyopRpyaoviR iy3"t D '^D^RB "iiv 
?nip y^'ftiy *M " n y c p^Rsys PR "ynw 
>33*0 0»n — ,*,PR DDRB — .pn« |W P~ 
•WPIPW riRn P»D nyii i*a owe oy .03^0 
flVnO "W3R *^R |yP DRV, jv, 
— .T'R o'o inya "v* ^ i 1 »">IP— 
onycosyys jRoayT DO<O 
•"D w«5p t»n ORD — !t«a MI . ' JK— 
. I » I B o>o iwnrp3D»iR $r> 
Drtim TO pR i "0 ooyii *T H»IR t»K oy -
^hmtfin 
*y3 PR DR3 PR .^RH ]1B DM1R W * «l 
-3'D linyii iya^nysjR e*n oy pR O^RP JJHI 
IjnnRDyiiv pR i»p p« pnw !i?j"T "r. iyoc 
.imw-pR **iRt3pyE n iRii ,DRJ Tin iv »>: 
?T3"TE Tff3"3P ,JPCR3 Ty*R PR *U— 
.osyTEyj ;Ro:yT vyvvn D«n -
Df-yoE'yasR v» CRH ^ yr»a yj"*p D»T 
onyt oy nl .tswo R TH»R I»IR QPipy3 n* 
PTRDS? Cjn pR ,RT ]RD3yT DD^ D D«H
 tD».H 
cnyi3# ftrpiwD'W T.VK .T3y;ya Wsni^ 
PR PR 55KH PR iyDiPP3TRD TH*R PR U "11 
.Ttfp TV33ITTJT 
TTPR .IRDD»11 '33'D PR {jteH3 P'O — 
*R3 Ty»R T*R Ml pR J '33*3 »Dn T ° Dip 
?IFS 
D^y3,,OBT3 pR jy33R3y3 PR |RD3JH DD'D 
: avyrysuTRD DRH 5yi"o y3"?p *,1 JIK 
BR PE o«t 1'T'R .nyanyD T*R .RHK — 
T'R pc jnyr Tnyt P R oy .OD*D .IWD 
-vy5 n pR .jyc^yn » I R nyriR TJOSTIK iyow 
-3ITR T'R pB jnyrnyo 1P3^ T WO ya^oy re 
DRH ipa .T 'D-QD'R TyT I>IR jyoipyi ire 
.T3W iv caip T.TR onmi ,DTyT3iRp.y3 ypsa 
nRj ,D3ncya D'3 D W D «a iy3R 3yn v« 
,I»n jyp oy .enny^pys p»Sn ^ «3 ^RE3"H. 
TCBR PR ,iyp3yo yo« ypRD o3"t T.T^K W 
• 3 " R nnyt — DR?3'»R Tn Tn»K. »5n»B VPRO 
? p»3 ,owi , ' rnK ,BW 
*3 ,y3Mn yn»n R IV jyoipysiv 1P3**: «n 
o^yopyaaR ^n ORH IRDD'MI '33*O .ossn^s 
••*3y3 MpD3MJ»-PMi5»no j r j^yn « ivaw 
: DjnR CaRDsyn OD'D jRnoya n^v K ]^H n 
03Riy3 M o«n — ,W*5B P^D t*K Din — 
IV 5yD'2R ^R3 V* OV —JIVO yODSTf JR B'3 
*3R DRfl M — .RT plP jy j" ! «'! ^ V3* '"t 
ys^yii ,jyri3»D tfvwv y3>^oy *IMR jyr*ww 
lyavs yBna R PR jyoRnv IJORDPJH |V3"i 
>3RDKDMR [* 
i 




nypieii DJJJDIMJ D H « > i j n 5 7 
(^«n I W O . P K yt O^DPW PK pvw n* 
oy .opiynys o>a tf'DK in*K own iV3"P !IK 
-JB3M1 iS .3KD'C3K3 OyBS* 'yiiy3 pW> PK 
rc»»c anayo-iKii . w a n iyaiajn own pn 
i 'w Dpipy3 oo3iy a*n iKDp*nm nm 
!iK i«a TPK |'K .oijrwa o«n M nyra ,*inMt 
•V3 own »! m ,3-D3yp \vnai vx DOB i n * 
. Ipnyw y3 -^iyaan< O'D tmn 
-*»yi> ,-iyooayD yomyaMK n v>" |»5nKiDB» v e iy» .iKoayn DD»D ,iyiiya D$KM MI — 
/ 
— ?|y:»By3D'iK onviBya ypwo DKT P>B$KV 
1V3PJ is OIK .Biyooayya iKCPKnyn iyr otfr 
-"D inn* oony: ny IK .BoynymvaR in»K 
-y3 T ' K ofwi V'K — ,m»n pip "IKD DO MI> . 
iyn , ^ i " o *i |K *vt lyo^wK (nya *yo"n 
pa y« ,n;yaK pK prayp*a OMIK lynya «i 
D*D |ya«"w tyayp IKT DJTIVWVK IK ,"•»»' 
pn— ? now DO ,*in'K 03"o MI .mm *inyo 
TO D""13 pK DKP I'D'O OfrpKCW DHH 11' 
.iyDK t^33y nn'K own ny lyn B y^a^Di? 
. .<;* * * 
-y3 ono y»3«5 D*-O PK jKoayD oaycn 
•sn DKII ,!y3'Dc PKDC «*W n vnw lysawi 
-vtfa in* pK ,55Wi ivoMia oi* oin'oya \vi 
•tf «a n B»n /lytoay -JKJKD D»T3 n pK inyoc |P3V»>aw aa»> 
pHo-pm,, « |ID <miK Q3"i own ^ K H yoMis H .jinrpp yDayDyyaiyn 
K UK ,|Jtt)K1$KB pD "iy3K^  K Ml 'nyiyaDMK 
DKII .wftip yrSjn^a pn !>yoiD lyanto iw. 
t3-lNT jpD y t 08H ,iy3K!3 2MB B3ypy3 08n 
pa ymKDDK^B TO$r**n iyn pD .Diy.iyj 
•ya |P3»» ,oayii jn»a "3iyo pK .vno i y i 
PK v 5 i " o lyotoKo i»jKocva iw moyi 
•yoiK PK Wan n .Dyans vy$p pK yoMii 
oy y35yn «IMK 03»D »»D iy33«ny3 jpiiya on 
,-ivwv H iio pray: n lysyirya lyiiya pit 
-iKy3 D«n TpSrns ysns ysy* iyntj n IKH 
pK yD3*i«?y3 ta^ o Dyo»a«p pK D'mJB* .o"3 
]IK pn lycs^yaoiK jya'n iyp'5a inaycniffi 
•sy^ys K Diynya ^M u«n O I K I pn BT J ^ I W 
•iyo»iiyJyw H «IMK opipysoMiK lysijn ys 
tfKCF K pK ]yDK5y3 I'K DK11 ,inK33yt"K 
.nu 
PM DKM *y*i"o K bSsttMBVUM taan n 
.pynv K |HK MI iy33K3y3"3->yc 
?li?Dyp*B pyiiK pic* ^ T ' D n iya»n — 
W K VIR Pip « taaanSnyn t3«n 5yi>'0 n 
* n .oyv>^i ^ ma uaMnya PK 
a»n — ,iynya I^KS 'K I IK jy^yii * M — ' 
D383-«3 oa^n oyn oy — .oiyooayya M 
B -^a DU .jytayp^B iv ta s^p an ' r i twa i'M 
jn3'no ,"«*R can .lyDDsyo H V W PIP 
HI^XI^B M tasn — ?on»yeiKP yny»K \Yitt 
1B>IMH njyBOBli ov PH wnovi ay-io s 
.BBC 
«IMK vnn t*K "jiKDKayo,, » D^O in*: K 
ya*5oy I*K iyic*y30MK pn yonKEQK?a nyn 
n ivtaysya ]ya"t coyp'B y5Kw : lyaKiar 
"! Dn"5iyw3 vw 0*0 ^ i lynyi 
K ^R5n«o H v» tyavn ?n»o3"K D'*3 
ijrDMiya K PK lyta'M y^ K po i«Dnys UHV 
oM»Dya I M own jKoajn »ayr»n JIK 33103*1 
.p^Kiia-iypays i j n tans taBy*>B,y3D,D MI 
lyiiya 55nn n i*« TirayBSP lyoia^o »13»D 
»3*tey inyiya iKa V» |ya«n oy .an"5 tay*33 
•ynyo oyos o»n >i ,^ y$i»»o ywoyBBnyo 
•KT^ B .tyoipys nynn PK »i DKII aySw IVD 




O'B ,a^DPMiya-p^p .^jn^o yaiKD K 
IMMK yynKMB' ^nayn-^ a PK INKH ynKiiip 
•ayoya K D^D Dimy3 MIK inn< ix DKT u«n 
: D*iny*>pny D«n PK IMB pn 
.BKC pDMia K |ya«t I'D — 
jynya DO jy^Mi BKC \"& PD iy5n»B 
yv^ KBtp jyj'M *M l:DnyDtnvB in*K ,iyayp 
* " > W D n pa ^prpK ^J**>I"B lyaKpnycB 
n "WD DBya K 
? 
nyaK 
•mm DKii r^ K DKT pK njnS'Dya K (IK iytj 
-n"o —nyBnynain n PK •qy^-vo .o*jyoiDii 
pK IKBH pny^KP ww'vnvt D*O *^ y^  
pK jyDKT yayiyenyn pn -y^i^o ; DOI 
nya*K lyaM^oyaonK 3*BynB iyj»T njnay^ 
-»nnin PD MI ;yo DMP om rin .WMTI l y i 
,K3K*B yanyp\n K JID lyayo tanynya Bayo 
"iyo lynya 'ya»n DKII .^ ytViusp ya*5oy PK 
DnyniysonK I M \vmn ,P^K I M D^D IVDIS 
-ys D»pK3 |yD*>»n »n ' l i niK .na^Kii 8 p« 
,»t OVHjJgJ B1HD Dy DKII inVT 
lyoipya ?0#S(m iKcayn DD'-B 
r 
. 
SI - 1 9 1 4 , r*>vp : 
| pjWKTDDnrK n WW 3HTD D'IPD D$B 
•> 
..; 
'K -.mswHE PPKG T * jpnpa 
Kl 1* .11 .11 .K "UH 1KB S'B^U PK 
^ u 5KT DKII if lpntUKnv suva"* 
i v r a m u n * v u » IIK pyrwtKB* 
K D>O .B3ip3i> n n w P>K iv f»3 
BJPPM o ' j jp3 BJKII p n 
1*3* !»K Dp .DtiT JVJ 
PJ*D3*11 K IP33K3P33K "CTB* 
P K T* JP3K3 IS TPB3"* 8VW PK 
. ranara M*K JPSPII w i a p a 
o n K**n»K p * in:"-® P I P W K I K B . 
B»11 m ,1*0*11 IS B3KB)hPB3'K *8dR N 
-IK P01P13UP33K "WK B>B Dip .11 .11 -K H 
. feevm I P I K 3*KETP BKKPS B»a 
n . j p w v PK IPBPKB v&av Binpiv. 
VBKKBtr P03'3"K1PB n lie 23ITPPSPBP3 
-VPSKTIK Jan I D i n -i«*^a 95 - n aapapi 
yn . I » ^ D **ti r « o ^ j r pK I P B " 3 1 K PD 
i m iv iV33K?»a pa^pn DTPSSPD ?an ^o 
" * w u row* i n " a .I3VI*IB so w .n .11 
-KICTPB jyiiw mfe | » « i I K C W I M P n o * 
PW » -erdrasjra PT3P!ijrBirDi3jJ4,310 IPB 
tmeO D^KPK? pll 'K pK tK ,D6IKHP3 1P3K 
2»K jiK ^cipacps ?p*e •-;« rn«3 «nv v* 
a n t r a poapJr *1 o»o jpspayi v t ^KT jpc 
,nn«>" OTOOPD .n .11 .K »5ri> ya?pii P B 
DK11 ,T»B"3TK JnKt *1 TK .IPiKt 1PB IPP 
\p*OPKB PK IP8*V3'1B .11 .11 .K n PC tfiO*KTl 
^ .l3PmD 30 TIV IK **** 
DIP 1K2"!> UK iKP-npnpD. iKpnpDK *% 
D'pB' •ptfiPB PK DJTW1B *P'B B2KOPJ 
"^ K ftTOUIPB EV'K T.TK 0*3 JM"! DP , W 
~*n *nti .DD^vi Dm ,c-\p33p3 IK«J*B 2 ipa 
-pDK pK W 3 T W PDYP3K31K P^ K JIB ^PC 
"PD TP1 PK |P3<H D1"1D 33*1^3 P?K -KP I^ 
"^"O PBVrSKBIITPIKDr *1 1P3K .I«r""iVT 
WK W IP33Kf,P3 (DlHK l^D ?P3*V) DTP"J 
13P1MD 400 BU ym IV |P33K^P3 T*,K J3>3 
M Cil ,TPD"31K ]nn33pI"K PDIM'-KSIK 
CKO o i p p-iiv IPOK3K3 P 3 ^ P D'3 
,1KDKD»3K TPr^33P 1PDD1K11P3 1^1 ,Jjps 
*P3 ,"DD^KP'13*D. ,K1*K DCll ]PB ^ 11 ,\% 
^ ^ S K C .KpnpDK pK p r n iitropp^ K DSICC 
DTPP'IIJll JpnDOn3»K H PB JK»V?PD D'lum 
*m"K PK P^IIV "IP TK DV'K .T^TKIl SVl »* 
P p m 3 " K P3*H B3^B3PEjnPD Dip TP .Kft 
.KP'TPDK PK 3313P11P3 1«»31* 1*^0 11T) ]pam 
-«p>-,mK >11 KJ» 331D"V 1PP1KB IpT pK 
1P331PTPGB3 P3"J pB .{IP3P^ 1PD"3-!K Dip) 
•?KBr IPBD'JKPH3»D n csn m ,inpi w I*K 
•n»B npOD3np3iKB TPT D^K D.TK O»D jpvt 
IP t»K ,13K 3^3P )*K BPPKP'I^B 0'3^| Tpl 
,BD*3K,31» n»10 "IPC"UPK1B K D1IJE 1P3* 
D« .H3K533P PK 1PD1P11 *T B-iPBGHpfi IPS •',' 
,331D"V *iPB3Kmpl ~\jn E'H DaKI I P DK11 PW 
; 331VTP1PB ln« 
"«Dtl3*B K B3*13PP3 BK11 1*3 3»H ^ 'K. 
KaawKnyii *i pK p t " i iifDpp?1 pa»i3pow 
IPV3K3 1'K BI"1P3D11K 3K.1 VK -IPBHSCr 
IPC'B3K^DK D'pD ,31PB P3 HITD 11B ,13KV 
Ji»3 13PP1B 12 IIP IK ,B' 1PC»B'VKB DPT I'3 
-iPD"21K B'D iPBK1DP33P3K11V ^'1 3«n 1'^  
•OIK P3PiP'2nPB 1PD31K PK DTHD pf»K V-t 
,tri3PD» 
-P3 >^K 3*n ,i$nnKBP3 pnK i^ 3 v» ]pii« 
>MD11K1KB JP1P' 11B P3K1P3 I"D D"1C 
•KpnpoK n JPiniDD IV lPDKJE'PS 381 iw 
"^380^ IP1P* PB 3313B11P3 nPD"31K *" 
IplK H 1KD C"K"D1KB P>T IV JHK ,DP31» 
.IK'XPPD P3P1 
DPT D'D D3KPP3 1P11P3 I'JVDW p 3 TK. 
JP33K$P3 P^^ P11 ,D3«»31* ^1 (10 1PDPK1W 
pK 1K3"^ UK iKCnPTpB JKpnPDK ipi IV 
.ii .li .K TPI lie Ki:>t3KB»nB ipD^n i jn s ' -
H IlB IP3313"3 H DD1H11P3 '^1K 3»n T* 
IKS"?' BD P^STKD lJH J # pBB'hPYIP 
inpD B5K11V3 1P3* 3lp ^K .*0^ R3 
M 3MK .IPtPIKBD^K V?)»nW 1 ,K ' ^ " ^ 







a'a rasiocyapyiiR WW ORH pK DiKii-Sy-pt "rtR3 fetfjm "t — .TMMK I'^^K ujRiya -VPR 
.mxin .WOIPDMIK 
WH M e«n — ! i»j"K ^yp lyas-ia "5*3 IpT J1D 33K93"W WW DVT |V3J!: 
B'PD ?yoio wn -IWK nnyn DIK5W y a w B^OCWOMK f\ "iyayo ttfyiw R !V38n ,aan 
20 TW IK .D»'J»5 *M1V pR lytSKI^ KD Ml 
ivj»n ,tyo"i jn»3 pfi oaKiiya , ^ T > O 
jyaaRaya PK jyon3 "«n p« |yoipyaDM-iK 
>3R3KDMR 01Y $»&. 
*Va 5nKD3>»K B*O D«n iKtoyn DD'O 
-lyo PR pia'nc M"5P W H IR ,opnyo 
o«n »n« nyiR ou*o R . i rupw provnw* 
"P3*BD:'R M PR IMI n« oaiwoiiK I.TK n 
•an DRII iyi-ayo yaayo njn iv iyDK^ ya IPD 
*y: iyay^p-iyc v y o PR inyo r^ H V' jya 
R j i n ^ a iy^IiD jjRaa'nK OBMn nyn jya 
yo^Rp n jyta^ REtfya D8n y e w ynjyaj^p 
:BDI5 
»n»rt> ,yj"oya n ,v» onyc* ,MB — 
!aypo 
•oi-iR D«n DRII jyaav yoauya po ^KJI n 
•'C lymiiy: PR /lyajna P'HOD n ttfyasnya 
lie r*«nia*D ya»fr> « PR DIM P<R VIR -IVD 
y^ R I]B i8?ya R tinaiiya PK oy .DMIR BIBI 
•ey jyjRCtrjja DTTR PR IROJITI DD*O .jyo"! 
TyiMi .f>yoio pc lyoayv cv; po iy>"R ya*^  
*ua JK5 R v i oyBO'R »*o 'Jaw ovn *iy3B pR 
jyaRnayaain pK nyaynvnoD H « isno 
iya« *i,t*M *~8o ORI JWMt PK pn ^sn H 
•TjnawKD ta'D ,mn B ins IHoipyaDMiR 
jyo^Rnya taoyc omK W K .IRRH yjym^ya 
-man lyoyiaya-DDyc » pD i3Rn nyn PR 
.DBiDtrya- v i u**n Pwiw yajyo H .IRO 
D'3 o«n nyas ,taTDpyDR*iB PR 6ajnR*>ya 
.iwn ya^i pn irvR lynoya iv DaRiiya 
: aysRD^D jyDR y^aiv T*R iRoayi DD'O 
im* ,aR DIR5 , I : ' P DRT a« DIR^ — 
! i"a w ,D*iyn 
tyj'yrer R 0*0 onycoayya oan IRD tyi 
— .0»'l K I* DPViyj3R VI B«'T OKU ,"389,, 
: r pc ij»jvm oayn "ycaypo. yj"T onya 
! 5jn»o 
-JRH jnaypm inyiit* R DSTCIVT DBH V 
ev:inpya cayoa own pR ,^ yopR in«R «IMR 
pn»o D'vw O»D ,D'ip osn n .\vrwov |io 
.lynynioiR v* o^ypya 
T : ( ; f i DKT inynyi DMH iRoayn W | 
.[RCD^RS jya'in R 
* * * 
-esiyo ,yiy'D » n» lycs^srya PR n 
DmaD'aRO "isn *n oynaRa .jKnya yuiyo 
a'lDiayaD'iR i m ean oiiRp-oaR) iyT He 
-3R3 m ,iynoRiya VPK o«n iy .D^xya PR 
riv n iv ym«p -wu iy»»u n 5ai 8^,2K 
' .Diyo 
H trm cDRsyaciR c»n DRII ,yo'aRp fl 
•D'Mi ^aa'o ttffiKvya evn oyD p^* OIIRP 
*2RJ ,iyanRe iv .iRf'RT »U»D pu f a o':R3 
•VTR "3 lyoytya PR iRoayT DD^O MI cyn 
TJTTOI "m*K jyo osn juaitac R DIIR Poyn 
.oya^ SRp i*R "i»DpRnm ow iynnya 
38 jiHoayn DD»D .ypRta DBT ,D« — 
IBDiRiny T O BRii t3',3^R t^ ^RI nyi PR DST 
•'IR n pu 1*2 nyi DSRtya can — , V R pc 
a t^oajny* ly^POKBO'D T O — nyiy^aaya 
c«n MTR MI ,va o^nyviin .^y^i^o «i D*O 
?5K**iyoRo oyi [yoipys in^K 
•oy pR nwo H D^nyvnyn on*H osn M 
V v^nyn pR v w o«ri iy JIR .IUDIJUI va^ 
.D3R?ya 
-.y-K ea'*"irya WB jyn .ytaoya DRI — 
.IKoajn DD'O .yocya D8i .aannRcny y;ya**R 
IM»3 WDipjnpy -3V^n • 
p;c23 Bin : 
npyipy ^Kip3yt?n ;ID 3i*B4( |yDD2y3 I ' IKE lycenviaf 
i arrayaiimu ,jny)yp . T B V ^ B D i'« ]yc^Kny33B fjhyn oyii 
: yojms iyi3y3?tjB rp:H pnjm BTcyrns VfiW .WDIBD 




. 1914 . p - i y c 
1fr'*1 IP3"1D1* ,PK P3K3BMK "1PU1KW 
"T pK |PV3K>E1V3»K ,0'*p3'DPnD IS 03**3 
rairniD n JPBSUTPB .iypvK inpD*na 
>RPTK wa in "IKE "r jmyDO'-ays .cyspyo 
pE 5K>1V3 II TP3'3 DK11 « | IW»Tj:i|fC [IK 
t , i r u w mysrvp IPD"3-IK P>5K V» 
-DD^Ka^w n iyo^<mY3»K naa I«N P*?K 
•P'YKDK^BDPP p r 
c m pn jra*nB-opa8B n pn »njin D I P , 
•PD8 jffltt'W PE TPD"3*IK pf5 -(«c KCOK:: 
-K-P**D*'; pn « p n D^mi PVJB; n PK B P ^ 
! CPO'IKT^HD "ti.-N:s; PK open 
y^pE iP3"^2 .sp^pspa tW'iH p ic *n) 
-ip naya D*a *yp'0-.K iptyn pK jyaawo 
v O*D DKU ,-wcnpT - ^ J S O i'K DKT rovutfp 
-pa B»j IPJ:U"D PD>K P3"t B-*«C Dip IPD 
IK DH?B M o*p , y i np ipa""»"*D ejyp 
DBB »n r a w KIK IKB I^EK ,^BT ys^apoaiK 
•yi D*; iva typ :POK3«3 *-:'B PK PK .japs 
•yoK TJJ"' itfMm my*T pDopuapa P^K JPDIP 
PN D r e a m y .aayy.iya "IPO'-SIK IP:KP'-I 
"«OTKiaiK KIK O'C iyapmrpa 5ypnnK "Pi 
jp» IK ,nwn pn 1»V9 VO Dip ,!B0 IPC**K 
-ju np B>K*.I T«jnn K umw O>KII laps cijo 
TPT lie D'»i Tpn HMK anapot^BD pfjwar 
.(jpwmpn ~ ,iKi?"ipnyB 
-KB H IPll .DVDKB DP CK11 jyD"ll VD. 
.03ipjl' '"I PK S(TD»P n IPD1PP3 oipC'O** 
-ap* PCKPBBVIK pompa PK oy jpnpt >c 
ip3» .aanny^np IK npnni W opa m) .ip-
TJT tpopii PK OKU D O D-VIP$PTP lapa C8= 
(••an — .D:»= 
D'D tmr'D*3 w n m H KIJK D*5C V K . 
: aannp^pip ipnaya'-sc 
npiamn n DB» ^8B• poma K i'K Dy„ 
D O ipa^anH -M -ii -K nyi pe IPCB^PP mtc 
UK lKB"»TinSD IKP'IPOK iyT D*3 IP^ HI'V 
-am IK lyoiPoniK ?B=K lyp pD*un .n«2'" 
]K IPiapIl HPDBDPP PIP'1 DKU D^ DKT .P'>) 
IP^ann .iHP^ninpD ly i ipaya *IBDKP Ty»i 
»a ru^ aannKBip n MI VIBKP DpaiD «i 
-*¥tfKiun »i ipii m ,Da"np3'K pa T K „ 
P'DPKD n iPonpaaK iy^st D»Vi«'av mp» 
-DKD >Tb?K«,03K^jn IPiTTD 3»nTK DK11 
*T .P'VKD*3K iy'H HMK 1VE113K "iy3*3 T> W 
iyD"aiK yerpaKnK n PB D^pS'Dims 
Djtffl* *i pK lyeina 5y>c iinyu D^KII 
.ly^p'iiDay ly^yac *P*B ^M IVD^8,,I 
Ml TflPO ^*3 ,D:"Y1P2'K DVK t^a ^K, 
PK «T — D3IT3V T^D H|y-")'D tK
 fTpn'-£ 
IP3«D3'i DPI viK lyaaKaya iya"T ,I3K5J» 
^3K^ jynpa D*KHP3 D>3 ipa«n n^o ipn .a?" 
••DD'^Kpna'D »•:) ,a:iapnya K D'a IJKH ;'K 
" 
. m a i n ,K 
tyayncpa jpaipi P3>yn ,iyp*iKDD'n yo^K 
D*n ;pa *n pit IPEK^PP ya'^ woK^ H jpapn 
J(r*"WaiK3 PD^ K J3P> I»K D5P13K.-1P3 «t 
*.iya»x yDi*v^Mvx-3^Kn p» 
,IP3n53 D»3 IE1K B1BC ly^Ml tPP3PD >PD 
,DBHP3 1PD"31K H IP3«n IPD"V P3P' JSK 18 
1DP P3>P11 jfl .I8,*KI,3KJn8 I'K DP P3^pll 
•piips TPD«anK npn PB TIKDOTI H I P I H 
,KBCK» .' PC |y^D1K »11V VOH0 1 
-JPPU3 D'D 3313PUP3 nPD»3TKw TPT TPS'H 
Tpiy5 p33i«o ^a t»3«n ,V-ns iinnK* T 
TWO DIJllOP iPDMl IV 338^PD 8 BMWJ 
KBBK" .' .IPD^X PD^ K 11B ^yD"3•>K H iPaT 
iy. lyasu PB turnip H psyayaj? D*a c»" 
•lyDPKD yD3UDmyD3,K P3"I JPD13P3 tMp 
pDMipa 153KDTPT 3»BM »^3 Pl^3 D8H "J 
' • ' . ' 
( 
• ^ p u j u aayoiHi D * I « ^ n jn 32 
c»n ,WBoyp jrt3D3*'^Ktn» n tnvByj &«n -"R"iyfi V^K ,Syt3"3nR i8*5»o "iix t)X*8 Dftn 
Tn:R r * .IR'XRI^RTIK JR pc IDO K DMP n 
.RB»3 yiR 1DD p'P t?*ER PK Q"iybt? JTt 
I'K 3T.3DO*B pB P'TODnj'K $40V *% 
JA ,w j t ' n IRH ,iynoDH3'K H IID yj"K 
.HB3RP-*n»»3'WTWl-33l*5 R DTiTDJH Bfcl 
"V3 iyV3H3 DW3P pR BO 03"*! ,»I U8H "4*1 
,t*R nCR Tin .D"iy3Dy*3 3'X3RUX tf'BR .13VJ 
"80 03**31* y"3 *1 0*3 pR »e5R H C'3 IR 
200 H JIB .iSHDCMR D^ DV D3VPV3 DIRT |V3 
onDDVcya IV3*'T «5 im / w e ^ n * nsymo 
Til DT1>3R31» lP3"t ,!.yp*"l3RE ^«»C "1 PR 
-"IHR V3MRT 'T pK .DjyXBIB "VI Ml nVJ'3 
,3*0 R ims ioc tfynx | jm"3iR j y iw TPO 
.•3B11 «3yo j»y* t 
4pf.'1D IB iRIRD IV3"! R>B^ynR '^E | % 
-«n " i pR ynoorn'R T ^ ~>yn pK ^yu^aiR 
n HE OV>K"ID:RP trum ys^yn ,\4y)v R |ys 
26 pic DTDDMpy I JRDFIV "tyiyn .oyDBs 
anyou* nyt>"3iK ytyn pB pi*> i y i PR .in*1 
*811 8 "18781 10 ,0"X WC3K3 H D1R JB *]'1R 
;w lyo^anR IR DRII »j»l3 -iyoo3Kn nyT P R 
. ^ y n y B B-JRI 
-Jttf pB ; "l«B TD BD1P 1'^ R D8T '11 D»l5# 
Upl V* DR11 ,iy3«'DiPD^ PR jyayiBcya y3 
c v n o ysyiyc-iyB no w a n * D*D D«nyj 
D'o .ots'Dfys y * *i«iy^Piy .lyuyocsiR PR 
"IK *HRT . " .11 .R *i IK .yjnysy nyxsRj p'D 
-jnyo iRpnyoR i n CD CSROIRJI iyt3"3 
"11K DIB- p'P 813*3 I'R Oy .183"? 11R t *B"n 
jnrunya "iix |«i | t fm oy c n s n .yast 
jyiyp D*3 iy?RT y?R cnRii ; jya^xRi^Rnv 
iyc"CR3Rpy oyn pw jycKtiy |yu"3iR 
.»1BCRP 
TR3"5 iw tRF»njnyD jRPnyaR n» 
•is o»3 onys'? ; DDPRII V ,iy3y^p t3'3 onyn 
ii"3 •:; oonw M.tjinypTRD ,iyyTR PR pn 
*no m iy3R'KPRin nnyo o>3 I*R *I ; tyyvR 
."iya'3yn 1*3 ,Tyn 
DI^D3"R iyn IR ,VR in«cy3 yooyia »i„ 
i» H pn ^ t DiyDyi3iyD o;yt?'a^RB n po 
"iyi vtt own .]RF»ny"iyD iyn pH IIR D:R»3 
.11 .R H pc nyDB^yp yt"3"ty)y n DRII IRD. 
.D:R*3V yo^K H I'K iyD"31R D'3 ly^ Ml .11 
E"O^RB n Rtfa iysy3 »t 
I"P PR iy3y»BDyT PB ,nyo3yx p'R P R D3>; 
-yi 'oyn iv3Bn nyo"3nR yjyn TR ,O»3 H»RT 
V3R3 1^83 l'R Dy .frPfiJQ ly^lKl^KO |y3*o 
1^83 i'R 33i3yny3 iyo"3iR H .panyn o"\i 
.]y;8'ypyo PR o>«ntnv ojyoDnnyD r>» 
yjH3yOB*?RD *1H'R D8'1 I8'yRI'3R3nR HIV1* 
H iy;yn 3^jni ^n a*wo*p P.R y*sM3RD«w 
n»T .iy3«*VRt'3R318 VljniR H pB D"31K 
— 5n*ey3 -!yc"iRT?RD ~\yi ^ i B>yp>no3y 
PR D"P3*3"RW PB ?.TDy3 ny3»?P"l'll ")V~l 
3y3C 1*383 — "«iat:RP 
f"ii 183"? m iRC'nyiyB iRp'iyoR % • 
y»*3 ijri3n3 ^RI .ii .u M n IR ,tyi"5 B*3 
I'lC jy3»I D38'3V 1R11 DT'ID pK ,D3H'3H 
TRCTTI "liTK tl'lK D3K2 '! PR ,DVt>JKn« 
.oypRUR y*iyo*3 
IY tK .o'ruyo ,B"i nn*R po .11.11 .R n B 
-yO;'R H OyiRC jySRB I'R BTP3R3-18 P H 
ix lyayiDB* "feyn ,nyo"3iR n pD lyoyn 
n .33iR"icy3 yr,D^3Rpyi yansyorrRB 
-38w iy3"r iyo"3nR yoDinyo H t« ,D38i 
Ttf IR IR ; Tyt3"31R-^BB p*p 6*3 ,"1^*00 
iyo"3iR yiyn pu i3y?'i» I'jyiiv nyiR jnyx 
D8n iynR P3 m pR ,DnM'3H3iB«*3 iy3"» 
-yn IRE 1R3"5 IIR iHc^ninyo iRpnyoR n 
.ivnoya 0*3 nR3 nyo"3nR yr 
n IR .iBao^iBpyasiR i'R oy„ 
lBnDy3 y^^ B nnyi jya^n lytDD'-iJKJRBRiB .11 
onyn3iiy3
 ryDK3.iyDTV3R3i8 ly iyn IRB 
•yi3Riiw D5R ooiRiiys jy3"t ya^yit n IRB 
«1 TK .DDK Y1K t'K DV .iyD"31R "VUV~\ 
*np ix IBDRP ny*M pR [yB^Rnya "T iy38n 
0 0 jyn IIR ,iy33i33,iy3*D3y3y?-yiyDy3 iw 
D»3 iruyocoiB m y i jyo^Rii .11 .11 M n 
-3"R pR :iyopRB w) .im8iiy3 cnyDy3nyB 
(.nyn — .\t* 0^2 pyo ORB D*3 lycn^yx 
Din "iyi3iRiiy3 v « " u r w w iy38M 
i y u ^ R |yp ,.11.11 ,R iyn po BD"3-DBBORP 
4M»tf OO E3"P3\iyD 03B^K1*3K31K 
ix iy33i?ya D*3 *M J^ R oy »R ,DPRB ~\m„ 
-"3iR nayi'io 100 csyoDS^yn im*P3K3iv 
PB T3R? R pR ,D"3TR inB1 03R ^83 ,1VO 
oyn pyiiR oany3 . " U O H R W R IB'^ 'O 95 
ny"t "IRB 33iiyDD"3y3 jny* prf noio iyx:R3 
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-333? P * D3«'3V h lP3«n DD1IHV3 »fl l 'B JJnP'Jjn JfP'DMT »i .1jra"31K »3*5s-j 
ewnya .onrwvnmi' tyc-yy? 33KE;K pc , T » * yoaKDpriipw D»D Drmnpo i*mn *w« 
paaro n .;yepeo>D D»ey3ya ysnrcnyc .vjmjj 
•miJwrvi Mt itpnpaK ,UB>33P pit Darav C^I w ^ - m n TK ,-ip3n vw nn DP 
-rcsn* *1 JBO-IV M**l P3 «* Jy3»n ,IMiryi |w nyo cno )tfnt3 iv eitny3 IJ3»-
-"V yttfs tic D3K':i> n pit J .WDJ"K POD » » » OIKBDJIOD PK nysrra {mnrais 
flpnt) rvy^i iwmjpa jyapn IPHPS IHt iyo .tnn'awiB IPiw |P3"i 
» * » ™ » ™ v* W**M c*» p? ran
 nJJD ^ K r v K T B D ^ ,yaj;3 
D3"¥ DK11 JPfeB'K pK JW*>3»B VOV'TFJ 
i»n ww'jv nyo^mK yato n PE yj"« MI pit 03T3V Tno H Ps^m lyoaiK .jjnyv? 
«« v m w*» van »4»} pn» , * 5 5 m / 5 « a . 
-
V 
osnpa unp"i e*n pit 'npEK^pr pc DTPS 
•aierurupaMit Tjn .tvatuD'Mt yiyijK v1* 
p«t p* 0*3 ,*n«n pipDN ,"iya"ir TP» 
iyi pc 5"nts R PB 33ivyny3'K \n piyn 
oyoa D33^P D»r. jrr5o«0 iyi **w B W V 
.tniR t« pc pwntwaww « p» EWIB K m 
: eyo*tf CPJIB i n 
-yipn n l«B ,iyBB*»p3 o-OTp'n tnpii o? 
tjrtyn « n 4? w t* ,jpr:p3 p^ » |U ="«?» 
BUI issya^ %t ,i#»a»« w itn v» jyo'^ w* 
iyto** *»t r« r '» 17='- M*° * i"1 »"*fl|J 
T?BB3BO i5'B oin iy^nr« i» iyVnpn?c oyii oy 
.c^j-uy: w Kyi op ly^y^y* =*» ,*n»= 
11 Di!»373»it p't iy;-K 3i)^ nj jy« -«;i<f 
ipawrr e?n cy iyn t» ,iyo(!?rr: .fWflRi c?~ 
cinypyMii* on»« eyii i«'3i' iyn ix i?f?ir in*: 
lV3-n «i .DTDDnpy yvyiy3 va^ ym DPJ'.B 
pK nKtyx pc yxytys n D^K DJRpya imitj 
yp*«PB»n«R H r'K
 #c30i«np3 »tt .Knyv? 
*y3 wyiy3 iw oyeo'D *T pit ramiM™ 
yvy»w n Jtupa iyr»DMi oyT DM> oyirii 
•33y pi* b3«uv n tysya y^HTSo:np ty«m 
iy.r»D'n nsn pc tinnn'M^K lyases n3»> 
y?y>B !P3»t yvytya ysy^  nycsiit J3i3rm 
"iyB i^t3K3 I'K DMT pK D3«'il'TnD H pC 
ci^no PDMWS pn t>^a ,|pnwa byb3*j 
-3K ^^yptyj e x ix D«V PB"T jyo Dun 
337 .Sentf ,p»3KOD3Rp iyi"p nyosiK 
DTBOnpp 1»^K ^K3 IPSipi .OlDOnp 1«3 "tflK* 
DIP b»nr TP3y» PB rutya DKT «apsi* ^D K 
TJ3 pjpTy»enpD p« D3»^ 3v 36 03yp j^x 
--2-iK ^Koys ,yD»5 '13 IN ovno ya»?3nr 
• .mw t» n e w « •«« ..."•« 5o:=
 v iryn ' : s I1K ^ " ^ " w ^ » a « » ,iy»i» , ^ 
j n r 
I 
"t^avs .cim inyj jjrtyn iyB»*3ya n |«i tp\$ K ownya jyaBn D31T3^  i*nD yo^K n 
^'to 2»»»niT =->*e8' ipMpO « 17« IB ,tt« y*B jyB'lP ty3y^ C « | J313T>B yC*DD»31=K? 
?yiy« HKVtt*fli "8fl *B*
 runw Itt B»M PB monw i^ K yc ia inya osysy^ my*" 
,\nfri pmOvnA ^B» cn-n-iy i« ^n>M|t -5p« pfi ,r'D ay3"aya^K JK iP3ijn jyjrfcc 
-pa i» s^ nyiviy jpp« tjrt^ r cijcoyo " i i ;:* .lyD'aya vs "IB jyny3 t>K lysoyo lyiP' iff: 
ii pn eyii cy a*w .UA>W or* lypipy^ iyn «j »»a K^K r « iB'XB y^eBBP I^ B yprn •" 
nm -riiyep^sys.in 9fi ,;n=?a irm T?J'^ DP .o5ypMi»3p nys'syii ijnk inyo imiyj 
IJni .»"^ST v era yeic n ^BO i?'» iyVnr> IP* "K^PP J*B cpDD'D 1 oenynya D^B^yi us* 
rifHwy* ^ t >^'>e a'»3B«» ii» I J J ' W " "« =p tpa*n IP^D'D y3yiy^tnpE trft lyan ,"iw 
.(.•M-3CO pT'D-n PBMIPJ) i'MB^* irr .- impn jw |yn»iPO»w D3PPy3 Tt lycK'r-
jyo i » ^"D J'SMT,'.* in ipami ipiB ^'« ^ H UBnya iya«r. DJBUV n .nyara p"~c 
1P^B» :>" ,W»»D3BJB =-: ^«3PE-:= en tpp ipB ipohtips o*n OB» ,jy:B? « KT
 #T3BB 
. 
H l M I 
• w-
yti BT« .B3B'3» V3»' lib 3m*oD'n p«p 0^ 3 
? t JyaBn *M >iytf>p .VSWCJ D>J -I«I PK 
-un 0*3 D3"n naV»J tva (PP lP3'iny33« 
•W b*3 iMun iy3>vRpjK3i$ yjyi-.inju 
DTlKPin P3P2»nrP3 11HK "W3*3 ]"P b"WB 
•sysRiJOMK nyas .b"pj»oyno i;»? jyayn 
jro?« PD onyoir yayDKtnpB yaynymyB an 
vryyw y*»*D m\m ijro osn |yt>"x 
;yo m jyapBD yoMiya jya'3 OKU ,DW^2KO 
.•own VIM tmWm ; D38I 
W 3 " I K IID lyiiBC ;y3i&y: u«n IPO 
iiB onKPjn yo>K *1 pK ty3ipxKt'3R3i8 
axftpafu PK onsra .ivm-p^p .jyni'K 
73 »'3 ttfyu K Biycfrs bgn e n iy3» 
;'c PK .lyoaysuKD PK DJ»»*?3«O yovnp 
-pa " w w yoaKDiin *i OKT iysBn »| 
•lySRnpbRc yacya piy»t bftyp 
<Sftt" lyiRiipJ PK DTIRPPI yars ytpn po 
jfSpD ovboMpy un tPsvn oy i« ,IB>P 
[pes poeny *i pR .|»3"Ktya iyD*'31K 
;p3*n 33i^ pn«33y PK rjyoDMpy D'D^T pc 
*:•'« [yDM*i3 iny? R DRnpa WKnyo yiyn 
n pfi inyt I^DK P W lira jyp DKT .DtfD 
.D^X nysy* po iyosnt' v c a ' n 
t-K iyo"v ysy.pB asyt'ya bsnn DBI 
/ T i n |W"t D^OKT .ncrtfo jjnn^D ,iy»y3 
' jimp3 I:K> D W pD P5RO DHT PK panum 
yjp> r«p3rtD"b?tt *n .lyoisivD Dsyuoinyo 
I»Q b»n .tnvny) mn'sw puwi nisftfo 
•p.* y»3t*3iEK yo»HM PK oa'DMays r^ K T I 
tm jy3M3 pK 5"E .iy33iosoc,D»iK ynyn3« 
Dip ]yo '.artf bD'nspa \vo can lympn:? 
IPs TyaSim b'o J T R S DIKI K oxiapa "V'R 
i t i t t n po pnyia n jysynss^K oay^ D 
;TKO ytyn xpvt nonfe pK oiyor yD y^3 
•3KO .iy3iyn b^o irn K ->\\ myiy3D»iK ovn 
os'bcypys IPW3 CIIKT lp3"t ^yo'»3^K ]yD 
.jysKT yiyn3K PK ytyn IVVVIIKIS bta 
•i IVB'IP o*3 esyJD 33-ny'3yi j»r»om n 
"p3 iinK Dnyv,copyDi3Kt> pc iy3K( y3,t*jn 
Di'Dcycys D$n n .DIHDPKIO3KP lys'boyt? 
-2»o yoMiya H pc .opjnn iyb»3-.K lyccKr: 
-"3iK ^Ktsyo n t« jy33»3nyT jyo CK yx^ 
n iK3 0*3 .OHnys jyssn ca^x ^p3v, pn iyo 
't .D3K»3^ * pD iHB»»Tinyo K n«3 ,i«'^' 
D^ K^^ y3 iy3«n jKi?»njn» lytyn 
34 
•"X yny^lf^ pa I» DaytsDinira JM*W 3313 
•D»VH ya^ ov'K H tyn ,o"¥ iyn po. — jyb 
; [y^nosy ty3nny33R v* b«n I I P W H P B 
-3'Diy |V33Kcy33w uijn ipo jyn D^V TVT PB 
V"3 pn 33ipyio3y n ^»n .nya^cKo im 
-iy^« IKD 33nmBiJ « IVfitfWa o»n iyn3j»^ 
.nnino "5 
D3»tn DI'3B»31» T H O pfi yn8DD»n *i 
jyt33nyv3"3 33KB3K IIB I« ^»!bh)nVS ^H 
-BH »»BH iy^ *n lyirsys yajKo .bnjn3wnn«' 
-py ty3»n yafrni ."on^^ ^,>^bw H t« ,II»3 
-yn nyo^na IVT "iKBys i3K 3^3y pn DTODU 
I » Tno VWMJ n Iyny3 jyj"! .JS'VKE-ISE 
iypnKDD*n njn ,33jni on^o iP3B .D3tp3 
•yo yjM«n n boiHinyD bl*3*W n>no po 
.a'oan b»3 D?K yn« 
« lP3"t lyins* yoxy* n PK TP3« 
-'bWbtt'ys DKII ,yj"iiy3 y^ y*D lyoipys nann 
•an iyo"X yo^ K pn ^»3 TK ,DP«B Djn i»3 
pa yoiBB yonya w b«ny3 y^D»3•^ K »i jy3 
.ivmmMtnv 
b«n 1838 p S ' H pniY 33K^  »lin W^3 
D3yoK3 ,npb*iny^y3 TWnpistaww nyb»na R 
•yncys , P K ' ; K D R P ; I J I M K I J 
DDB^ P iyb"3lK lyT PD yn»OD»il « IV3 
iysy3ya ip-iy^ ov IKH ,iyD»tfp y s t ^ m a pn 
ipayn iyo»n>W3"K pw IPDPRB ?y»o nnyr 
^3 W H D» .|»0"V yO^ K PD *)yb"31R ^ 
-'D««3^D yo'iiyj ix pt?n o»na iy3yay3 D«n 
«IMK 'tpBOKB pn lysu iv nnyo -iycn«D yc 
D'3n83 T I o«n oy 5"H jy^ jy35yi oyn 
iy3«n IP^ST iPb"X vay* pK m ,03'i^ 3V3 
n» n»nb yiyn IK PK .OJBOV T ^ D tynya 
PK Dy y3^ P11 D8HP3 IP38H tP*«t D3BU 
.D1^ B3"R pK D3BD 
i u lybDyDSKDpnyos^ K pK iyoDy3 lyn 
pK piyn yoma DBT PK p3P DPT \viv\i 
v* nya^yii ,TIBU PBSDB PD "unsys "Wi 
PK iyvynp3'K np^ P'X'BK iyn jynya 5«CR 
b3yaDiK3PT DO"CD iyo"3i' po i p n i w * 
D3y,E'3y n\% bD"n-iw ^y^ ."iB3"? « B 
-f«K ]1B |W3tfO y3P058nP3-3n-P3 H) "'5l«5 
pK on>DmyD3'KiyD PB oy -tpn .(I»°"^ w 
g 'ii ^ 3 pn lyty^ oy« UBD a^yaya jpiyn 
.ny PK bSBDynyos^ K >IIB ,IBO»P 
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1 9 1 4 . f n j i D 
•D"» H J'BB'^ 0*3 pK B"BK;«py D*3 ,C**3 
- ' ; 'ns p* ,o?-*YP3 rani Tny* jmiMi po 
•pays B PK y^Djna B !ip*6 ;y3pp »*t m 
pK p»noo B pic opu ,ijrum jyiy^ya jyfoi 
ty^D i-K i"i v n o o w n B'sm^c-o in 
J3K 
pc -&\v$ n IKD imny?p-iy ix na PK 
Dip *IIK MI ,"-iyp"isii oayonBS Dyn»5, 
B„ »1 PK Dy Utn T'TD B PR Dip .OC'J 
cjn iY iw*3T* pyiiB " r lpnn ,**m"*»p in 
.oyocrn pR BD*m Bn*5 no ("5 
$*B3"P I «TO n Dip PIH* v : pK (6 
p»noD-BBr jppms B i?HMt oaBBPasin o*3 DTjnwopMSMKo K D*B"MpDn3H*KpB3B~5 
0*3 -0*3 >KIIB p*noo ^rursytrn p p p* TP^KD jyjyp p»noo B 5BT ,jBe">*oc«Ms< 
o»ii jyo"n lyo^aiK n 0*3 pK Byo«3 n . "* w w i w n p PK KI VD |y?pn .jps 
r v o ir>n.K-*nHj> oayo^yopB im .?*« D»I °3y3»x yp'ODnyopBiBS ya*3"K jjnniro 
•iyn ap'Mv ,owamy ijnaiw 03Rsy3 t'K •"»"» 1^ iwtf wn po pR -pno iptpn pe 
IKIIPS Wrapwapra* JBI W ERII RIIO . . ^ s a 
n T » " .e-nR P * or? po oyoB3 n VIM *• •'TIM pyj jy^pu *PB 
po 03"? vyrm *i PK EP^-IOD ^Kiyayrn iyoi3y33»n* bnyn -vno nytyn pK • (1 
jfnoBns'ie B;PB-IK3 on»? pM Tjttyix'Tjn •jm-'a'Q iy3Bo oyn PD ,o»3n8 D3»> #* 
B3KBP3 B;yEp^yoyD "an **K ,D;pB"mt P,K D3"> jnyoya n pa j jgiKp-^o fitc sir: 
-rpcain po ami cy*'3 » f m Unyrau -injo B . I B ^ ' B ysyo^einy TO Dyoorn 
IKE iy33:nycy3Tye PK ipisnjnjy PDTU lyi TMMn jysB^ oijnicopyoiJBS >ii»v jnspo 
•ya lypMpa VB DKII app K — nyo*'aiK n -ojni on«5 PM oyo*o PD |!»5 ori T<w 
iw Tyejnppo Sirvaptvi ^PTSIK po i*n*ii -OK 
.•pvw DD'*n u»v»5 p« ospvuni 13»ID -ISI lie nyny^30'a 55 n pe (2 
•»3 D"WBP33"K I»« ,131K "3 Ml ,Df*rt:4| J ^ "11: ^ai*n .!»P"K,E;BDDB DljniCDPrE 
)B» 60 pc WI-DO"3-IK IB impi ">K n ° w vfapmBMO ,-iyByB- P3y3"X 
;«';'.• B .oyEMvn 1*K u n n s n "*o« " ^ Ho Tjro»*530'D POD^D n pp D»: 
i nn :B PK H^PK-)B3«p-3lfD PC 33108^ W^ .Dn»#0PKnD3»P " 3 D3BDy3 PJS7"K'3 
103 c»p ;yr: o*n cin»op33"K p« ,IP^3"K OTinaw 'U inpo iP3"t nyapp-iBOpKicjij; 
"1 IPT¥>ljro 1P3BH iPC*'31*t '1 iy-!"B .fclS* I'll 
(iyp*nDD i« D*3 — -ayo nK«B B nBC IPB i m po ijny^3o*D ^n»v PBOTJ B (3 
! w : ' ' i'B TP3"ie«Y3'»K y | cruravpn TD PI$3 )P0"3^K |«c"'B^B=^ 
K PD^PII .p'apDKiDB p»3 ptpn ^ in "*»» J^jm .oip-iicopyDiaBD ynynaB TD :W 
o s r w r i r P« "umjnpyo h n i a w n "tfJ "WDBX iy35pt im po nyny'^o^o *pw pg 
B3jmJ»rc n .^ •*.B' VK ,ojn3pity33K IP3 . .W"*n 
'PKliyafi'lB W^B B D«S IB*3V OT»p»BDm "IB BBPD iy3"T Bn»BPK-lD3BP n (4 
*B pc !«':v « w .Diynain y3-:"B p,o JPD PK .IKC'K'BBDCB inyiaiTys B PK OTP3W 
po nayniB pa»3"K n pa .T3jn»io ya*: 
;PB"-1P3;» IPD1PP3 PPBB IP3BH J|fW 
B DTTPW J';B^ IP"! PK 3311PDP31BE 
*PBP3TyO B 1Jf3B ,ty3»3Pll *>PB'3B 1PCPBL" 
Em *'K .iinnB'-M-iKB iv iftt&ron) PK j j n 
.o;"n ^«; i^ 'CB D^Bc;I^y, 
Tin D*B D;yB'-i3K !jnyi3iiP3 K Dwnys 1P:»T 
-3»5fi-iyD T I jyaan «i iwSjni pw , IW 
-BOB/lB^ PD IPDP31B P5* lPD'niK3B C^ 
IP3"1 D«ll IPDP31E min:» Jf3U"K pH "^P 
.iyByE» jny»i « ^*'p Sr«f» 
0*3 iH'M r n u lytn pc i w a i K *i (B 
-iyp*iBii Dijnrwa D * I « ? njn 36 
-JB |IK JPORBP ,V»TP3RTO ,-I:R?33P p*t jpi 
•2*0 K . O P ^ R P P I P W I pr?KSRi jnvn 
pK W31DP3 P»11Y 33R^ D*3 DRH IPS DR11 PX>5 
pD 1ROP R 1R ,D3"Y ,">«J?»P ,-iyDDJ?a-D't?t5 
•p: Dv twtny »** Dp-wto'iuc DPTR?«DD 
-y$3 BX*R oo"n DRU OTR i« PK ,tP"i«ii 
8 DM3P3DMR V « BRH IVD 1R11
 tni3JBt>D 
mnpi'D Iw p'DBpi ipopi n TRD ^PBDPO 
,TD»P h n j pc t>"ir Tin p« 
•Din tpaipi DJ8>Jv-L"t3:pna yjMRi n 
-2t<a ptMtnppa P'P'D OIR^PITPS'R ipa"*a 
DP urn on* OPT v w .PlRB pR . o w 5 
• ^ j t m o R : — psvp yosirnpa n DY>R Dnpoc 
.cpp^auD ^D 8 iP3icp3 Jpo D»n — '*IKB PT 
-p3 D^ PQS7P3 |Pi"t "I 1R ."iriR^P JPPM1 DRM 
PX'^ aRD P'R *P1R .D38*il» T'TD pD IPIRll 
n 18 .nponpii pe»o»n P R o?nmnpi OIPII 
•PI D3PD13RD DPT IP2RH I P I ^ D R B "IPI>1RB 
I D D1DD131R -"33* 5PB&PD I P » $ pR ts^ptw 
."IRIPV D«npa 
•- iP3»n p^awpn « !PMp3 P R OMI !PM 
'SB pR D^D3"R ?P'D "inPT DRHP1 D38*»3P 
•PJ VW D8n Dl5C3"K TP3MRT "«n .P'O'? 
Ijrp'FS'nK n»rt ijn I«IK jpnpa ogii pa'ap' «i 
•tpn »'o a'rcnn'pa p n **T CRII JMusn g 
t'K cp iu« .ipai'3 p e n MI tpa.u p t n e w 
IpawoMH n*rt n ipn ; iptnips "n#p op^» 
-pJ(H B'3 C)«n ^p3"p P* ,£11*0 1?T pM jpj"» 
• P'p ft) .PC*P -*J1 tW HftWpOMR 1PD ^ J! JJ3 
n ipp npa"p ,i«iiii ipum pit p n o»3 anopa 
TpaSijiny npi TRS ,lPTjn*e s'3 "rtpa pi ' ir i 
-pa ^ i jVW'P tn« z^tzv iraopo « iu» .«nn 
.aaia?ny; i*m « .(fiipaao) opyt ipipn D n^ij» 
l»a I'K -*p pM tSaiUSff 1?3DJ?D K Ipll ,1JJD|^ BTJ3 
|paj»p>a9 =iy« ip»^pp p't ipn iw ARtpv e 
-(jiapa mx PEOB^V^M *1?I** r , , a n ^P3 | " l po 
opi * r IPO JpaM^p o«a ipVpn in i p ^ ,tr= 
•jrrti2paa"H„ *K c;(jDp3 lp^pn ^«i .IPI^po ^RD 
B IP" '« ,^Bf^-P3 .n>^ (p3=«Dpaa)is) "po 
nps^pii D'lH .Tivo'coa^pi inpapa cpn -ipsopo 
.Ipia'tsgrr o'a HMS p»p ?B' ,P=B<""M I*H cp 
ni'»iV pD ipe^Kinpc ipn ipn m ,lpctj^rp3 
,Dp'a?opip» n ipantjii'^'Bia epn (WOB1 ipi«) 
-n i l ip^nr» "»P (^fi ,1P=3'VBI pa»«JHjnD ipip 
pn | i m pen? np*t PM nma» (nipiso) yo 
.see Mil lp-ip^ipD 
-npilTP IV DiTDPa V» IB3RH D3R'3V H 
•ipn^n P : P I " R pip^t po pDospa ovov IP^ 
•pi lpayn «l IR ,pi"iiP3 |"P RU*3 P R cy 
«T 1P3R PR DP ."D1RB yC'D^RB R ORH 
3-l.TDP) IPD8H "I tR ,Pt"llP3 P1PDMRB 
^ 3 1P3»*1 DRW .DS'-BtSpp PCiQ^RB PD'IIS 
pHPmit saiiHjptacnpfi R ym ivr.pi I ^ I P D 
iPUni .DiVl IPD'IR pR D'n JIB D3R*3W P5P»D 
""R PD38DP^PD3,K P"»P138 pR p3P iPipn 
3PP*D1R IPD"11X 8 pR IPD'TlfT* 
JR^V P3y D'Ml Ml DJtT3  P3P* "ll l DD1K11V3 D'3 PR DP 
*DDi,3nK «1 jpnpDpanpD iv naa jpupi jpi"i 
iyatj P R oy .D^ya•3yo inp*'i pD ipiiiiinpa 
•nn PD'^DP DVDDMPP iPaRn "t IR ,TPSH 
D'lia D»npa jpaRn JIR IRIVV IKB IHRI D^y^ 
.P^D^RBnyT pR pR pnDDllJ'R pR D1^ D3"R 
,DTP3R31R DU MtR JPIRllPi \V2"\ i»t"' 
DDRBTPH in»R D"13P3D'1K Qtfn DM1 IV11 18 
-3n;y3 DIRT «1 IPiRfl ,nyn3y^ yiPrsR pR 
-RO po lppwps oipii DRT .opraiina wi 
•IDyi D8'*1 IP^ 081! DPXIP383 ]1R lyD3PD13 
nyi ivayn DD8778D T V ^ B S *1 »8 »p»i r « i v ^ s n |y?8» DnvoxrJpyD 
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"•^•nvjic i n OTjraojJD PT.TR j»nDK*iP3 OKH oy .esKiuya pR ipcup3 PSKTB PVJKJ M 
- p e n -an . t o i r c ' n F t w m i p u m fK JPD w o K im«np3 !P>P:WKB " a i m VIR PK 
BfW "Un EPS BV^HBDPIKP O'B* ^RIPJ PR TIKtfD IVOIPPIPP ^HiyjtfK'n npuiR »j 
-Din JP3P11 RHKCK pK pK DO»3'D *1 t>njn)
 (pjK1D 1JH W 31VJ!; 
— . ( " IPPTRM 03PO"iR3 O H » ? „ ijrao n«n«v; 
BD«V. DH«^ Cjn | ' 2 £*#£*£ C^H7iyE "5«E DW JPD1PP3 ?'R >'D31RP lVDIPPJpp «• 
cjn pfc BJ*SDBP .1 j w r n T.KOPE*-IB 
IMP'IFM t3«n t3PDMiP1V3V -ip'3'0JKPDMl 
K D : » ^ F B PK .e^'T -lpamppo W w i s »< 
enpiain 
n n PK 
* DK^P M o»n TP MI Mm . n m K D op'c»n 
j r i n i o r pa^mi . IPO:PTCD Dnpnoin K pt 
* p n -n TPPMIV np Sm ,PJ«"IB I P O ' ^ T K n 
DMp^KP
 s "IROPBRTB .)p5"nDTPB DP'B 
PIP-TIKE ".pi O'c t>HPKDKna npn IK ,0P3'n 
: Dtfc- ip*up: 
"ripe IBP'iyoB i n j i t Vosmp H'Bip^tpy I-J 
*>^ >HPi >* *B ,JU13)«a "Ip7 1>K 1*3"^ «* t?r'" 
Ijroi.-OOMK pH pto t^j W l IpPISP 1> 1|»J" 
pe i2«pV*pt « ip«pa e ^ i njtfP'tD'ni' in-i 
*'o">B
 t l l pjrpro ,mB-"iinrD *>Pi Pt OMT H 
. : ops' ^  c*n ^ ^ 
-& ipi? V»:8*tr»';-i7S3<K ^so 'C"^ !»P„ 
"'*yre i ^ E»O m: ' . n j t t*« c*» ,np:v V 
,iro<j: -ffl'H iriirn? u e=>^ip ipipn ^ t ,»(-
,1K=;K Din ipapii np'iaps ; p n n ^ H '0*3 1*'31> pwwpa n IB .ea^o ajiipiv BIB im 
\ ^KPKDK^B-C;P-,P'1C CPT pfi OP'Blp 
' I 1HC [PV13 DM-13 pD pM CnKT DP^ V \W 
.JpOSiniDD 
IB v>« trsippsiKE PK nriarpj "IVT 
1P3DPO H tyWYlV 33>^OKnpE IIF'DD'JT 
,83 ^KPK? pfi TPVpTDEnB- K p.K 1 ^HPK5 pff* 
4T3P ^P-EK^^B^O J m 
>•?« VPK D » I cn«M : ipvprnonf i n 
DErn ?&M?Ko*nB cjn nnn oswopaB'iK 
-jna D W (PDD^mpB pn»^K o ' : JPT 
. 
? P»-.OD Gin T#0P3 IP1 
1PDP3 D': IPJV'X^WP n 
I-K IV ,-•' - ^ V «
 r ^ : . l -Pitf .30pn 
1PDP3 l aWTJD iPB^r PIK P^ H p * 1P3313 
.jjnip3 MI 
•Oram jau ^iri »'« .H^K : I P S P J M ' I F 
t3^ D ^P'"1D1V31K M!K VPK 0"» PB'I 
-BO'ipt: B V » B»3iB KBW^*-"1* I"»tsj: 
•»r» ipojiK IB'JV ipiieiu u tuuB^n e^n
 f r ' 
n ipeipy: c tn jn cj» «i I J T ' B ,iB5"",r7i 
-'nplJC *iyi p t 1BB-3PM3BP * PB 3J10'=ff!» 
."IP 
f,,o-M6"» ipo-3i»iipn n pc tpapibipt n 
pa^ jm .tnjpmn eajKrwi i?a»3;t »T
 : ^ pi 
]?=Bn ,r3pipe3Bp D"3 I:?IJH3B ipnpj iy)"i 
T* lP"i"3 ]ps"t c3B<3i< pr»: m .e'rups'rj ?"* 
u'Bipptp? n .IB'3»» p'B jm un^puviy*" 
pei'cy-.?03't«ijj* IT n»ix "i^ B siT^BC i'B3«o 
ViVipe |*« rJjnpt3B" B tps^ninB w-" 
-^po^pe n ip:»VMiipe u OIK ,jpa 60 I« 
p *
 rtV31l l"K pK E3B*:i' jn«*a P*?'T pc "'* 
MI .ipe^pn u IH aenps ^cjmp n'Blppip? '* 
.1B?« on ]?a»^nMi-??e ,T^y= ="' 
% ? ^UPRDRIB Din ;m nrjv -un jm iptainppD iyi .IKD'TIIP pane 
* pm tnjrn : .1 fop** .aoira np D*n






-\yp-i\$x\ wyonw B*T»* i j n 38 
£»1 TD !8 ,IP»*<V>»fi W 0#T JTO'IHID n UK IROl" "Un l»C>nV 3P'"ip V3'DXV> H 
cirmropyfiORo W TJDIKIHMR'WD I«»M ny ,|wipwo»nR t'K 0Tyrs?DpyBO8o 
;•« o^803» t'K D»T Djtfu j n m w yj»P PR jm B'Yina -un DRII .om ay^iv ,03yoc 
.Dwonas ?RPRDR-IB I'o'D «*&»'* moots' inj/r tram B*C IROI* R IPO^-OR 
-innwj WW IP3K3 tnynropycwR© n pe lynp^aD'o yooawM H "a ovyS-iyo 
syi oy toww oo ivaijn T O Dram ,yc ,-imnjn ,DMW»NV PK -IKC"K'D«DDK njn 
•r'K ^ t JROV n T« itfm >n . T H D iyv383 oyptTMi PR unyajm -yn pc s^no R >»ni 
"K w w IROV PR tpijiee* 'IROV imn>o -ya DRn OKH PK |y»itwj jyaRn T O DRII 
JIB oc^yn iyiJ8 cin PR TW 18 — ^Riw ,«5wn jyovy* lynyn o*nKvy»<w ovivn 
.T'-ID o&nRvya oo lyByenBopinwip n PK PK 
c-iy t^-tipyDURo n
 }&n v^ytos ' in n K B r o v i i PR «vu«yn n PR .jriRiiw 
TD a»p3^D"lW»038"iyB iy»t iyB1K11EK"18
 DRU r n « « D1OO»0 R p& aftn»W«H *J 
.iyayc 33'DPRIOJIJP n PR puuvva n -Jtt QW i w a ™ n iv jyoip DSKWJ OR.-I 
"y)Din DO viK oiim ,myi jytyn 338D 11 J«J iyn^iB yryn i« , T I onyotrnyD 
TW T ? twonycDMn iv o-iynropyDoso 
fflaOROEif yny«t Tin DO imn»D >U on 
;^ > DO o«ii ,D"» lya"l ppi* lyn o'o 
TlMsn DO jy^Rr »i oram pjiVDhytosm 
DORW PK ,"Mt?n iyovy* pc ?»*i oyn |y5 
jw ,nyayc*i»ov y'ncR iy3«n DO iy?8i "I 
-»3 mv Dyrn»n n >PIK HYiyayn 8 iysyi 
•IR ovy» T I D33BD iyD?yiv.,iRi'D oy 
-& Draw DR,n D": *in»K pn ivoi' n . 
•"K'D8DD8 DnyT.i?DpyDi38o »i W oiny^p 
/ o n jmn'Dyin |y^Ri »»» iyny»D3y ,]RP 
"an* ,|yaip «l DRN tp^nR^ya pR ^RPRDRIB 
.P"1DD R «1^K jyODH T ' 
.&&"* Ptyn jya^nr T O pni ,D3«ty3 MI 
UD bim P"IDD K in« JR .D^IK DRnonyr 
,I53»T |y331D"IKiny O .iy3»>3D*18 DO T I 
inO IM'TM* !**3^ *1 O?" P'^ DD R T*" W 
TVK lyJyoE'DDyB p'oya$» pn IIR nysyi? 
.IR^VRiosaiRnyD^siR D5"R osyi 
*D3m T I imona oimicopyDOKp n 
"IRQ DVT D'D 331^ 38H ny"l pR JiN'DiyD 
pn ojypny38 DKH IROV H DVIR«
 (»*n»n Dy3 
D'o D3yDn3R.]K (rwo ipovy^ om) osRcya 
-«08 DnRopRiD3RP iyD38oiyTnyn*nD ^y^ 
•Rn D3yon38 ^SPRDBIB om D'l^ .JRC'R^D 
lysso iv D3jn yo^R03R n DBnya n>o |y3 
•3^ Y3"K — D1RDpmD38P D'O DD3yo»"l3R 
•»y3"R DRT .1RB""R'DRD8 (8 D'O W 8 t"U 
tyDR3TI*D t31R D8.T ?8P808^B TPT C811 P3 
"80 irfiosyn i"p DO tvavn T O IR .DRI PM 
-yi> «|MK D18DPK1D3BP D'O D3yon38 (R ?VD 
-yi8D T O in iy33U3ny3 yiyos'^ ,yiyso 
D811 ^81 8 — DiyYi?DpyDU8D n pc jyT 
R! lyO^ RN TD 18 ,T^3yDmPDDD35y» !*K 
-«l Dppn»n wmi pn .iRnoys DO RI *M 
soya .lynys (DI«DPRID3$P n jm) T O iy3 







' • I • 
J1XV3 pK DnyB0K3 wyrwnB PD **n3 8 
3IR5"D ivooTicn H pn 33K^yc oyi IV 
itt"T3DMK IW jyOR3 ^ n»R ]jnin:y IV JROV 
•non nyiy5 oyn oyii Dy ,\n»p»iDni» IITR 
.OKOfttn o n lyoMi iv |yTDynyD3*K 
coipytpy >i o»n ,-IKOK* iyo-13 oyn 
•nyc TI D38o^ njn«3ff *nw fy^ vn 
pD 33'D'O iyDVy$ PB D0>3'0 n pK 
~y33K I*K DR11 ,T1R83 WDlPPtPM $K\VMW1 
,1913 ,iyo29 nysoyvm po Ijnsniys jyo^Rn 
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.1914 
-JJC w IP^rynwc o*n Tp:i(<D*aBP 033n 
TKUIJ tya*n Tpe^aTB n jya^pn .osyrtfpo 
curt iwr"K'D»CDB opo*a *1 p« pwu 
"S3 Tp2B P* iBf-E UtftJfr&VD T»T .IPBTBli 
n i» ,cmir m"a IKE Ty3*YTe*i* KIK jyn 
•pa ?"i»*W"K «i'nin T^jJfHpl Dyc«= 
( .0*yoyC 
-TPT enmaupa ipTjm OTSBPT cm p« 
cm r * cp 1*11 ,DP"TOD po^ns « n o:«c 
THa*UW ipsai^ pa o*3 oapooTBepT T*a*'* 
-*•* n no P"TDD i n :D»TW pv*a !PU»ha 
\ DOPPTKO V P B . "un *m* TPD"3TirinKa;yT 
< TP3r0W?»US n PB P^ TDO TPT ."OyOD'O 
TPB1P n PB P"TOD 1yT|lK ttlKTtfrp pK 
nrtpawn 5KB ijnin p* £ 0 * V D pn DTPS^O 
-<fo c'jic ipto-aipa B oa3BlnpE Tpo«n* 
-p» jpswn opcBa n Tpa* ,33Fcoi*Bjn TBC 
•yn .jHrwrnpc ;B5CTBB oar.*o»aTpB IP"1 
*OPD ocnBya ym nvn s:yaoT»ayT -sp**? 
Tya* ,P"TQO pn£p Tp'e5m*5'B cm 1 # 
.a^saTp in? 
-3*p IK .OTHJPOWPPT pjfi$*tt Tpoprpyo 
tpyiTSM pa nine n iponpaoM* 5«I oma 
n on* Dp'noo ySt p* .DP^TDD p* IPEK-II 
amine itfyam * [« TPOS'K onpa jpava 
-5»n e*ii o* .em* jn"3 ipcnix no 
:D;»» ;BD 
-KP v rpa p»noo Tyam33p>ip cm p*. 
D*T« n»*a lie iysapa oysns jpawn mmitf 
np tw ,unjm5fiyn p* JPDP>3 B a r o n 
TPO p.* "V^B Ting W t o po D'3a^> 
. *•• ;••;»- . r - : ; - ;P-BCV; ;y3»i ;yr-
T**VI«3IK ?PB»II* p» tfO«t p-raiaB 
-Doaprpa yo'iiya * .Hmmpa a5p3ia:ry33»nK 






UTPD Tioayw n .;po**oc* mm:* pa 
jpix :OEPrya iyj'iMT cm O'-a T*3 ipt 
POaPEKIiPa TPT3PP10 pK TpDTpT3in 
inu33yt"« pK lya^a iv fyomf-ip BKV, 
: oy^'E poms mm;* fm w»3i» 
."P"T0D pa 
i* .ryopKB;«tai«ir DTKsm Tm 
• T*0 T*PB pK OT'DKB Og-T y= 
DKT .HOW ,t5 J D 1 5 * P ]W 
r
-nt irwaat"* pa p'noo imy^ p* OT'D 
I* p* .Tyam33p!>*ip p« Tyo^a 
e^»n Tip1*? i«f oayooTSBm *un„ 
-'3B3TS31K 0'3 IPV3PTyE3»P IPO^BnaiJ [Tff3 
*P'v»aw |p3»n w Tpa* ,T»"3ir |n> POIM 
8 p* !yC3yo P3^yv3"* o^o Tnyprpa 0 
-t?»l5PKTB 0'3 P* DVP3pT3y3 VH DK« ^ K( 
•m T»3"? *vm TW ,«T>» T ? onpotnyc as 
T3*D »T.P* *lTOHt QyT 1P3U )X0 03P*:D-i((S 
npa*'3T» ya^ tnwHCOBTPO n pa 33IPTMI 
-r»ya yoa^ays yry»»t pK ipag'VBt^nr.ij 
3*oan DO "iy IPP cnyT3« ,DPD»O»P ptt yo 
.DyXPilfi *y"l» PPHV pU 1PT(TD3-" 
•m em p* i« o^ ino5»« Tpompye 
own aayoainsyT -w-i mt ,y^ya p^ya tn« 
"On TyO'*3TK. pK E3C"Dy33"TK DpyTn ^1 
nye n ^TH *n jyos^c iya^gnya p* DOVB 
Ty .mtoQvvm Daanyam « pa jatfca 
mil ^ p a y:y typiBOt? ^y a^ Tpa« DISHV: 
of'ipips 0*3 33^0'OTya pa iP3*n oyos: 
Dp'noo n DjgsTyn TP ,\VD^ Tm»'!BTHn 
•*n:'K p* oyaBSTnia p*^yo"^nnp n ;-s 
nyawep* lyovy? ynap .D^BSK: 
nBP n pa P«TOO TPT TPT'K J3B5 ^«3 
•",ny:;w ^M DB.T D'?giB3sn3<K p* yc'-
OW OyT3P"y3 V» T«)"3TB I 1V3BH ,IP3 
rjnpfi K T* esjK^Tya p* o;yaoTKfiyT mp«5 
-:-« i«3 imy.i op'cpj ^BI ip5on3Tya ?*n 
-2'^r IX OTBDn DPT JpnPT pK D'^ BBBJKH 
"Pi W3TH( D*n D3PSDTBBPT TPT pK ,IPO 
-BaDT3B^«T Dm .DTBVDD DTPD^pnay DPT 
"BOD T*3"^ 11* *TV3 TyT PD TPP*DD'= 
.PP11V DPT T*D DP^ DC'S 
Tyt>D'aTyp iPtyn iya*n opoga n Tya» 
r$* jyaijn "l .ono Im a n c IMK OTPorv; 
-a*STpa ix omi BO'3 v* oy TB ,o'n3pc'?; 
oy IB ,DT^ mP33"K yt. iya*n « | ^"ii ,IT> 
D*n p»nt3D TPT .p*» D'3 P"TOD P'P DK 
n im*p 5ya ;*nop3 own TP ,ipaipay3D".ii 
ODBpyaas OB.T p* Tyo"3TB n *n oyD»: 
TyT v* i<5>up .T^ pa poio WO'H 8 o»or '• 
ITIT Kpn p* ,im*iiP3 o^poyDpa p«noc 
"^ pt n ^TlT J1K .03P00TBBPT T*3"5 OP 
TPOproTpB'Osan'am TyT *n im*oyr: r. 
.IP3if?6?y3TBD Tpnna DIP 
DPT O'D ^BD Tm lynpa VH ya^y: OK-
-BT3P3D,I* o«n Tya^yii ,p«noD DTPOC:;'" 






nypnyn w y c i « ; o n " * i y i 40 
•jitya 8^0*0 ,iy33ii>»no38 « u r <PIR Din 
•<v.;y3y?y33B DO"ai» IRB lyoDO'o imin 
TSD"8BB oijn iRD^n ospvtyia pR ,IPD 
pmya ?BDR PR nyaSyii .tBD^n .3 QB>$MI 
DJB ,WW DTP3»D n po lyejnpyo i n 
.03VDOn»BVT ISD'^ (ID iyDD'3'D 
sixain pM ;« BSMn I B D ^ I I TPDjnppo 
nytnjm PD38DPTPD3«R jnsw^wa O'O 
-pa I»R 1R3"5 HR D3yoDTBByT iv~\„ 
n lie tVDinsnai'R n pR lynRiips ivcstr 
•W DRT .DD"DD nyD'OV I1C "iyD"3"lB pi5 
flRrya oipoDiBBin Din t>*n DRU ry? 
:Dp3iB jyoKnv oyn PR \»5a ttyo'tf 
'pi -i*3"7 115 B3pDai(j«yi o 'pc ppm ipiw 
:ya»3i* 11* irB?pn ,an* p»* ipo?*n it p>» 
"c ijjapmpB-pi? 11 JIB pu?n*n o n I*B 
|flj"> unyoyatpB 1* ; lprHHar pca>Bp*ipB >1 
73^ isi3ij>p3 »l |pB?pn p* jpasuanys ca"ai* 
;
»i "3 ipayrijrfl is |pB"ropjy7iu pnpo 
.51'31* 
11 R • 1 y D * R n nyonyu n D's„ 
I U D ' « 3 T B | I K j y D ? y n ,3 M R 
q'3 Do«n ,( « t £ n R 11 T J T » I T H E 
PR op .oyoy^tina V^WVBD " i jy3P3 iv 
B3M38 rj 18 /UJOTyH H PD THB p^ 1S?3R 
-:>* y i y n iwyn iv IPMVJ PR OVMIW po 
•msam imrwiTpa jyiyn T>n jyoinyo 
•R3RB I « « E K O^D lysipyjcnR pa VM iyu 
o»*aiR YR IRU .J'RJ'S opn PIMM pmv jyo 
R 38H VM IV IRCIRD i y i YD D3JHD ,OVy 
P3 VM 1* V*M Dy DT8 OR11 — .5p3*3 1«'3P 
.CTR VM 3JT1D — ?D'3 11/18 IRD-IROP 8 
"IR IR jyp BKC* lyiyn pR »R ,TV tiiycoiy 
p'p pranp D»J-JID'3 I $ O P R IR iyo"3 
3"V J1R $P3»3 I"0 DM1R CnV3 V* .3RPT1 
-33R5> oy tapip
 rn*B |ID oy txxwi is .CH-R 
,lRcon3R^ — .pmv *vo oy u»3 pR Tin DRI 
p»p T'R jyp T R ,T'5> iny: T S DIHO cy 
nn^R IR ,03"v pu iy>'R .jyaya 0 0 S R C H 
niR .Din iyc838*3 "Ti *iy3'R »n*w D"i 
1PE313 R tS'M^PR IR .D"!! ^ R HI 1V38 
iy3«n iv nyj^**M !*3 ^'R pR naM^o >ya 
*in>R IR fl«M TR noRn ,0"3iR Tyn w 
JIK I8^3P iyn pc o>D8 PM inyjTyanR D^8i 
PR ,om yi3yt3trp>n yny»R iy^n8V3"R 
nn*R .iim^anR lyvyi ^*? nn»R »3yp [Ri 
"iKJR IR T R : HJI mnt3 Ri DRii RI^R unyi 
n*o Dwa i^yT ODMID .nyj^'Vi^Riiyi R ,t3D'3 
n IR p3"V DRT ! Din |p?n«v iv IWJMIV 
PR DRftl DRT 118 .DR3 InRB 1313 PR I8'3P 
! nyo'oiR n T D D>3 3»ID DR3 (HRC uia 
.C3>*DD18fiyT 
*5n»n i y n «i'iR jyD8BD'iR ^8^ DRI^ -EWD lyoynpyo own U8;8^ ivovy^ 338D:B 
.pn tsiwByT lya^iny i"t iy3y3y3D,ifR IKDJMI 
innyii yostfonjn n O*D bTyn ^MM, "03y DIRBJH nyn .oayoDnsByi iipw$ Tic 
*»4 118 t33yODn8fiyT 1PT 18 ,D3"Dy3 BO T> ^ 1 3 f'M DP °R" I'^R Dy?y'D DfiRH 
Ti5 n 18B 183 i r iRiw jyoBrys P R i$a nyn MMK 18 iy o»"« 183 DO .ly^yofivas 
THO J'R D3'3'*RnyD ]y3»»T DR11 nyjpTiyD 
•w IPORvya PR D3yDDn8ByT l y i .DSSOP 
• "avp t f y?>8 po iyDyiyD3'R n pn i n s n 
-ira-l'P383T831R n I1R yDnM08318 H ,iyt3 
CR11 ,PD8^P "iyi8 yE113 )^P '11 MIR iy3R 
Dwpys DO \VP ,jyc3yo y^s lie DnyDt-ys 
un* iy338^iyD nn»R ^ypmoMM i m 8 jyaRo 
ii»,v8P3B3i8 i">n jyT'D .lysinas? *VPR 
*5i TyT is ,*W I 'TIR R^'oa oy i n DSP? 
•jyii i n yi"inp3n3ynDM3 no DSPDDIRB 
TV8P3B31B iyD»3|iii jnsyrDonpy iv m .lyD^mysy^ysss npD»3iB, nya'R iy3Ri iv 
i D*?i ,inp3npT iv a'oan "t IID OIR ,IV; -O'D-JB D'ocyo pa •wis* \vvw$ DPI PR 
W 1RB 3'DM3 !*R IP^H'D -iyD»31R-p^ ,WP3 B iPlRliya pft31»«» PM y'V8"lDD 
.pn5n«n -yoDO'D D^yi3Bn DRI O5"HDIV sipn DRII 
-yaciR BMn DipcciBByn p*t CRII »"anM 
n D B " DRI PIBDB' Di^aya IV -183 ,I«flD 
•P3 nn^R iy38H jyDyiyDS'R y^'DD'/BD'BBP 
•IMnDWOMM WDV 
DsyotnBByT nR3"f> ijn P R DDiRiiys Mi 
•m ny38pnpoR CPT PR 33i^ *»no38 y o 8 
PR lRD^'ll BYURP PS .DyDD»D"D33ny*3 
DBH D3PTiy-lB 0*8 tPIRlW efl'^ RDDS'R 
D3P0D1RByi„—DinpDDO'D 0 ^ 3 8 7 1 DRT 







"ijjpien wy»-ua p*i«^ i jn 42 
is ppn* oyn o»o /OJVDOIKBVT i83*»5 o'pn 
-pre NWP "* |y^m !8T PK ,D>KOT |P3*py3 
-JpO 'l .008 PD UtelDCDMIK |8D?*N "IPOyi 
IP:O( jpj'o nveip l y r c o H pp |yo83 
T T P K "lyirPD^ynyi yv:«: H v5a"Bnnun 
i?TTn«iiy3 lypuya PK oy jf3HD3»R iy; 
•pa fyaan i»3'B"o no lynysw '^D y3*»WT n 
turWW .iwo *i po lP3*^o mV"T IPDIP 
Tpip ovwienpo oia ty3»r -ipp^aiK »a 
\W8 rBH"* "> ty 1""> »^M DP31B PK .&n 
pii "t tPJ'n oonpenypsiK mH MK 5«ona 
•H iystfn "t p.K ,-iyo*'3n8 piy»T iv 3tvpa 
I;K c3"vy3D*nK 3n;yDi?^8D epO'?Kovia yi 
.p*<"ioo am 
sy |y« /lyn'KiBD |»*i 1*3 oyn o"Y n 
"ry: iv »ny*sm i n ijnjm D3'^y oyu 
Tjrn( DPOVE yp»vu 0380 in*M O'o lyv 
I n m JIB IPOTPJ omi .jypjyo P:5PV3»K 
1 Tin jfssyi pa^cjya y>8 pyn* w a i s 
,UT*WM jppstppa PK D;POO">8BPI "up*** 
TWTi 3"ijnau 9W6QV? 8 ipnya PK oy £"» 
in I't* lyoipoiyp pM jy5»i nyo«*3iM n IK 
:'K irxw n ,onim . u r v w i -lptaWYtu 
j» 1*'XK3 pJpnooTU'R |8 D3yDDinyo nip 
sjRiDTnyo n«i onpoe-ya 33vipp5pBP3 W N 
. w a i * l*ti no 
n; =•; »R oapeoiBBpl n«3"5 "On* 
ps iyoinyDj'K H jp3pn n imv^ys w u n s 
-iB yj^a tyjnp " i !»o5pn PK DPC83 H 
-m»1 8 1KB jyt3"318 \9$W D8H ,*1P0"3 
TTPBBS cnyo**3i8 *i tpv*i?p3 W I * ; ,ptf 
. v^V3 O*MI »vi lyDjnyos'R p* 
P0JPPK11P3 pK IPDRH iP^ yDK'lY [ID DDytS' 
op :OD»»n DKi ,"o"ODnyo3,KB p« yo"$ 
•8«bB» pjpnp»myp nys'K oiPDy^pa onyw 
•1PD38P 1PDPPTT npT 1PD3W D)^ pK [yo 
•jyowpyi ^ l y i i y i ly^iyiyo npn JID y* 
"in y^stynyD n ?8 ,tri8Bm D'ISD^MI OIH 
IP3PM 33i*>yof 8 (yenyj inpr ^«i 33nyu 
, ' .oyi 
n pc i83n« aya—"ptptfo DT'TB. H 
Da^nVD^OlnlUJ "D1«10 33'D30B T8^8, 
1ip»*J oyT ivavn 5yn»onp |yn3V3^ 8C oyi 
:e3yDOi8Byi 
it IN jmn'D iy3y3-Da"aiK yoma n , 
•018BPT i«3"^ Dyn ;y3P3 y'KgB'Jij: y?iDe» 
yaynyenyD pK .iHD i^i nyopipyo 1?K ojyo 
-ys yopiB iye»DD*$8t>»B8p *im po iy?».iD 
oy m ,oy:ripniy3« ya^D'n jyo D3y3ys 
oyi \vm i"Br3Kp lyp'tsHopDD'o K \N onya 
iyi PK ooiHiiya m .nmyoD^'o DD*'318 
•9i iyoi3y338 DVTyoD»3'o jyipn i8Q yyips 
-'BHP yo'H3 n pp IV^V^NBK H rtfio in«M 
-3«H umt aySw yP8D ts i^3ps .jyoD^so 
-ya oinpoDU'o DtJ"ai« oyn jyopO«n O^D 
•»»> Ijn J31D8DPDMK PDnK IK JV3P3 
-P3 inyr iyoD*K PK WPOOIKBPI 183 
•*13 *T ly31Kp3"K »1D PK 1^3 pK D33"K 
,iyn:yt3C"3iK ps^ yiK "a .niKYin PDP3*D 
yooawn >i pp yi"K 18 ,W pnyociyp 
138E5PO'K D'3 t'H !P33tf»nt33K D33Hy>3pn 
D3PPP3 DJKII DP PKN ,D"ai8 <1 I8H0 IV 
.linjm I8HDP3 DD18nP3 pK 
-pa poMipa »« .inpccipp iv D J^ ]PDW 
NEXT MEETING OF THE 0 . 
Communications intended for the next meeting "6t the Q. E. B., 
wliich will hegitt its sessions on Monday, March 23, should bo addressed 
to 37 Prince Arthur, East , Montreal, Canada. 
- 'm 
• • 
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